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Young Wild West's Rustler Round- Up
OR,

H~IETTR'S

CHllil fOR l"fEI.tP

By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.

The ranchman soon left the house and found the cowboy
who had brought the information about the nine cattle being
YOUNG WILD WEST STARTS AFTER TIIE RUSTLERS,
stolen waiting for him.
"Well, 'rom," he said, "I reckon we had better make a
At the time of which we are writing there were but few little Investigation. Where's Zeke Taylor this mornin'?"
cattle ranches In the eastern part of Utah. Probably the larg·•He's got half a dozen of the boys an' gone on the trail,
est and most prosperous one there was the Double I, which hopin' he'll find where the cattle was took to," came the reply.
had the branding mark "II."
.. A good Idea. But if they git 'em across the river at the
·
This ranch was owned solely by a man named Isaac Iaben, ford it won't be no use to try to foller the trail. You know,
and it was reported that he was making money "hand over the ground Is hard an' stony up that way, an' there'll be no
fiat."
tellln' which way they went."
.
But one day Ike Isben, as he was generally called, became
"That's what I was thinkln', Ike," and the cowboy shook
aware of the fact that his cattle were being stolen.
his head as though he felt pretty certain that there would
"Rustlers, ch?" he said to his wife, after recei~ing a re- be little use in following the trail.
port from one of bis cowboys that nine fat steers had been
But he was quite willing to go with the boss, so he led
taken from the range the night before. "Well, I reckon it his horse to the· corral that was but a short distance from
don't take much to guess who they are. It's them Radfords, the house and waited until the ranchman had caught and
you kin bet! They've got about. the meanest outfit in the way saddled his favorite broncho.
of a ranch there's to be found in this part of the country; yet
Then the two were not long In riding away, taking a courso
they always seem to have plenty of money. Old Jake Rad- that lay almost northeast from the ranch.
ford always has had a bad reputation, an' that brother of his
A couple of miles frol.11 the house there was quite a little
ain't one shade better. It ain't to be supposed that his sons grove of cottonwoods.
would grow up to be honest, either. Yes, Kate. You kin bet
The river flowed along close to this, and when they had
that it's the Radfords."
reached a little rise they could see the gtlmnrer of the water
"You might be mistaken, Ike," his wife said, shaking her as the sun shone upon It.
When they finally reached the cottonwood grove they fol·
head. "Nellie Radford is a good girl, I'm sure. Most likely
she'll be our daughter-In-law afore very long. You shouldn't lowed a rather wide path through It and presently came to a
accuse her father an' brothers of beln' cattle-thieves. It may halt on the bank of the sluggish river, which was not very
be that some strangers have come here, an' that they are the deep at that point.
ones what's stealln' the cattle."
"Strangers co min' this way, I reckon," the cowboy called
''It may be that way. But I've formed my opinion, an' I ain't out, as he jerked his thumb toward the other side of the
goin' to change it until I find out that I'm wrong. I'm sorry stream. "Gala with 'em, too, Ike."
that Larry took up with tb.e Radford gal, even though I think
"Sure as you're born," the ranch man exclaimed, looking
she's all right. Of course, tbey don't let her know that they're somewhat surprised. ·•A likely lookin' lot, too, I must say.
stealln' cattle. They wouldn't do that. But don't say nothin' I wonder who they kin be?"
of what I've said. I'm goin' to try an' catch the rustlers.
Riding over a stony trail which led directly to the ford
If that kin be done it will be easy to know who they are."
a short distance below where the two horsemen had halted
Kate Isben nodded her head, but said no more.
was a party consisting of eight riders.
It was plain that she was worrying slightly about her son's
Two of them :were nothing more than boys, one a man, one
engagement to Nellie Radford.
a young woman, two young girls and two typical Chinamen
She knew as well as her husband that the whole Radford who were leading a couple of well-loaded pack-horses.
fa mily, or the male members of It at least, bore a bad repuAll save the heathens were attired In costumes well
tation.
adapted to that part of the country, though quite fancy in apShe also was aware that the ranch they occupied vraa fear- pearance at the same time.
fully run down and that but few cattle were raised there.
One of the boys was riding a little in ·a dvance.
Yet, as her husband had said, the Radfords always seemed
He was mounted upon a splendid-looking sorrel stallion,
to have plenty of money.
and close behind him a little to the left came a young girl
She hopzd that he was wrong in coming to the conclusion whose mount was a cream-white broncho.
that the Radforda ·wero the cattle thieves.
"That's what I call a likely loo kin' couple," Ike Isben exThis was for the sake of her son Larry, who she knew would claimed, with something like admiration. "Tho gal has got
11oon take Neilie Radford for his wife.
long, yaller hair, au' the boy has got long hair, too, though
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it's a Jittk darker than hers. He looks a'1 supple as a 'il"hip, self at home. You'll find my wife will be mighty glad to
an' the way sl:e rides th<~t hor3c shows that she's mighty usen have yer, ospecially when she sees that you have got gale
to It. Let'G go drnvn the river an' meet 'em when they com".l with you."
'"rhank you, Mr.--"
across. Jt might be that they've seen somethin' of the rust.iers.
"Isben is my name--Isaac Isben. But everybody calls me
If they crossed the river at. the upper ford there ain't no
tellin' but what these folks has run acrns3 'em. Ccme Qn, Ike."
"Glad to make your acquaintance, I'm sure. The moment
'Tom."
The cowboy nodded, and the two inrnrd and rode down the J set eyes on you I made up my mind that you were all right.
I'm
stream to the fot'd, where they qukkly diamounted and So you bave bePn the victim of a gang of rustlers, eh? drive
sorry we didn't stop those two fellows and mf\ke them
walled for the party to come acros~.
'I'l!is was certainly the intention of the latter, for tbe boy the cattle back. We could have done it easily enongh, I
in advance slackened the pace of his steed wlwn he reached think."
''You might have done it,. but I happen to know that the
the water's edge, a11d then nodded to the &!rl to follow him.
Straight acrnss they came, the water being scarcely knee- Radfords is putty qulck on the shoot. They're a dangerous
lot, anyhow. There's old .Jake an' his brother 1.ew, they've
deen in some piacrn.
.. Good-mornin;;! ""said nm Isben, nodding in a very friendly been through the n;m, an' there ain't no tell!n' jest how much
wrong they've clone in their time. Jake's boys ha,s been
way. ··Yer ain't lost in thtse here parts, are yer?"
"Oh, no," the boy r:,m3werecl, quickly, a smi.le showing o:i brou~bt up the same way. I reckon if you ha,d tried to st.op
his handsome race. ""\Ve can't say that we are lost, tl.Jough 'em dri-vin' on the cattle they would have put np a stiff :fight."
''That wouldn't have ampunted to a great deal. When we
we have never been in this particular i:art of the country
I don't know
before. I take it that there is a ranch somewhere close at undertake to stop any one we generally do it.think
it proper
whether you ever heard of us or not, but I
hand."
"You have got that right, young feller. Tho Double I Ranch to introduce myself and then make you acquainted with my
lays less foan three miles from here. You ca.n't see it, 'cause friends. I am Young 'Wild West."
"Thunder an' ligbtnin'!" exclaimed the ranchman, his eyes
that ridge an' the cottonwoods is between .. I'm the owner of
'he Double I, an' I'm proud to say that it's one of the best openjng wid0. ''Ylhat do you think of tllat, Tom? It's Young
ranches anywhere along the river from Wyoming down to Wild West, the Champic,m Dea<lshot. You have heard of him
lots of times, ain't yer?"
Arizona . .,
.. I reckon I have," the cowboy declared, showing fu lly as
··Good! " and the boy nodded in a satisfied way.
Dy this time some of the others hall crossed, and both the much st<rprise as his boss. "But I ain't never had a chance
'
'
ra.nclunan and the cowboy greeted them all in a very cordial to see him afore."
"Them is your two pards right there. I kin tell tbat all
fashion.
Not until the two Chi!lamen had emerged from the water right."
''Yes, let me make you acquainted with Jim Dart, · a lJoy
and come to a halt did Em Isben mention a word of what he
chum of mine who was born in Wyoming; and Cheyenne
wanted to inquire about.
C!Jarlie, the scout, who hails from old Cheyenne. This young
Then he nodded to the boy with the long hair and said:
lady is Arietta Murqock, and the others are Mrs. Watson,
"Which way did yer come this mornin'?"
"Itlght down o.-er the side of the mountain back there,., the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner. The ewo
heathens <tre Hop Wah and Wing Wah, though I don't suppose
.
was the !l'eply.
you care particuiarly about them."
·
"Did yer meet any one?"
"I reckon one of 'em is al_l right, anyhow, though I don't
"Yes, we met two men driving a few cattle along the trail."
lmow which one it ls," the cowboy spoke up, as a grin showed
"Yer did, eh'?''
Then tho ranchman turned and slapped the cowboy on the upon his face. "I've heard tell about Young Wild West's
clever Chinee, too. Our foreman, who ls named Zeke Taylor,
•
baek and added :
has seen yer all, an' he says that one night he was in a polrnr
"Did yer count how many cattle they had with 'em?"
"We hardl.y had to count them, but I'll tell you that ' there game with the heathen. Lost all the money he had, too. Ha!
were just nine, and good fat ones they were, too. I believe ha ! ha!"
"I don't doubt that in the least," Young Wild West declar ed.
they said they had sold thorn to a butcher up at a mining
camp which they said was something like fifteen m'i!es away." "Hop Wah could not play a square game of car ds if he tr ied.
" They did, eh?" the ranchman exclaimed. "\\Tell, young But I generally see to it that he don't fleece the innocent ones,
h er e,
feller, I want to tell yer that them nine cattle you seen was if I am anywhere around and can prevent it. But see
stole from the range last night. They're my cattle, an' them Mr. Isben, I think it advisable to go with yo u and look fo r
your cattle and the rustlers. Cheyenne Charlie will go, too.
as had 'em was rustlers."
J im can ride along over to the ranch with the girls. I am
"Is that so?" and the boy looked somewhat surprised.
''Yes, that's the truth. Some of my men is on the t r ail. sure he don't object to that."
"Not in the least," spoke up the ot her boy of t he par ty.
You di dn't happen to meet them, did you?"
"Well, I'll be mighty glad to have yer, that's sart in," the
"No, we saw no one after passing t he two fellows with
ranchman declared. "Jest think of it, Tom, " and he again
the cattle."
·wu d West
"Did you take any particular notice of how the two fe llers turned to the cowboy. "We'r e goin' to havea Young
few days. Ain' t
an' his friends to stop at our house for
looked?"
"Well, yes. One of them was a man about forty , I suppose, that somethiu' great? My boy Larry will be about as much
a nd the other was a young fellow probably twenty-five. · They pleased as my wife, an' I s'pose his gal--"
He cut h imself short just then, fo r no doubt it occurred t o
appeared to be ordinar y cowboys."
"Yes, that's what they look like. But <lid tlie oldest one l:\im that his son's sweetheart was the da ughter of t he leader
of the cattle rustlers.
have a scar on his nose?"
"Your son has got a sweetheart , eh ?" Young Wild West
"He certainly did."
''There you are, Tom,." and .the ranchman's face was a.ll asked, looking at him rather sharply.
"Yes, an' I don't mind tellin' yer that she's the sister o! the
aglow instantly. "It was Lew Radford an' one of Jake's
young feller you seen ridin' away with my cattln. The otber
boys. I knowed they ·was the ones."
"The Ra.dfords, eh?" the cowboy 1mid, shaking hi.s head galoot is her uncle, too. I suspicioned them, an' I told my
and acting as though he could hardly believe it. "I never wife so jest afore I left the house. But, of course, the gal
ain't to blame for none of this. It ain't likely that she knows
thought they was in the rustl!n' business. ·
"You didn 't, eh? Well , I did. I can't help how much that her relations are r ustlers. "
What the r anchman said seemed to interest th e members
trouble it's goin' to make, but this th ing bas got to be settled. T hey a in't goin' t o git away with them cattle, an' that's of the P.ar ty not a little.
They exchanged remarks in low t ones about it, but none
all th er e is to it. Come on. We'll foller the trail these folks
has been comin' over, an' it hadn't oughter take so vro·y long of them ventured t o say anything to Isben of their though ts.
It is hardly necessary to give any fu rther intr oduction to
a fore we come up to 'em, 'cause they can't make the cattle
Young Wild West and those who were in the ha blt of r iding
go very fast."
" Do you think you'll need any help?" the boy asked, look- aboi;t the wildest parts of the West in search of excitement
and adventure.
Ing at t he ranchman coolly.
Sc much has been written of them that the r eader no
"I reckon not, if there's only two of 'cm. But say, young
feller , if you'rn lookin' for a ranch to stop at for a day or doul.Jt would tire if it were done.
Ht..ving found something that might prove exciting before
two you'll see the Double I jest as soon a<: you git to the rise
t.o
the other side of the woods. Go on over the1·e an' .wake yow-· they JiOt thro11&ll. 'with it, Youna ·wua Weat wu e~er _.
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accompany the ranclun1tn and the cowboy and assist them ' "All right, then, ·we'll soon see."
In capturing the rustlers and getting possession of the stolen/ The ground was hard and stony where they were riding
steers.
1 now1 and the ring of the steel-clad hoofs made lots of noise.
"I reckon we bad better go on over the river and take th'~ 1 ' As t hey neared the two rustlers they were heard by them,
trail, Mr. lsben," the young dead shot said, in the ecol and and then the flrst thlng they knew they put their horses at
ea.sy way he was so well known for. "We met those fellowa a mad gallop and quickly disappeared behind a bend of the
nearly two hours ago, and they must be quite a distance away trail, leaving the cattle to be taken by their pursuers.
·
by this time."
--"They couldn't have started with the cattle till about day- 1,
light thls morn in', I reckon," the ranchman answen;cl, with a
CHAPTER II.
i;;hake of the head.
"Well , that makes it all tho better for us. I've got plenty
WILD Is PUZZLED so~IEWH.<1.T.
·
of c~ttle an' I 'll admit that I'm makin' gocd money by raisin'
'om. But I ain't goin' to let no rustler run away l';ith a I
single one or 'em if I lr!n stop it. Radfords or no Radforcls, ; It happened to be a well-wooded part of the . country, so it
they've got to take their medicine when I k.itch 'em. That's >ms quite easy !'or the two rustlers to disappear.
i Young ·wild West no sooner saw that they mea.nt to get
the kind of a man I am."
There was n. fl2sh in the man's eye which told plainly that ' away and let the cattle go than he turned to his companions
and said:
he meant exactly what he said.
'·You look after the steers. I'll try and catch the rascals.•
But al r eady Young Wild West had come to the conclusion
t hat he was an honest, ~prlght roan, and hence he wus so , Tht11 he spoke sharply to the sorrel and away he went in
\ hot pursuit.
ready and w!lling to lend his assistance.
Only a few words were nec"1ssary, and then Jim Dart and I The trail the two horsemen left was a plain one, and once
the girls started on through the wcods, the two Chinamen he can:e to the place where they had turned ott the boy bad
bringing up the r ear, neither of them saying a word or show- ! no troubie at all in foliowing It.
H e could llear the clatter of hoofa ahead of him, and every
Ing tbc I ast inter est.
'l'his might seem a little strange 011 the part of Hop Wah, ; few seconds a crashing sound would come to his ears, show·
who was generally called Youug Wild West's clever Chinee. 1iug that the fugitives were breaking through the bushes.
Along tP,e side of the wooded slope they were riding, and
But there were times when he "as satlsf.3d to remain
not n:orc than two hundred yards behind came dashing Young
quiet, and this happened to be one of them.
Ike Isben put his horse to the wi>.ter ·and started to cress ' Wild West, the boy who never gave up a trail until he got
the stream, Young Wild West, Cheye.nne Charl!c l:ad the ; what he was after.
But 'Wild soon discovered that the rustlers were riding
!
cowboy fellowing.
The trail was quite an easy one, and once they had reached 1 good horses.
a comparatively level stretch all four let their horses go at I Whil e he wa.s gaining upon them slowly, he knew It would
• VJ.ke a long time to catch them, if they cb-Ose to keep in the
a gallop.
Mile after m!le was covered, and at tho expiration of half timber.
But this they did not do.
an hour Young Wild \.Vost declared that her e was the place
It was not more than five minutes before a natural clearing
where they had met the cattle-thieveB.
"I know where they're gone," Isben said, with a shrug of . sh.owed up ahead, and then Wild succootled in getting a good
1
the shoulders. "They're headin' up ror Rock Ridge. That's ghmpJe at the men.
where they kin git rid of the steers all right. Rock Ridge i He could tell that one of them was middle-aged and the
ain't only twenty miles from my r anch, an' it's a putty \ otlrnr a young ,man, but to see the scar the ranchman bad
thlckiy settled sort er place. Ther e's plent y of busiuess done : spokrn of was impossible just then.
there, too. A spur or the railroad comes in, you kc.0 Y1, an· 1 The i·nstlera knew they were punmed, for no doubt they
there's cnttle an' a littl e o! ever ythi ng l'lsc br.i n' sh ipped every ' cei;!d hear our hero cont!ng as well as he could bear the
week. I hope they don't git t her e ah ead of t:s. 'cause i! they , souncl2 made ))y their horses.
do there might bi;; a train about r eady to start an' they'll I Out into the open they dashed, and then both turned in
git away with the cattle. Thor ain't goin' to s.:ill 'em to ; the srrddle and. showed that they had their guns ready to shoot.
St rai ght to the edge of the woods the young deadshot rode,
no butcher up U1ere, an' you kin bet on tha t. My b:·aud
wouldn't p:o up there, not unless some of my own r.J en took anrl as he emerged from it his rifle was at his shoulder, the
' br; dll'-rcin held. between his teeth.
·
the cattle th er e."
The tra!l they wer0 followin g ran al'C'l.ost parnllel with tho; .. St<rrender!" he i;bOutod, in a ringing voice. "U you dt)Il't
river now, and Young 'Wild '\Ye!.:t. lme'\\' i t would bu a. prP tty 1'11 drop tho pair of you ! "
A c?.cfiant shout was the answer, and then the older of the
close call if they overtook th e two r ustlers aud t!ie st:Jlcu
steers before they got t o the li t tle town or mining ca mp, a~ ! t wo fir ed a ahot from his revolver.
But the Lullet v;ent low and hit the ground a few feet ahead
J
it w:is generally called.
But Spitfire, the sorrel stall!on he w:i.2 ridin r,, could easily , of the sorrel sbllion.
'\ \'i!d did not want to kill the men.
outci.istance the other horses, and wlloH h\) put him at h!s best
He could easily have dropped them both, but it was h11
the ra;:1chman soon found that his hors'~ was no match for
inte nt ion to take them prisoners.
hiI!l.
However, .he decid~d to show them what kind of a shot he
"Go it fl l!ttle easy, Young Wild West," he e:illcd out. "That
sorrel goes llke a streak of wind. Your pard can't even keep was. so takmg a <;mck aim at the hat of the older man, he
pulled the trigger of his rifle.
up with yCJr."
Crang!
''That's right, Mr. l:!lben. l!ut lceep on coming as fast an
As the report rang out the horseman ducked forward 1n
you can. We want to catch tlte rustlers befo re th <: y g.:it to
the saddle, at the same time making a grab for his hat.
·
Rock Ridge, you know."
.. I reckon I touched it, all right," the young deadshot
"Yes, I know. But a horse can't go oniy jsst so fast, an'
there ain't no use tryin' to make him do any better. I found mut tered. " Now we'll see if he'll flro again at me."
The uistapc'e acrosn tb.e open spot was not great, and when
that out a lcng time ago."
On tlley went, halting to g!Yc the horses a r est when lt \\>as ' he 13aw that instead of slackening the speed of their horses
needed, and ln something less than two hours from the t i1!le 'i they were urging them to go as fast as they could, Wild d&the-y ermised the stream they came !n sight of the shant ies icled lhat it would be a pretty tough job to get them.
of thC; m lnlng camp lying close under a rocky Tidge t wo m:le!l J Bout upon talrlng them alive, be pushed on, holding his
rifle in r eadiness, for he did not mean to let either of them
away.
But almost at tlJe same time they saw the t wo me n pro- : fir e 111;oth<:r shot at him.
In e:asn they mado a move to do so ho was going to break
ceeding slowly along the winding trail, the cattle going
the urm or put a bullet through the hand that held the reah .~ ad of them.
"We'll catch them, all right, Mr. !Eben," the youn g dead-1 volver.
However, neither of the two rustlers seemed incl!ned to
shot called out, as he gave a nod of satlafactiou. .. Now, t hen,
l hope you're mistaken in thinking that tiley're r ela tivea take another shot.
Th ey were entirely bent upon getting away now.
of your son's sweetheart."
"No, I ain't mif1tak•'n. You have sa id that the oldest one ol 1 Straight across the open stretch they rode, and when WUd
the two had a scar on his face. That's Low Radford, as sure I was yet two hundred feet behind them they took to the cover
' of the trees and bushes again and were quickly lost to view.
as guns. "
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Tbe young deadshot looked about him quick\y, and seeing
As has been said, they were dressed in the fashion of
what he thought was an excellent chance to make a short cut ordinary cowboys.
and get ahead of the two scoundrels, he turned a little to the . The four men he was now before were attired In the same
right.
fashion.
.
But when he reached the woods he found himself con"I reckon you're a stranger in these here parts," one of the
fronted by a steep bank.
I men observed, as he looked at the boy in a critical sort of
It was out of the question to think of getting up ther.e on · way.
·
horseback.
1,
"I reckon· I am," was the reply, and then Wild noticed that
The fact was it would have been difficult to climb to the top l there was a scar on the speaker's face. "Your name is Lew
if he dismounted and tried it.
Radford, isn't it?"
Finding that he was balked in his purpose, the boy turned
"That's right, kid. You know me, but I don't know you."
and rode the other way, so he might continue on the trail
"I reckon this ls the first time I've ever had a good look
of the two rustlers.
at you, but I know you, just the same. I was told that you
As he got into the thick part of the woods he listened in- had a scar on your face. No offence in my saying it, is ther~?"
tently.
. ".No, not a bit, k~.d. I got that scar in a fair fight, an I
But not a sound that would indicate the presence of any one amt ashamed of it.
there reached his ears
The other three were much younger men.
""That's strange, ,,' be. thought, shaking his head. "Probably
One of them Wild b~came convinced was the younger of the
they have stopped and mean to shoot me from ambush. I two he had bee~ chasmg.
r eckon I had better be a little careful. I'll turn to the right
This ,meant that if Ike Isben had been correct in his opinnow and go along a little easy, and then I'll swing around half ion the man with the scar was. the other.
a mile further on. In that way I may outwit them."
But If such was the case, how could they have changed
horses, for the ones they were mounted upon now certainly
he q~ic~ly proceeded to put his horse Into action.
had not been riding fast.
:ermittmg the sorrel to drop down to almost a walk, he
It was rather puzzling to our hero, and he thought rapidly
tm ned and rode back Into the woods.
I and soon decided that It would be better not to accuse the
When he had gone what he thought to ·be far .enough he, two of being rustlers just then.
swung around and rode on through In the same direction he I '"Do you want anything?" Lew Radford asked, after a
had been going before he made the turn.
short silence.
It was quite a patch of woods, and Young vynd West soon
"Well, I was chasing a couple of rustlers through the woods
ca.me to the conclusion that unless he had a l!ttle good luck 1 back there, and I was pretty certain that they callle this
with him. the r~stlers woul_d probably get away.
.
way. You didn't see anything of them, did you?"
For half a mile he con~mued on, ~ls .horse now_ gomg at
"Rustlers? Why, no. What do you think of that, boys?
as fast a }lace as was advisable, considermg the thick under- There ain't been any one passin' in our sight, has there?"
growth he had to pass through.
and Radford turned to his three companions.
When he had made the turn the boy did not have to go very
"Not a soul," declared one of the cowboys, and then he
far before he came to some very spongy ground, and then turned his eyes toward a pond that lay In a hollow something
he saw the fresh prints of hoofs.
like a couple of hundred yards to the left.
''Ah!" he exclaimed, shaking his head. "I understand It
Wild took note of this, and he made up his mind to ride
now. They didn't stop at all, but kept right on going. The that way before going back to join Charlie and the ranchman.
ground was so soft that their horses made no sounds. Well,
"Well " the boy said, shaking his head, "they must have
they've got a mighty good lead on me now."
got the' best of me. I suppose they didn't come out of the
Dent on overtaking the two men if possible, the young dead- woods, after all. But It's all right. I'll find them, If not toshot continued on.
day, perhaps to-morrow."
At length the end of the second pateb of timber was reached,
"Who's been losin' any cattle?" Radford asked, as though
and then before him lay a broad stretch of grass land.
he wa.s quite interested.
Wild knew he was leaving Charlie and the ranch man far
"Ike Isben."
.
in the rear.
"Oh! You caught the rustlers takin' 'em off, then?"
But· he had told them to take care of the cattle, so that
"Yes, we came upon them, but they were too quick for us
meant that they were to drive them back in the direction of a·nd got away."
the Double I Ranch.
"I see. How many did you say there was of 'em?''
There was quite a deep hollow at the edge of the woods, , '"l'wo. I would almost take you for one of them, though I
and it raised gradually as the boy rode on.
couldn't get a glimpse of his face."
But it was fully two miles before he got to the highest point
"Me, eh? You don't think I'm a rustler, do yer, kid?"
on the cattle range, and then when he looked ahead he came
"Oh, no, I am not saying anything like that. But one of
in sight of four men who appeared to be riding leisurely to them I could tell was a man about your age, and the other
the south, where quite a herd of cattle were grazing.
was a fellow about his age."
"I wonder if the fellows I am after are there?·• he asked
Wild pointed to the yonugestl of the four as he said this.
himself, as he shook his head, doubtingly. ''They don't
"'But, of course," he w<int on, shaking his head, as though
appear to be the same ones. There are four of them, and it i he was satisfied he was mistaken, "it couldn't have been you
seems they are si;:nply looking after the cattle. But I am j two for your horses don't look as if they had been going
certain the two rascals came this way,. so I'll ride down there very fast lately."
and question them.
"See here, kid," Lew Radford said, rather sharply, "I don't
He rode along at an easy pace now, for it was no longer like the way you're ta!ki'n'. ¥ou ain't got no idea that any
necessary to go fast.
of us is cattle rustlers, arc ycr? I want you to know that
The four cowboys saw him coming, and they promptly we're honest men. We ain't got much of a ranch here, but
brought their horses to a halt and looked toward him as lf we're doin' the best we kin to git along. Maybe some one said
they were curious to know who he was and what he wanted. I was stealin' cattle."
In about five minutes the boy was close enough to call out
'"Maybe so. But I am not saying that I heard any one say
to them.
it, Mr. Radford. You're talking a littl too fast, I think.
Then he shouted:
Since I am satisfied that the rustlers must have got away
"Hello, there!"
from me, I reckon that's about enough."
"Hello, yourself!" came the reply, and then nothing more
"You r eckon it's about enough, eh? Well, I think you're
was said until Wild brought the sorrel to a halt right close talkin' In a mighty fresh kind of way. Who are yer, anyto them.
how, kid?"
One of the first things he took note of was that neither
"My name Is Young Wild West."
of the four horse3 seemed to have been ridden very fast, and
Then all four started violently and looked at him without
this caused him to think that probably he was mistaken in saying a word for the space of a few seconds.
thinking that he might find the two men there.
Finally the youngest of the bunch nodded his head and e..xBut he was certain they had come that way, and unless claimed:
they had found a hiding-place after reaching the top of the
'"By Jove! You don't mean to say that you're Young Wild
ridge he could not account for them not being somewhere in West, the feller they call the Champion Deadshot, a.n' all
the range of his vision now.
that, do you?"
Wild had not been able to get much of a look at the faces
"I reckon that's about the size of it."
of tbe ruatlers.
w I've heard of you. then."
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YOUNG WILD WEST'S RUSTLER ROUND-UP.
"Hold on a minute," the elder Radford called out, as
"All right. I hope it wasn't anything bad that you heard."
"No, I can't say It was. I'd like to shake hands with you." though he had just thought of something. "Did you come out
"All right, I am quite willing to that. Let me see, what's this way alone?"
"No, not exactly. My two partners are with me."
your name?"
"You mean Cheyenne Charlie an' Jim Dart?" asked CareY\,
"Carey Radford. This man is my Uncle Lew," and he
"Yes, that's right. We've got three ladies with us, too."
nodded to the scar-faced fellow.
"Are yer all stoppin' over at the Double I?"
~'I see.-''
"Yes, we are going to r emain there for a couple of days.
"And this is my brother Bill," the young fellow went on, as
he pointed to one of the cowboys, who promptly moved his Since we found that Isben is in trouble about losing cattle
we'll help him out. As I told you before, that kind of work
horse clos£r and shook hands with 'Wild.
Carey Radford did not seem Inclined to introduce the other just suits me, and It suits my partners, too. "
"I s'pose it does. But say, do you know that our family
cowboy, so Wild let it go at that.
an' the Isbens is on putty good terms? Ike Isben's boy ls
Lew Radford did not offer to shake hands with our hero.
On the other hand, he acted as though he did not take a expectin' to marry my sister putty soon."
"I heard about t.h at. Jsben was talking about It and that's
great deal of stock in him.
Wild noticed it, of course, but it made little or no differ- how I came to know your uncfe when I saw him."
"Oh!" and the youngest of the Radfords seemed to be per·
ence to him.
He was now pretty well satisfied that the two rustlers were fectly satisfied now that everything was all right.
They did not try to detain him any further, so Wild rode
right before him, and he meant to find out how they had
, away, and taking a course he knew would bring him to the
managed to change horses so quickly.
"I'll find the rustlers, all right," he said, as he started his trail that Charlie and the ranchman would be apt to follow
horse to leave the spot. "I am not boasting when I say that while returning with the cattle, he rode on at an easy pace.
In a short time he was at the other side of a rise and the
every time I undertake a thing I always succeed. I'll let you
four men were out of his sight.
know how I make out probably to-morrow some time."
When Wild reached the trail there were no signs of the
··wait a minute," the elder Raarord called out. "Did you
come out this way to help Ike Isben run down the rustlers?" scout and the ranchman, so he turned and followed it and in
I was just in about ten minutes came upon them.
"1 o, I just happened this way by accldont.
They were driving the cattle along, and, of course, they had
time to hear that the rustlers had got away with nine fat
cattle last night, and I offered to help look for them, that's to keep their horses at a walk.
"How did yer make out, Wild?" Charlie called out, when
all."
he saw the young deadshot riding swiftly toward them.
··Oh, ycr come out this way jest by accident, then."
"Pretty well," was the r eply.
Radiord said this in a sneering way.
"But you didn't git 'em."
'"Yes, it seems that I generally happen around by accident
"I found them, all right. Didn't you hear the shots that
just when I am needed, sometimes. I don't mean to say that
I am anything extraordinary, but I do like to get after rustlers were fired?"
"'Yes, I heard a gun go off, an' then your rifle sounded right
or bad redskins or outlaws. It's a sort of second nature to
me to try and straighten out crooked things. If you have been after it. You didn' t clean the two of 'em up in one shot,
bothered by the rustlers just let me know and I'll be glad to did yer?"
h elp you out."
"'No, I simply put a bullet through one of their hats."
"I can't say that any one has been stealin' any of our cattle,
"Did you git close enough to have a good look at 'em?"
Isben asked, eagerly.
so I reckon we won't need yer."
.. All right, no harm done. I'll see you later on."
"I did a little later on. You were right, Mr. Isben. The
Then Wild turned and rode on straight toward the pond . Radfords are the r'ti.stlers. It was the one called Lew and his
•\.s he neared It he h eard the four men following him, anu nephew; Carey."
when he l!aw them coming at a very fast pace he knew he
"The scoundrels!" the ranchman exclaimed, his eyes flashmight expect trouble before he got very far.
ing. "What did you do to 'etn?"
But he continued on, and as he rode down a hill toward the
··1 didn't do anything to them. Just keep cool and I'll tell
you all about it."
edge of the water he saw two horses tied to saplings.
They were still specked with foam, and this told him plainly
Then as the two listened the boy related just what had
taken place.
that they must be the ones the two men had been riding.
'"Wel, by thunder!" exclaimed Ike Isben, when he had
listened to the story. "That beats anything I ever heard of.
Them Radfords is mighty slick an' 1no mistake. They sartinly would have fooled yer for sure if you hadn't found the
CHAPTER III.
.
horses they had been ridin'."
"No, they wouldn't have fooled me as to their identity even
HOP GETS SOME TANOLEFOOT AND PLAYS A 1"RICK.
then. · But it's all right. I think I know just how they manchange the horees. But just why there
Seeing that the four men were so close to him, Wild did not aged to get there and there
for them to make the change with
appear to pay any attention to the two hor::;es at all, but should be two homes
out
brought his horse to a halt near the edge of the water and I can't quite understand. That's something I'll find
later on."
waited.
"It won't make no difference If you never find out jest how
··I thought I'd give my horse a little water l:>efore I go on,"
they come to be there, Wild," the scout spoke up. "You have
.
he said.
"That's all right," Carey Radford called out. And then he settled it as to who the rustlers is, an' now it's up to us to
looked ::i.t his friends as much as to say, ·•I reckon it's all run 'em down."
"They oughler all be hung!" exclaimed Ilte Isben, his eyes
right, after all."
Wild permitted the sorrel to take a drink, dismounting In flashing. ··But I s'pose when I go back an' tell my wife
about it she'll feel mighty bad. Nellie Radford Is a mighty
order to Q.o so.
Then, as he talked with the four men, he looked around to fine gal, an' I know Larry is awful sweet on her. I s'pose
learn how the two cowboys had changed horses so quickly. it would be a shame to break up the match. Maybe I'll be
The only conclusion he could come to was that a sort of satisfied to let them Radfords know that I've found 'em out,
an' git a promise from 'em that they'll ne~er bother any of
shallow gully ran around toward the timber.
They must h:i.vc taken to this and reached the spot in time my cattle ag'in. I ain't jest made up my mind, though. I'll
wait till I've had a talk with my wife."
to meet th e other men.
"Just as you like, Mr. Isben. You're the boss," our hero
Probably they might have had a couple of horses just for
answered, for he understood the situation pretty well.
such a purpose.
They all rode on for about ten minutes, and then the foreAnyhow, the thing had worked nicely. ·
man of the Double I Ranch and three cowboys were seen
Yet it had not fooled Young Wild West one bit.
·when Spitfire was through drinking, Wild mounted him, riding toward them.
'"There!" exclaimed the ranchman, looking greatly pleased.
and nodding to the four men, said:
'"I'll let you know how I make out about the rustlers by "Here comes my foreman an' some of the boys. They'll take
to-morrow night. I may take a ride over tq your ranch, you care of the cattle all right, an' I'll ride back to the ranch
with yer. I s'pose your other pard an' the gals an' two
know."
·•All right," came the reply from one of them. "We'll be heathens has got there long afore this."
"Most likely they have," the scout spoke up, as he looked
&lad to see fer,"
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over in the direction of the ran-ch. "They didn't have sich
an awful distance to go when we met yer."
"Yes. t!hey've got there long before this," Wild observed.
When the cowboys came up the ranchman was not long in
explninin.; tn theJI\ that they had found the cattle, but had
fail ed to catch the two men who were driving them off.
For re?..:.ions of bis own he did not let them know who the
two ·rns.tle!·s were.
This partly satisfied' them, and leaving the nine steers in
· their clt::irge, \Vlld, Charlie and Isben started their horses at
a gallop toward the ranrh.
'rhey were not a great while in reaching it, and as they
rode up Jim and the girls came out, followed by Mrs. Isben.
The la·~ter was delighted at having the visitors at her house,
and she talk ;~ (!. rapidly and in a ;rny that told how welcome
Young Wild West :ind his friends were at the ranch.
"We got the cattle, alt right, Kate," Isben said, whell he got
a chance to i;peak to his wife. "'But we didn't git the ones
as was drivin' 'em ofi'."
"'.!'hen yon don't know whether what you thought was true
or not," she £aid.
'"It's t:rne, all right."
The woman's face fell.
Anxious io know all about it, she excuGed herself to our
fri ends and went iuto tho house with her husband.
They remained there for probably ten minutes, and tilen.
she ca'!:J.O out smilingly.
Meanwhile, Arietta had b•:sn telli;:ig Wild how nice Mrs.
Isbeu was, nnd how wen the house was arranged.
.. I recli:ou we'll put ~P h ·re for n c:.iuple of days or so, Et,"
the young deadshot observed, With a smile . ''We l~ave struck
quite a peculiar situation, and I think we had better try and
straighten out matters to the satisfaction of all concerned.
This gang of rustlers is a mighty bad bunch, but there are
certain complications whi.ch hinder us in running them down.
I'll tell you all about it later on."
This was quite· enough to a.rou$o the curiosity of Arietta,
and she was not satis'11ed until she went for a walk ln the
direction of the corral with her young lover, and then heard
•
all about it.
.. It is rather a queer proposition you .are against, Wild," she
declared, when she had lis tened to the whole story. ·•So
you really think the Radfords are a very bad lot, eh?"
"I am certain of it, Et. Villainy is depicted in the faces of
every one of the!!!. I haven't seen the father of tho two boys
yet. But his brother certainly is a genuine sco•.mdrel. It's
too bad that they have such a nice daughter as the girl is
__,. ·
said to be.·•
··I am anxious to meet her, Wild. Perhaps she isn't much
better than the rest of them, ar:.d if s.uch is the case it will
be a >Jhame for the Isben fellow to :inarry her."
"I think she mttst be all right," and the young deadshot
shook bis head, "When the ranchm an says she is it must be
true, for he ought to know. He claims that she ls entirely
innocent, and isn't aware of what her father and relatives
are doing. But we' ll find out all about it. We are hero now,
and as we are in no particular hurry we can stay until the
·whole thing is settled up in. ii. satisfactory way. It ui.ay be
that some of the Radfords will get shot or banged, but we
can't help it if they do."
The two were sta:i.ding near the corral as they conversed,
and it was not long before Charlie aud Jim were seen coming
with An.!la and Eloise.
Then they all r emained there long enough to talk it over
and understand the situation thoroughly.
As they were going back t? tJ;le· house they saw Hop Wah,
the clever Cbinee, moving along toward the end of the shanty
that was called the bunk-house and acting as though he was
trying to keep from being seen.
''What's that heathen up t.o now, I wonder, Wild?" Cheyenne
Charlie said, turning to our hero, and at the same time jerking his thumb toward the Chinaman.
"Some mlschief, I suppose, Charlie. Maybe you had better
go and see."
"I reckon so, 'cause if he's up to anything in a jokin' way I
want to see what It is. It's either that or else he's afte)·
whisky, you kin bet. That heathen couldn't live without
drinkin' tenderfoot, an' I happen to know that he aln't had a
drop for nigh on to two days. You kln bet he's either gittin'
ready to play some kind of a joke, or else he smells tanglefoot.
I'll go an' find out."
Leaving the rest to gci on to the house, the scout turned
and went around toward .the other side of the bunk-house.
There .was a big stack of hay near it, and once he was behind this it w~ not long before Charlie had found a place

from which he could see the movements of the Chinaman quite
well.
Meanwhile, Hep \Yah had come to a l)ause behind the
shant y-like structure.
Charlie saw him listening at a crack, and then he kn~w
there must b~ some one insid~.
Ent h9 rlid not change l}i s position any, and contented himself to wait.
.ln about five minutes the Chinaman came on around close
to where the haystack was located.
Then nJ ter peering in the direction of the house and seeing
no one looking that way, he stepped softly to the door, which
was wide open.
The moment he stepped inside the scout left his position
behind the stack of bay and moved cautiously after him.
Dropping upon his hands and knees near the door, Charlie
ci-aned his neck and peered inside.
The only sounds he heard were those caused by some one
snoring.
The scout grinned.
'rbere ·was some one asleep in the bunk-house, and no
doubt it was Hop's intention to play a joke on him.
Eager to see who the prospective victim was, _he moved a
little closer to the door, apd seeing that· Hop's back was toward him, peered in and took a vlew of all that was to be
seen.
The double row of bunks along the side of the shanty were
all vacant except one, ar.d in that Jay a sleeping darky.
He was flat upon his back, and his mouth was wide open,
this explaining the loud snoring.
Hop Wah stood looking at hi as though undecided what
to do, and Charlie wa.tch.ed and waited.
Suddenly the clever Chinec started to take an inventory of
what there was Inside tho bunk-house.
He examined everything in the way of a bottle or jug he
came to, and at length as he lifted a barrel from the floor and
found a demijohn under it he gave a nod of satisfaction and
.then looked around sharply, just In time to catch a vlew of
'
Gharlle's head as he drew it bauk.
Knowing that he had ·b een discovered, the scout arose to
hls feet and stepped quickly inside.
'"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?" Hop asked, assuming
an air of innocence.
.. i don't know as there's anything the mr.tter, heathen,"
was the whispered re1Jly. ··1 seen yer sneakin' .around an'
actin' in a funny way, an' I jetit thought I'd watch yer. I
thought yer come hero to p~ay a trick on that sieopin' nigger.
But you're lookin' for tang!efoot, ain't yer?"
"I.at allee light, Misler Charlie. Me likee havee lillee
tanglefoot. Len me makee lillee tun. c10 be. Me velly smartee
Chinec. Il'fe likee tanglcifoot. Yau likee tanglefoot, too.··
·'If I liked it as much as you do l'd be what t:hcy call a
Js there anything ln that clemijohn?"
co~firmed · drunkard.
Me findee outtee velly muchee quickee," and so sayi;:ig the
Chinaman lifted the demijohn and gave It a slight shake.
"Allee samee J;>leuty," he declared, an expression of deep
satisfaction showing on his yellow face.
It .did not take him but a minute to find a tin cup, and
pouring some of the contents of the demijohn into it he
'
tasted it and then gave a sigh of satisfaction.
··Allee light, M.islC'r Charlie," he declared, and then he
drained the cup.
As though he doubted it to be all right, the scout tried it.
But he was compelled to say that it was, and when he had
wiped his mouth with his sleeve he looked at the Chinaman
with a grin and said:
''Now, then, let me see you wake that nigger up.•·
"Allee ligl:tt, l\Iisler Char'lic."
But instead of going right at it the clever Chlnee produced
a quart bottle from somewhere under his loose-fitting jacket
and while the sco.ut looket1 on he filled it from the demijohn.
"'You're a blamed thlef, Hop," Charlie declared, shaking b.is
head. '"Don't you think you had better pay somebody for that
.
stuff ?"
'"Lat allee light, me givee ft.-ee dollee when me findee out.tee
who um tanglefoot belong to."
' 'T!l see to it that you do, an' don't you forgit it. Now go
ahead with the nigger."
Evidently the Chinaman had settled upon a plan of action,
for without any loss of time he stepped over toward the
sleeping darky and then quickly drew a small pack.age from
one of his pockets.
But instead of opening the package right away he brought
out a rubber imitation or the rattlesnake which he had made
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himself apd alw11.ys carried with him for the purpose of : and looked at his arm, which he was holding out perpendicu·
i larly.
frl~htcning thoso h e select ed ns his victims.
With a pi ece of string h e tied the snake to the sleeping ~ 'I'hcn for the first time he saw the string.
"Am de snake dea d ?., he nsked, faintly, when he saw it
dark'y's wrist.
Then he opened the package, and pouring about a t easpoon- ! hung almost motionless.
ful of reddish powder into his hand from it, he mot io11ed for I "That snalte never was alive,'' Wild said, calmly, as he
i drew his kni fe and leaped down beside the fri ghtened indithe scput to move toward th e rl.oor.
Chnrlie did so, for he hau au idea that the powder was red vidunl.
Then, with n quick st r oke he cnt the string, and picking up
'
pepper.
the snali:e coiled it an d la id it upon . the porch.
Hr was ri ght, too.
But owing to th e fact that it w:i.s made of rubber it would
!'lop meant to awaken the sleep r by causing him to have a
not stay in that position, and slowly it uncoiled until it was
fit of sneezing.
Then when he fonnd th"l snake tied to his wrist there surely stretched out nearly straight.
This o:> used the ranchman and his wife to actually believe
would be some thing In the way of fun.
The elev r Chl ;iee tossrd the pepper into the air and let It th at it was a live snake, and they dld not venture close to it,
as mlght be expected.
S<"ttle 3quarely upou t he negr o's fa ce.
"Mrs. Isben," Arietta said, taking the ranchman's wife by
Then he stepped softly to the door and, with the scout,
the arm, " thU! Is all a joke. 'l'hat isn't a live snake, it is
watched to sec the result.
There was a convulsive movement, and then the darky merely r::rn.de of rubber, that's all. It seems thl'. t one of our
Chi na men is hull!orously inclined. He is also a very clever
ceased br.cathlng for an instant.
The next moment he let oui a loud sneeze that almost sleight-of-band performer. It is merely a joke of his. I
heard the fellow say tha t he was asleep and was awakened by
jarred the bunk-house.
It was follow ed by another and another, and then fully the bite of the snake. That isn't true. The Chinaman h11.9,
awake, though in a dazed condition, he tumbled out of the no doubt, tied the thing to his wrist, and t hen llas awakened
him In some way."
bunk and went sprawling upon the floor.
.lust then Joshua gave vent to a violent sneeze, for the
··Hip hi!" called out IIop. ·'Um niggee man allee samee
effects of t11e r ed pepper had not quite gone away.
havee fit, .Misier Charlie."
Cheyenne Charlie came along just then, and when Isben
Any one who had not seen what Hop did might have thought
and llis wife saw that he was laughing heartily they began
this to be true by the way the darky acted.
He rolled upon the floor, sneezing at every roll, but pres· to feel a little more at ease.
"Putty nigh scared the nigger to death, I reckon," the scout
'
ently managed to get upon his feet.
'J'hen h e made a dart for the door, and as Charlie and Hop called out. "A mighty funny thing. I wish you . could all
.
stepped aside for him to come out he caught aight of the snake have seeu it."
'' Tell Mi-. Isben and his wife just how it happened, Charlie,"
that was hanging t o his wr ist.
"Ouch! Murder! murder!" yelled the darky, trying to Wild answered, and then he picked up the snake and laid
i~ on a chair.
shake it from him.
Charlie was not long in doing it, and he was listened to
nut, being rubber, it twisted about as though it was alive,
and unable to fr ee himself of it the darky turned and ran with the utmost attention.
Whf'n he had finished the ranchman turned to t he darky
skaight for the ranch-house, yelling loudly as he did so.
and said:
"Well, that oughter teach yer that the night is the time for
sleepin'. You had to go. an' git in one of them bunks an'
. take a snooze, did yer? You done it 'cause you thought no
CHAPTER IV.
t one was around. It served you good an' right. As soon as I
: r.ec that Chlnee I'm goin' to thank him for hustlin' yer out of
CHARLIE PCA ,'S A JOK E O:<I IIOJ'.
ther"l the way he done it. Now, then, I r eckon you had
an' spilt 2ome or them
rt happened that those in the house were having a very better git around back of the house
chunks of wood. There ain't but a little left, an' we'll need
pleasant chat, and when the shouts of the darky were heard as some
.
mighty quick."
he ran swiftly for the house, with the rubber imitation of a
.. All right, Marser Isben," Joshua answered, meekly. "But
rattler hanging to hls wrist, the ranchman and his ·wife were
I done afraid I get bit by a rattler. Dat am a funny snake."
not a little startled.
"Young ·wild West says it's made out of rubber, an' that
But the rest kn ew right away that it must !lave been Hop
it ain't no snake at a ll. I believe what he says. I'll jest
wbo )lad caused the exritemen t.
'"fake it easy, Mrs. Isben,'' th e youn g d.cadsll ot said , quickly show yer."
And then, well satisfied that it was but an imitation, Isben
rising to his feet and holdi ng u p h is hand when h e saw how
excited the ranchman's wife was beccr.1ing. "l r eck on that seized the snalrn and started for the darky. the house in a
'l'Iiat was quite enough to send him around
nothing serious is the matte L On<' of our Chinam an !l as been
hurry, and he let out a yell as he ran.
having a little fa n, I pr•·sume . .,
Another good laugh was llad, and Char lie r epeated the story
"A little fun," spoke uu the ranC'htnan , lo ki ng surpr ised.
"That sounds like that coon oi ours. Jt's Joshua., as sun• as of the incident.
rt was but natural that both Isben and his wife should want
guns."
"It's him, Ike," the woma n said. " Sec what's the matter. to have a good look at Hop.
Of course, they had noticed both he and his brother before,
Hurry up. "
'J'hen, without waiting for h im to do !1 3 she advised, Mrs. but neither had an idea that he was capable of making so
much fun.
Isbon hurriedly ran out upon tho porch.
\\'ilcl lookPd down toward t he bunk-house and pr esently saw
f3h e was just in time to see the darky arrivr. and when she
saw that his eyes were as big as saucers, and that he was Hop come ar ound the corner of the building.
"Come up hore. Hop!" he shouted, waving his hand.
apparently in a great fright she uttered a startled scream
The Chinaman hesitated a moment, for no doubt he felt
and backed ins ide again.
But the girls laughingly caught hold of h er and took her that he wa'l going to be r eprimanded for what he h ad done.
Ilut he was not fong in r eaching the house.
outside, and when they saw the snake hanging to the darky's
When he got there he bowed meekly and said:
arm they knew right away that Hop was responsible for it.
"Velly nicee day, so be."
"What is the matter?" cried tbc ranchman's wife, trying
"Never mind about how nice the day Is," the young deacl·
her best to appear bold. ;'What are you doin' with that snake,
shot answered, making out that he was displeased at what he
tif;d to your arm, .Joshua?"
"For de Jan' sakes, missus," Joshua answer ed, his teeth had done. "Don't go to putting on any frills. Mr. Isben i1
chattering like castanets, "I don't know what am de matter. going to puni3h you for frightening his darky."
I nigh sneeze my head off, and den I find the snake fast to 1, .. Me velly muchee 1:1olly, so be," Hop declared, shaking hl1
me. He bite me and wake me up when I was asleep in de : head.
I "Never mind about bein' sorry," Charlie spoke up. "I've
bunk-house."
"Hold on there, coon," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, acting ' l.leen tell!n' 'em what you done, an' the boss of the ranch say1
as though he very much doubted the veracity of the darky . . as how you have got to be locked up in a cellar an' live on
"lf that rattier bit yer how comes it that It's tied to your . bread an' water for a week. .Jest think of It! We'll be a
I mighty long distance from here afore a week is over. It's too
wrist. I reckon you didn't take notice of that, did yer?''
J~ wll.o -.:u 1~ 11.U a le&t. p&Uled i'.Ol" a moment · baa, but we can't help it. Hop."
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"Mc no likee lat.

Mc wante~~"

around here to steal more.

"Say, Hop," interrupted the ranchman, as he ran forward truth."

ancl seized him by both hands, "don't you think for a minute
t!rnt I'm goiu' to lock you UJY in no cellar. I ain't got a big
enough cellar u~der the house to lock a man up in, an' I
wouldn't lock you up if I had. I think you done a mighty
smart thing. You jest come inside an' I'll treat you to the
b.:::sc I've got in the house.··
This was so unexpE>cted to the heathen that for a moment
he d!d not know what to say.
But 1'. S hben half dragged him upon the porch he found the
use of h'.s tongue c.nd exclaimed:
"Me nlly mi:chee glad. Me vclly smartee Chinee."
··You are, ell? That atn't no name for it. You jest come
rig{tt on inside. Do you drink anything strong?"
·"Mc 'likec lillee tanglcfoot once in a while, so be."
"l~ll right.
I've got tile prime old corn-juice right here in
the h •Jusc. I alwan keep a gallon or two on h:;i.pd for medicine."
"lHe gottee lillee pain in um stomach now, so be."
"Yer have, eh? Well, I'll mighty soon kill that pain."
Then he dragged him somewhere to a room in the rear of
the house, and Hop got a rousing big drink.
By the time this had settled he was quite himself again,
and his yellow face was wreathed in smiles.
·
"Whattee mattce, Misler Charlie?" he said, as he saw the
scout -peering in through the doorway. "You makee lillee
fun with um poor Chi nee?"
"011, shut up!" was the retort. "I reekon I was about as
bad as :'{OU in that piece of business, an' you know it. What
did you git scared for? You might have knowed I was only
foclin'. •'
"Lat allee light, Mis!er Charlie. Me likee tanglefoot; you
likee tanglefoot."
~
"Yes, tut you like it about a hundred times more than I
do. Speakin' of tr.nglefoot, you mustn't forgit what I told
yer down there in ihc bunk-house."
•
·•Allee light, Misler Charlie. Me pay um fivee dollee, so be."
"What's that you're talkin' about?" queried the ranchman.
Charlie thrm told him how Hop had discovered some whisky
in a demijohn and had appropriated a quart of it for his own
use.
"Some of the boys had liquor stowed away, did they? Well,
I can't blame 'em. I don't care if they take a drink now an'
then so lm~g as they do their work -..vell. They always man<:.ge to do that as a general thing, though sometimes they do
git a little too much b 'em an' cut up like the old Harry.
Never mind rnakin' him pay for it. I'll see to that myself.
I've got plenty of it in the house, an' I'll pour a quart back
in tlfo deniijohn. Here, I'll give it to What's-his-name right
novt."

"Me namee Hop Wah; comee ftom China," Hop spoke up,
fer he w:::.s always proud to make known his proper name.
The ranciur.an looked around and soon found a quart bottle.
As lle was about to fill it, Charlie touched him on the arm
and said:
"There ain't no use of you doin' that, Mr. Isben. If you give
Hop that quart of whisky he won't never put it in the demijohn. That ain't his way."
.. It ain 't, eh?" and the ran.ch man grinned. "Well, I'll go
down there au' put it in the demijohn myself, then. HO)V will
that do?"
"That will be about the only way q_t'll git there."
"Mislcr Charlie," said Hop, mournfully, as he shook his
head, "you m:ikee believe me allee samee thief. Me no stealee
ts.nglefooi. i\fo velly goodee Chinee. Me go to Sunday school
in 'Flisco, and me kn.owee evelythlirrg whattee um teacher
tcllee me."
I
"Yes, I lmow you went to Sunday school in 'Frisco, an' all
that. I've beard you say that yon learned how to play draw
polcer there, too, ~.o that's why I don't believe a word of what
you tell about it. Yon have got to pay the owner of that
ta11 g!efo~t you took five dollars, an' I'll see to it that you do.
I don't care what the bo:::s here says, either."
"You're goin' to make hi:n pay for it, then, eh?" Ibsen
ask ed, lookin' at the scout.
"I sartinly am."
"Well, them ain't no use of me sayin' any more, then. · I
reckon I'll Jet what I've got be right in the demijohn."
.. A good place for it, an' say, boss," and the scout looked
at him earnestly as he spoke, .. jest you see to it that the door
is locked an' that there ain't no chance of a.ny one gittin' in
that window. That quart Hop took from the bunk-house ain't
goin' to last him a long while. He's a mi1'hty hard drinker,
he is, an' when what he's got is all gone he'll be sneakin'

I ain't tellin' you nothin' but the

Again Hop acted as if he was very much offended .at what
the scout said.
But the ranchmp.n only laughed.
However, when he came but of the room with them he
locked the door.
I3ut Hop as well as Charlie took note of the fact that there
was a window to the room, and that it ·was partly open.
The scout knew as well as anything that the temptation
would be too great for the Chinaman to resist, and tl1at he
would surely take occasion to visit the room later on.
In order to get there in the easiest way he would no doubt
use the window.
When they got back to the porch where all hands were
waiting, Charlie lingered unt~ Hop began to tell them a storr
about his uncle in China, and then, touching the ranchman
on the arm, he nodded for him to go into the house with him.
Once there, he said:
"Unlock that door, will yer? I want to fix that heathen if
he tries to steal any of that whislcy."
"What are you goin' to do?" Isben asked, somewhat surprised .
"I don't know yet, but let me take ·a look into that room,
will yer?"
.. Sartin I will."
A minute later the door was unlocked and the two went
inside.
'l'he scout examined the window, which was raised about
four inches.
,
He pushed it up a little higher, and looking out saw that the
ground was about five feet below.
"He could mighty easy git sometl:\in' to stand on an·· then
it wouldn't take him more than a couple of minutes to git in
here," he said, as he drew back his head and let the window
come .down again. "Now, then, let's sec what you have got
in this here room."
It happened that the place was used as a sort of storeroom.
There. were paint-cans ranged on a shelf at one side and
lo ts of other implements and odds and ends that might come
in use at some time.
The paint-ca.us seemed to strike Charlie favorabiy, and he
at once made an examination of them.
One happened to have quite a little yellow paint in it, and
when the scout loGked at tho sill of the window and saw that
a coat of paint would not hurt it, he nodded to the ranchman
and observed:
"Yer don't mind if I paint the sill of that window, do yer?"
''Not a bit," was the reply, and Isben grinned broadly, for
he imagined right away that it was more for the benefit of
the Chinaman than it was for the wood that the scout wanted
to do it.
"I'll put on a mighty good thick coat ef paint. Then if the
heathen comes in he'll git some of it on him. He can't · help
gittln' it on him," Charlie added, as he shook hin head. ··He
won't be able to git it off very soon, either, an' then we'll
know for sartin that he's got in here. But that ain't all what
I'm gain' to do, boss."
"Go ahead an' do an;i:thing yciu want to. I like fun, an'
blamed if I ain't willin'?'qi see a lot of it. I'm in trouble now
as it is. There's them ltadfords. Jest look at the way I'm
placed. 'fhat gal is all right, an' I know for sartin that my
boy is dead in love with her. But her father an' her brothers an' her 'uncle is cattle rustlers, an' they've been stealin'
my cattle right along. I got 'cm dead to rights tO-day, an'
that means that there's no tellin' what's goin' to happen afore
we git through. Yes, go ahead an' have some fun. It will
sorter relieve me."
"Got another demijohn?" the scout asked, ·as he picked up
the one that contained the whisky.
"I reckon we've got one a little b!t bigger than that what'a
got vinegar in it. It's out in the kitchen closet. Will I git
it?"
"Yes, g!t It right awny. Ta.kc this out and put it in the
kitchen closet, too," and the scout handed him the whisky.
Once more Isben grinned and promptly departed on his
errand.
While he was gone Charlie began smearing the yellow paint
thickly on the window-sill.
He took pains to lay it on heavily, so there could be no
mistaking about what it would do to a person if an attempt
was made to cllmb into the house by that way.
J:jc had not finished when tl1e ranchman came back with
the demijohn containing the vinegar.
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Charlie moti oned for him to place it in tb e cor ner wher e
the old demijohn had been, and then finished up h is task,
afte r which he put the paint bac\' upon the shelf.
.. Now, then,., he observed, with a ch uckle, .. we' ll jest watch
an' see r esults, as they say. I r eckon that heathen is goin'
to git the worst of it. H e'll be cllmbin ' in h er e jest as sure
as guns. You kin believe me when I say th at, Mr . Isben .
Though he's a m ighty clever Ch inee, an' is worth h is weight
in gold in some ways, H op is a born thief. He likes to steal
even if he h as t o pay for it right away."
"A funny heathen he is. About· t he smartest one I ever
seen, too," declared th e r anchman. "Well, as I said afore,
anything to have a little fun. You kin bet your life I'll be
on the wait to see what happens."
Then the two left the room, the ranchman locking up as
before.
They said nothing to the other s when they came out, but
kept an eye on H op, who was s till t h er e, knowing that it
would not be long before he would r etire.

CHAPTER V.
WlLD SUGGESTS .A WEDDI N G.

Contrary to the expectations of Cheyenne Charlie, Hop Wah
did not show any inclinati on to pay a secret visit to the room
where the ranchman k ept his whisk y.
Instead he contented himself by sitting upon the porch of
the house and told funny stories about his experiences in the
land of his birth.
It was getting well toward noon by this time, and Mrs. Isben
was busy in the kitchen with the hired woman.
A few minutes before twelve Larr y Isben, the ranchman's
son, rode in from the ca ttl e range.
He was much surprised when he learned that there were
visitors at the house, but being a true Westerner, who had
been brought up to be pleasant to everybody, he Quickly got
on very good t erms wit h our fri ends.
Like t he majority of t he people in that section of the
country, he had heard of Young Wild West and his partners,
and he .certaihly showed great delight at meeting them.
"Why, you're not as old as I am," he said to Wild, when the
conversation had been carri ed on for some little time. "Yet
you are the Champion Deadshot of the West, I'm tolcl.K
"Probably I am not quite as old as you are, " the young
deadshot answered, in his cool and easy way, "but I hardly
think that there are more t han two or three years' difference
in our ages."
"You're as big as I am, anyhow," and Larry Isben laughed
g_ood-naturedly. "I am past twenty-one. I hardly think you
are."
.. No, I haven't r eached the voting age yet. But if nothing
happens I will some da y. Anyhow, it mak es little difference
how old a person is. I have put in a pretty good experience
in my time. I startea in when I was very young, you know."
"I did, too, but not the sort of experien ce you have had,
I suppose. I have been living h ere on the ranch nearly all my
life. I was only fiv e or six years old when fat her moved here. "
" I have lived on differ ent ranches, but not a very long time, "
Wild explained. "I suppose I was born with a roving disposition, for I have never felt better satisfie d than when I've
been riding about throu gh different parts of the country, looking for someth ing to turn up In the way of excitement. It
has become a sort of second nature to me, I 's uppose, and the
more I do of it the better I like it."
"I wish you would give m·e a few lessons in Quick shooting
with a gun," the ranchman's son said, earnestly,
"I'll show you all I can. "
" Good! After din ner we'll go do wn by the corral and have
a little shooting. I am told by the most of t he boys around
her e that I do pretty well. But I know t her e are plenty of
them who ca n beat me. I can hi t a mark pretty good, if I
take time to aim. But it's the quick shooting I want to learn.
I suppose you can shoot from t he hip ?"
" Yes, a little."
"And with both ha nds, t oo, probably?"
"Yes, I can shoot nearly as well with t he left hand as with
the righ t."
"I can't . I doubt if I could h it as large a space as that window over there with my left ha nd if I were to fire quickly."
"When you take a quick shot you mustn't aim. Yoq just
point the same as if you were suddenly calling the attention
of some one i.o an object in the distance. Your finger will
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t urn th at way, an d if you could h old it t hr r e until it was
yo u would fin d it would point dir ectl y at t he object.
T ha t's the.._.secret of qu ick shooting. Si!I!ply t!:r ov: out your
gun ana pull t he trigger as though . you wC're pointing your
finger. Suppose you were r iding along and h eard the warning of a rat tl ~ snake . Naturally, you would look in the direction you thought it ca me from. If you wer e t o have some
one with you and you saw the s nake coiled ana r eady to
strike, you would quite likely point at it with your fin ger,
unless you had a gun and wan ted to shoot it. "
"Yes, that's true enough. "
" Don't you suppose, then, that if you. pointed at it your
finger would be on a direct line with the s nake ?"
"Most likely."
";well, that's the secret, then. If you turn ed your r ev1h•er
that way the same as you would if you pointed your finger and
pulled the trigger you would hit the snake."
" I've shot a few rattlers in my time,'· the young man declared, somewhat proudly.
"No doubt you have. But did you ever t r y a quick shot at
one?"
.. Yes, I've ti:ied it that way, but it was seldom I ever hit
them. "
,
"All right. You wait until after dinner. I think I mav be
able to give you a few points that will be of some benent to
you. Charlie a nd Jim ca n help you out a little, too, fo r t hey
are pretty good at that sort of business. Then ther e is Arietta. I doubt if th ere is a girl living anywhere who can beat
her at quick shooting: She's pretty good with a rifl e a t long
range, too, but, of course, she has to take her time and get
good aim in such cases. "
"I'm awful proud to have you all here as our guest s,•· Larry
declared, as he looked around to our fri ends, admiri ngly. •· I
think I'll have to invite a young lady fri end of mine over
before you go and we'll have a jolly good time. I suppose you
like to dance now and then?"
"Yes, we all know how to dance, and sometimes we enjoy it
greatly."
"Suppose we get up a little dance in the barn? Ther e is a
big floor th er e, and we can hang la!\terns around and decorate
it a little with red, white and blue bunting and have a big
time. There are quite a few of the. neighbors who would be
glad to come."
"If you are going to do anything like that, Larry, you had
better get a hustle on yourself. We don't intend to remain
here very long, you know. We would grow tired of living on
a ranch if there was nothing in the way of excitemen t to be
had. Jus t now there seems to be a good chance for lots of it.
I suppose your fat her has told you something about the
rustlers. "
"Why, no, he hasn't said a word," and the young man looked
surprised. "Of course," he added, "I know that some of our
cattle a.re being missed every now and then . It must be
rustlers who are taking them, but I have no idea who they are
or where they come from."
"Maybe you'll be sorter surprised when you .find out who
the rustlers are, Larry," the ranchman, who was sitting near,
spoke up.
The ·s erious look on his face attracted the attention of the
son strongly.
1
"What is it, dad?" he asked, going over to him. "Tell me
all about it."
"Well, jest come around to the side of the house, so no one
won't hear what we're talkin' about, an' I'll tell you somethin' that may surprise you. But keep cool. Don't git excited
over It."
The two took their departure, and when they came back the
face of Larry Isben showed that he was somewhat disturbed,
If not a little excited.
But as his father had assured him that he was satisfied
pretty Nellie Radford knew nothing of the doin gs of her
relatives, this made him feel somewhat easier .
"So you're going to help dad to run down the rustlers, eh.? '
Larry observed, when he got close to Wild again.
"Yes, I suppose so. I offered my services, and he seemed
quite w1111ng to accept them. You can't afford to be losing
your cattle . all the time and having a gang like that living
so close at hand. Why, if they were allowed to go on they
would ruin your fath er." ·
"Yes, I know that. They're a bad lot, I'm sure. If it wasn't
for one thing I would be very bitter against th em, I suppose. K
"I know what you refer to, " Wild said, with a reassuring
nod. "The girl isn't t o blame. The best thing you can do is
to marry her sooner th a n you expected to. Fetch her over
here and then 1! anything happens it won't be !J.alf aa bad for
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he:. The chances are these people will either be shot or he had said about giving him a few lessons in quick shooting.
dnven from this part of the country. I have no use for cattle- As he left the kitchen he was just in time to see the lower
thieves or for any men who are openly violating the laws of extremiti es of a man hanging from a window.
He was somewhat 1mrprised at the sight, of course, but he
their country."
.. There's one thing abcut it," declared the young fellow, was nol long in recognizing what he could see of the man as
stoutly, ·•I won't give that girl up for anythi:-ig. I know she belonging to a Chinaman.
A log had been placed against the side of the house to enthinks more of me than she does of any one living, and if I
say the word she will marry me to-day, if a parson could be able the fello to climb through, and it was but natural that
Larry should think that it was a thief.
·
fo~nd to tic the knot."
But Young \\'ild West had two Chinamen with him, and it
' I'll tell you what you can do, Larry," Wild said, after he
had thought for a moment. "'Instead of having just an ordin-1 must be one of them, so he did not offer to pull him back to
art dance in the barn, why don't you make it a wedding the ground, but went on around to the front of the house.
He found thFJ rest here, and beckoning to our hero, led him
celebration? Will old mari Radford give his consent?"
.
.
"Oh, yes, he don't care anything about it. He always uses to the side of the house.
"I think one of your Chinamen ls up to something. I just
me fair enough when we meet. He told me about two weelcs
ago that he expected I would be taking his. daughter from him saw him crawling through a window. at the rear of the hou'Ec,"
pretty soon. He even Intimated that he didn"t care how he said, in a low tone of voice.
··rs that so? Well, it must be Hop, then. He is a sort of
soon it would be. Probably he thinks he would get along
better if she were away from the house. He ls dyed deep in tbi ' f, anyhow. He's after your dad's whisky, I suppose:·
"Oh, that's right," and the face of the young man lighted up.
villainy, and his sons are the same way, whlle that brother
of his is said to ba~e served a term ·in prison at some time or "Dad does keep his whisky in that room. How did the
other. They're a bad lot, that's sure. But I've heard say that heathen know it?"
"Oh, be took him in there and gave him a drink. But
Nellie's mother was a very good woman, and no doubt Nellle
that's all right. We'll wait until he gets inside, and then
takes after her."
we'll go around to the back of the house. When he comes
Wild knew It was a very peculiar situation.
"But he had heard enough before meeting the young man out I'll punish him for what he has done."
Wild then called Charlie and Jim and told them about it.
to convince him that the couple were deeply in love with
A broad grin instantly came over the scout's face.
each other, and if the girl was all that was said of her the
"Walt a minute. It's all right, anyhow," he said, rather
best thing to do would be to have a hasty marriage.
Then Nellie Radford would not suffer the humiliation that excitedly. ··I put up a job on Hop, an' I've been waltln' a
good while. to see how it would work. So he's sneaked in
would surely come i1' she remained at the Radford Ranch.
.. I'll speak to mother about it and see what she says " through the window, has be? W ll, you kin bet he'll be a
Larry remarked, after a short silence. "I was telling h~r sight wh?n he comes _out. I dr.ubed enough 1~aint on lhat
the other day that Nellie once told rue that she doubted that window-sill to fill up his clothes putty well. Hell have It all
Radford was her father. Her mother was a second wife, you over h!s hands, too. Boss Isben ~.nows all about it, 'cause he
know, and she seems to think that her mother was a widow was with me when I fixed it up.
Isben was with his wife in the kitchen, and when he heard
at the time and that her father was dead when the marriage
took place. Her mother never told her this, and had brought that the Chinaman was going through the window he became
her up under the name o• Radford, trying to make her think convulsed with laughter.
"Let him go ahead. He'll be a mighty sick heathen when
that the ranchman was her fathe r. But on two or three occasions a slip of the tongue on the. part of the mother had set he finds It's vinegar instead of whisky In the demijohn. That's
Nellie to thinking. If you could only manage to fir..d out if what I call a mighty cute trick of Cheyenne Charlie's."
"Well, sometimes I kin think up somcthin' putty good, if
this is true or not it would take a whole load from my mind,
and I know it would be more than pleasing to the young lady." I do say It myself," declared the scout. "That hPathen i3
.. All right, I am glad you told me that. I'll try and ilnd al wi.ys gittin' the best of me, an' once In a while I y.lt one in
out before another day has passed. I reckon if I i;et old on him. This is the time I've got him dead to rights. W '11
man Raqford dead to rights and ask him a plain question, sarllnly make a show oi him a fc / minutes from now. I'm
he will be r eady and willing to give me a truthful answer. I goin' to make him come around to the front of the house with
am only a boy, as you inferred a little while ago, but I all that paint on him. Then rm goin' to make him drink a
reckon when I make it my business to put a sharp question to cupful or that vinegar if I have to shoot off part of his pigtall
any one they have got to answer, especially if it happens to to do it. '1'hat's the way we'll ilx him, Wild."
"All right, Charlie," the young deadshot answered In his
be a sneaking catt.e-thief I am dealing with."
Once more the ranchman's son looked at Young Wild West cool and easy way. "I reckon that won't be too much. Hop
is certainly getting to be a llltle too fresh."
.
_
in admiration.
"Hadn't somebody better go around to the baclt of the
"You're the most wonderful young fellow I ever met" he
declared. "But come on. I hear mother coming, and ri1 bet house so he can't git out an' run away?" the ranchman sug11he ls going to announce that dinner is ready. I'm as hungry gested.
·•A :;ood idea, Mr. lsben," our hero observed. "You come
a.s a bear myself, and I suppose you folks are hungry, too.
Riding about over the plains and mountains generally creates around with ID(;. We'll stay there, and Charlie can unlock
• the door and fetch him out to the front."
an appetite, as I have learned by experience."
Isben gave tho scout the necessary key, and then followed
Sure enough, Mrs. Isben came to the door just then and
·the young deadsllot around to the back.
announced that dinner was ready.
It was a little past twelve by this time but that iµade no I They were not a minute too soon, for Hop had thrust out
j one of his feet and was beut on getting to the ground as
'
difference.
Our friends were in the habit of eating the noonday meal . quickly as possible.
Without saying a word, Wild sprang forward and, catching
at any time between eleven and two, and they .could always
manage to get away with what was before them, whether it , him by the foot, gave him a push that sent him into the room,
, landing hlm sprawling upon the floor.
was early or late.
··we've got you dead to rights, Hop,., he called out. "You
It was a rdusing good meal they sat down to, for when
have got to take you r medicine. You wanted to get the convisitors dine at a ranch they are generally fed well.
The conversation at the table turned on subjects of a lighter 1 tents of that demijohn in there, and you're going to have it
1· now."
vein, and there was much laughter as it progressed.
When they had finished, Larry, who had something on his I "Hip bl! Whattee mattee, Misler Wlld?" came from inside.
mind, called his mother aside and told her what Young Wild ·'Me allce samee goodee Chinee."
I "'We'll see bow good you are in a few minutes. Now, just
West had recommended.
Of course, the mothe1· sympathized with him, and the result keep stil. This is one of the times when you have made a
was that she gave her consent for him to bring the girl to tho fnllure. You might call it a nice little trick, and all that,
but I think it's on you."
ranch and have a wetlC!ing ceremony as soon as he liked.
Probably she was more willing to do this because she kne ;v • Just then a key grated in the lock and then the door was
Young Wild V/est and his friends would not remain there very flung open and Cheyenne Charlie sprang Into the room.
· He seized the Chinaman by the collar as he was getting
long.
Larry went out by way of the kitchen instead of going to upon his feet, and then yanked him out and on th.rough the
I house to the porch.
the front of the house.
He Intended to walk on around and have another talk with ' Wild and the ranchman ran around and got there in time
our friends, after which he meant to remind our hero of what to see this done.
1'
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Hop was certainly a comical-looking object, as far as his
wearing apparel went.
The paint had smeared his blouse and trousers thoroughly,
·
and It was all over his hands as well.
.. Got on your war-paint, have yer, heathen?" the scout said,
a twln.kle In his eye. "All right, you need a little fire-water
now, an' then you kin do the war-dan ce. Boss, jest fetch out
that demijohn an' 11- tin cup."
Realizing that he had made a fool of himself, Hop dropped
upon his knees and began to plead with the scout.
But Charlie only shook his head.

CHAPTER VI.
LARRY ISDEN MEETS WITH SUCCESS.

Hearing the excitement outside, the ranchman's wife and
the woman servant came hurrying there to find out what It
meant.
They were much surprised to see the Chinaman standing
there with the paint smeared on his clothing.
But when they saw the rest laughing they quickly joined In.
:Meanwh1le, the ranclunan had )lot been slow about getting
the demijohn and the necessary cup.
He came out with them a nd promptly gave them to Charlie.
"Whattee . mattee, Mlsler Charlie?" Hop asked, for he
seemed to understand what was going to happen.
Already he had sampled the contents of the demijohn and
was qisgusted when he found It "'as vinegar Instead of
whisky.
"I reckon you didn't bother to take anyth1ng from this here
demijohn," Charlie answere with a grin. u It ain't exactly
the kind of tanglcfoot that you like. But you have got to
take a mighty big drink of it,. jest the same."
"Me no llkee tanglefoot, Mleler Charlie. Stoppee lat. Me
wantee glttee 'way. Me velly goodee Chlnee. Me gottee paint
allee over me."
"I see you have. Well, I want you to know that I put that
paint on the window-sill jest so you would git it over you.
I knowed as well as anything that you would be sneakln'
through that window to steal the whisky. You didn't do it
as soon as I expected, though, but It's all right. It was worth
waltln' for."
Then the scout placed the tin cup on the porch and poured
it brimful from the demijohn.
It was vinegar, and right good vinegar at that.
It was about as sour as it could be, and when Hop looked
at it he shrugged his shoulders and shook his head.
"'You wantee me dlinkee lat, Misler Charlie?" he asked,
rather faintly.
.. I sartlnly do, an' you're goln' to drink It, too. If you spill
so much ll.S a drop of it I'm goin' to shoot otr about three
Inches of your pigtail. I've threatened to do that thing a
good many times, but this ls the time when she's goln' to go It
you don't do as I say."
"Mlslcr W1ld," and Hop turned pleadingly to the young
deadshot, "me no llkee lis."
'"Probably not, Hop. But I reckon Charlie is bossing the
job just now. You will have to do as he says, that's all. You
ought to be ashamed of yourself for trying to steal Mr. Isben's
whisky. He was kind enough to give you a good drink, and
you have already stolen a quart from the bunk-house that be-.
longed to the cowboys. Now, then, you're going to drink
vinegar. It may not be a very nice dose, but I reckon It
won't hurt you a whole lot. You have had your dinner, I
suppose?"
.. Yes, me allee eamce havee my dinner, Mieler W11d."
.. Well, a cupful of vinegar w111 help digest the food. You
had better drink It, for I am quite sure that Charlie means to
keep his word and clip off some of your pigtail If you refuse.:•
The Chinaman stood there in a helpless fashion for a few
seconds, and then he suddenly turned and looked at Young
Wild West's sweetheart.
"Mleeee Alletta," he said, as he tooll a step toward her,
"me no likee lls. You makee Mlsler Charlie stoppee. Me no
wan tee dlinkee whattee qe gottee In lat cup."
"I haven't a word to say about It, Hop," Arietta answered,
doing her best to keep from laughing. "But I shouldn't think
It would be such an awful dose If you take the drink of vinegar .• It may bo pretty sour, but the taste of it won't last very
long. I suppose you had better do as Charlie says."
.. Allee light."
'.l'.b.e Chinaman did not plead ~ further, for after Wild and
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Arietta bad refused to interfere he knew his case was utterly
hopeless.
He tcok the cup, willingly, from the scout and di:alned it
without losing a drop, though his whole form trembled as be
did so.
1.'he look of disgust that showed upon h!~ face when b B had
fnish ed drew forth an extra laugh, and, completely crushed
for the time being, Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, tnrned to
leave the spot.
Dut Cheyenne Charlie was not done with him yet.
"Hold on a minute, heath en. You have get your war-paint
on, an' you have had a mighty big drink of vi ne ga~. Now,
th en, you have got to do a war-danC'e. Git r~ ad y t<• bcg!n. ·•
As the scout said this he drew a revolver from the holster
·
and pointed it toward Hop's feet.
•·Me no wantce dancee, Misler Charlie. Me velly muchee
sickee, so be. "
"You'll boa blamed sight slclrnr if you don't dance."
Hop looked at W1ld and then at Ar:etta, but there was no
sympathy shown there.
.. Mc no wan tee dancee, Misler Charlie," he declarzd.
Crack!
The scout fired a shot and the bullet chipped up the dirt
within an inch of the Chinaman's right foot.
Crack!
Anoth r shot was fired, and this time the left one came
close to getting hit by the bullet.
That wns quite enough.
Hop began dancing for all he was worth.
He really could execute a few steps or an oldifashioned
jig, and he started right In as though his life deperaded upon
j t.

When he once got started it seemed to come easiErr, and he
kept it up for fully five minutes.
Then, almost exhausted, he stopped, and after he had shot
a quick glance about him, made a bolt straight for the nearest outbuilding, which happened to be the bunk-ltou:ore.
Charlie fired a couple of shots over his head, but did not
hurry the Chinaman any, since he knew very well that he was
In no danger of being shot.
"That's what I call the best thing I've seen in a good while,"
the scout declared, as he proceeded to eject the empty shells
froP.l hie revolver. "That heathen has been playin' tricks
on me ever since we first got acquainted. Once In a ~bile I've
got one In on him. But I reckon he's about a hundred the
best of me yet. He won't forgit this, though, an' I s'pose he'll
be lookin' for a chance to git square with me. I'm goin' to
keep my eyes open an' see that he don't do it, thougn."
"You'll have to watch very sharply, then, Charlie\," Anna
spoke up. "I never saw any one who could get th& best of
Hop in the long run."
"That's all right, gal. But ho al.n't goln' to ketch me any
kind of fashion, an' you kin bet on it."
They all talked over the funny Incident for sever.al minutes, and then finally Isben took the demijohn of vlil!flgar to
the kitchen closet and returned the whisky to the room that
Hop had burglarized.
"When he comes back I'll give him some of the wb>Jsky,"
the ranchman declared. "I reckon he's entitled to a little
after havin' all that happen to him. Why, that w&~s the
greatest lot of fun I ever seen In a good many years. I ' e'pose
I had better take the paint-brush an' kinder trim up 'things
a little to make it look straight. That window-am has been
without paint for a long time."
··I'll put the finishin' touches to It, boss, " the scout spoke
up. ··I hope he don't git the pa.Int all over the room."
The two went In there a little later, and Charlie found
everyth ng In pretty good order.
A few touches with the brush straightened It out, and then
things settled down and became rather quiet for a while .
But It was not very long before Larry Isben reminded.'. Wild
of his promise.
"Let's go down by the corral and have a shooting-match,"
he suggested.
"All right, we'll do that, and after It's over I reckon ·we'll
hunt up some of the cowboys and 1tart to round up the
rustlers."
"Can't you put that otr until to-morrow?" the young ,man
said, his face paling.
"I suppose so. Do you think you can make your arrangements between now and that time?"
"I am pretty certain I can. Suppose you take a ride over
to Radford's with me after we have the shooting. You 1wm
be enough to go. Your partners can remain here untir \W9
·
oome back."
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As the three mounted and rode away, Wild turned to his
sweetheart and said:
''Et, it seems that there is a qoubt as to this girl being the
daughter of old man Radford. I hope she isn't, for to be
bad lot makes it look unpleasant."
linked in with such
"You ought to be able ~o find out so'llething about it,
Wild," was the reply. "You have a very persuasive way about
you, and if you pen one of the Radfords good and hard you
might get a confession from him."
"That is just what I am going to try to do. I think I'll do
it this very afternoon, too. But I want to wait until we are
about r eady to ride away. There is no use in starting a shooting-match there until that time comes. I don't know that
there would be any shooting done, but if these fellows are as
desperate as we believe they are there is no telling what they
might do."
"They're a mighty bad lot, and they would just as leave
shoot as .eat," declared Larry, shaking his head. "But I ain' t
afraid of any of 'em," he added, quickly. '"I think I can shoot
as well as any of them. I've learned a little to-day, and if I
"Now then, Larry, I am going to take a quick shot at that get put to the- point I'll show 'em that I'm a little quicker
can. I will shoot from the hip, too. Just watch how I do it." than I ever was before in shooting from the hip."
Wild looked at him, smilingly, but made no reply.
The words were scarcely out of the boy's mouth when hls
The three rode on across the cattle range and it was not
revolver leaped from the holster and almost insta.ntly it
long befo re they were passing a big herd of cattle and saw
cracked.
several of the cowboys belonging to the Double I Ranch
The can went rolling from the rock.
"Great ginger!" exclaimed the young man. "That's what scattered about attending to their duties.
They cheered Young Wild West and his sweetheart as they
I call the quickest shot I ever saw fired. How did you do it,
rode past, but as both were used to that sort of thing, they
Wild?" ·
"Oh, quite easily. I'll try it with my left hand now. Charlie, paid no more than ordinary attention to it.
In a little less than an hour they found themselves riding
just1 put the can up again."
"All right, Wild," came the reply, ap.d the scout was not down a gentle slope towards the rather dilapidated-looking
ranch that was owned by the Radfords.
long in obeying.
The way had led them quite some distance from the pond
Then Wild tried it with his left hand and did it almost as
where Wild had discovered the steaming horses that morn'
quickly, knocking the can down again.
Ing, and they did not meet with any of the men belonging to
Larry tried it, but was not very successful.
.
But Wild kept at it until something like forty shots had the ranch until they were within half a mile of it.
Then they saw two riding in from the left and watching
been fired, and he managed to get him so he was pretty
them closely.
good at it.
"That's the old man and one of the boys now," sa!d Larry,
Then Charlie and Jim took a try, after which the young
pointing toward them. "It's Bill with him, I'm pretty sure."
dead shot gave a little exhibition in another line.
"We'll let our horses walk and then if you have got anyCans were ·thrown into the air, and he was able to hit five
thing to say to the old man you can do it. Et and I will
out of six every time.
"This is the best lesson I ever had at quick shooting, " the keep a good distance from you so you can talk in private
ranchman's son declared, when they were done. "I'm going with him," Wild answered.
Rapidly the two horsemen approached them, and when they
to practice at that style of shooting, because I can't tell but
yet Jacked being within thirty yards of the house they were
what it might come in handy for me some day."
"Well, I hope you don't .ever have to shoot a man, Larry," joined by them.
"Hello, Larry!" the elder Radford called out, smiling and
our hero answered, with a smile. "That is something I don't
like to do, though there have been quite a few times iu my acting as though he was very friendly with the young man.
life when I either had to do it or else go down myself. That's "What are you doin' over here at this time of the day? Got
the gal on your mind, I s'pose, an' feel as though you can't
the way of the West, you know. "
be away from her very long."
"Yes, and I suppose it always will be."
"That's just it, Jake," the young ranchman answered,
"No, I hardly think that. The time wm come when it wm
be against the law to carry a gun in these parts, maybe. But quickly, as though he was glad to )lave the opportunity of
that will be when the population is a hundred-fold more than doing so. "I've got something to say to you."
"All right, what is It?"
it is now. This is a mighty big country we are living in, and
Leaving the others behind, the two rode on toward the
it has certainly got to grow. The population comes from the
East, though it has started somewhat on 1the Pacific Coast. house.
"I've made up my mind that the best thing Nellie and I can
But I reckon neither of us will live to see the time when all
this will come to pass. Now, then, if you are ready we'll do is to get married right away," Larry explained. "We've got
take a ride over to Radford's ranch. I am anxious to have '1,0mpany over at the house and we would like to have the
wedding take place over there before they go. I don't supa look at your sweetheart."
" I'm ready," Larry answered. "We'll get our horses right pose they're going to stay more than a couple of days, so we
had better have it over with right away."
away."
"All right," and Wild turned to the scout. "Charlie; you , _..I'm a little surprised at this, Larry, but as far as I'm concerned, go ahead. We ain't got no use for the gal at the
go and tell Arietta ·to come on down here."
Charlie nodded and then started back to the house with Jim. house, anyhow. She's all the time findin' fault, an' the
It did not take them long to get the horses, and when ) quicker she's away from it the better it will be for us. She
Arietta appeared, Wild was just tightening the saddle·f:irths seems to think that she's a sort of lady, an' that we ain't good
enough for her. Ungrateful for a man's own flesh an' blood,
for her.
"About how far is it, Wild?" she asked, looking question- ain't it?"
Larry did not know what to say to this, so he wisely refngly at our hero.
" From what Mr. Isben said this morning, I suppose ft frained from making the comment.
But he had gained his point, and he was exhilarated becan't be over twelve or fourteen miles."
" Not a bit more than that," Larry spoke up. "We can ride yond measure.
Eager to let Wild and Arietta know, he called out to them
over there in ,an hour and take tt easy at that."
"So you are going to try and lnduce your sweetheart to to come up.
They rode up rather slowly, accompanied by Bill Radcome over to the Double I Ranch and remain here until
arrangements can be made for the wedding?" Arietta asked, ford, who seemed to be quite a talker, and not afraid to open
his mouth.
looking at him with a smile. '
He had 'been asking Wild several questions as to what he
The young man's face reddened, but he quickly answered
intended to d.o about looking for the rustlers, but had reIn the affirmative.
"I know she will come, too," he added. "I'm dead cer- ceive'd no information whatever, other than tb,at the boy
•expected to round them up inside of twenty-four hours.
tain that Nellie thinks a pile of me."

"Don't you think it advisable to let Arletta go with us?
The probabilities are your sweetheart might come back."
"That's so. I never thought of that. Of course, I mean to
get her to come back with us. Yes, Miss Arietta can go, cer,
tainly. "
"All right, then, I'll tell h er."
Wild was not long in doing this, and, as might be supposed,
Arietta was only too glad of the opportunity to go with them.
Then Wild and his partners went with Larry to a spot
llft'lr the corral.
There was a big rock there, and lying in a heap a short
distance away were a pile of empty cans.
These always form good targets for cowboys and those who
are inclined to have a little fun at shooting throughout the
West.
Charlie knew just what to do, so he selected one of the
cans and placed it on the rock.
Wild stepped away at a distance of probably a hundred
feet, and then, turning to the ranchman's son, said:
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"Pop," Bill said, as he rode up to his father, "Young Wild
West must know somethin' about the gang of rustlers what's
been stealin' Ike Isben's cattle, 'cause he says he expects to
round 'em up inside of twenty'-four hours."
"He does, eh?" and the old man smiled in a grim sort of
way. "Vv'ell, I hope he does. We don't want no cattle rustlers
around these here parts, an' you kin bet on that. I'm goin' to
git after 'em myself putty soon, though I can't say as we've
lost any of our cattle. \;Ve ain't got very many to lose, so
maybe that's the reason th ey ain't bothered us."
Just then a comely looking young girl came out of the
house and stood looking in surprise, no doubt because Arietta
was there.
"'fhere's the gal, Larry," the old man said, as though he
was glad to get rid of her. "Go an' tell her what's in the
wind. Most likely she'll be glad enough to pack up her duds
an' leave with yer. She kin have the horse she's always been
ridin', too. I'll give her that for a weddtn' present."
B!ll looked somewhat surprised, but his father quickly explained matters, and then he, too, appeared to be satisfied.

CHAPTER VII.
TIIE RADFORDS PREPARE FOB THE WORST.

As the five dismounted before the house the girl seemed
to be the only one there.
Not another man was in sight, nor was there a woman
anywhere about.
Larry quickly ran to meQt his . sweetheart, whose face
lighted up with joy.
He led her aside and in less than five minutes had explained the whole thing to her and gained her consent to
leave the house without delay.
When he went inside with her she looked about as though
she was afraid some one might hear her, and then whispered
in his ear:
"What I told you about Jake Radford not being my father
is true, Larry. I overheard a conversation last night when
they thought I was in my room asleep. It seems that they
all know it, too, and the way they talked about me told me
plainly that the quicker they got rid of me the better they
would be satisfied. It seems that they have been carrying
on some villainy, too, and were afraid I would get wind of it."
• "Don't say any more, my dear," the young ranchman answered, raising his finger warningly. "I have got a whole
let to tell you, but we'll wait till we get away from here.
You are indeed fortunate in leaving such a gang, I can tell
you. I'm awful glad to hear that you are no flesh and blood
relation of the Radfords."
Wild and Arietta were not asked to come into the house
at all, so they remained outside after dismounting.
It took Nellie •quite a long time to make her preparations
to leave the h ouse, even theugl1 she had but little in the way
of wearing apparel and other things of value to take with
h er.
When she finally apppear.ed she looked at the younger of
the two men in surprise, and said:
"'Why, Bill, why haven't you got my pony for me?"
"Go an' git him yourself," was the reply. "I reckon I never
was your nigger-waiter, an' I don't intend to be now."
This angered Young Wild West for the moment, and, looking
sharply at the young fellow, he said:
''That isn't a nice way to talk to your sister. I reclrnn
you had better go and get her horse ready for her."
.. An' I r eckon I won't."
··Suppose I make you."
\Vild's blood was up now, and, bent upon showing what he
was capable of, he went right ahead with his game.
"You go and get your sister's horse and have it here inside
of ten minutes. If you don't I'll let some lead fly around you."
"What do you think of that, dad?" Bill asked, looking at
his father in amaz.ement. "Are you go in' to allow anything
like that to be said right here afore your very face?"
··I r eckon I ain't," and the old man slipped his hand toward
a gun.
"Don't touch that hardware of yours," Wild spoke up, warningly. ·'If yon value your life you'll tell that son of yours to
go and get the horse and bring it here in a hurry. fm Young
Wild West, and I've a way of doing things when I make a
threat."
Astounded, the old man stepped back and opened wide his
mouth, while his eyes shone for a moment Uke glass balls.
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The boy had a revolver jn his hand now, and it was evident
that he meant business.
Bill hesitated a moment, and then started to take his
broncho by the bridle.
•
"Leave that nag right where it is until you get back," the
young deadshot called out, sharply.
Reluctantly the young fellow did as he was told and walked
swiftly toward the corral a short distance away.
Wild now tnrbed to Ar\etta, who had brought her rifle with
her, an.d said:
.. Just you stand out there and watch the sneaking coyote.
If he attempts to go away without bringing th& pony here, put
a bullet in him."
.
"All ri ght, Wild," Arietta answered, and then she walked
a short distance in the direction Bill had taken.
The villain looked back and seeing her there with the· rifie,
probably understood what was meant.
Then he lost no time in getting the horse and soon he had
found a saddle and bridle for it and was riding to the spot.
"Here you are, my noble lady," he "'said, sneeringly, to the
girl who was called his sister. "Git on the beast an' light
out. I don't want to ever set eyes on yer ag'ln. I may as
well tell you that you ain't no sister of mine, anyhow. If you
was I wouldn't let you go away an' marry no sich a galoot
as Larry Isben."
"What's that?" Wild spoke up.
"It's true," the girl answered, quickly, her eyes flashing. "I
heard them talking last night, 1>.nd though I had suspected it
before I never actually knew until theµ that Jake Radford
is not my father. My father died when I was very young,
and his widow married this man shortly after. She made the
mistake of her life, and worried herself to death, as I understand, before she had lived with him three years. It was a
great r elief to me to learn that I was no relation to them. I
believe if Larry had not come after me I would have slipped
away from the house and started for the Double I Ranch alone
to-night."
'"Think you're smart, don't yer?" Jake Radford sneered.
"Listened to what we was sayin' last night, did yer? Well,
all right. If you tell anything that's likely to Injure us any
you'll git a lead pill some time when you ain't lookln' for it.
You kin thank your stars that you have always been treated
as well as you have. I've always let you have your own way,
'cause I had a sartin . respect for your mother that I couldn't
forglt. She was a good womari, an' maybe If she had lived
I'd be a better man now. Keep that tongue between your
teeth, gal. If you don't it will be the worse for yer."
"Not another word," Wild spoke up, commandingly. "I feel
just like taking you by the throat and banging your head
against the side of that house. Open your mouth · again ln
that way and I'll do it, too."
There was no doubt but that both the Radfords feared
Young Wild West a whole lot.
The old man closed his month and did not say another
word until the four had mounted to depart from the place.
Then he forced a laugh and called out:
"Good riddance to bad rubbish! As I said afore, gal, you
kin thank your stars that you've been treated as well as you
have. But don't you dare to open your mouth about anything
you might have heard us sayin' last night."
The girl was about to make some sort of reply, but her
lover stopped her.
Then the two roge away at a gallop, W!ld and Arietta
following, but both being careful to keep a watch behind them.
Father and son stood before the house, neither of them
taking their eyes from the four as they rode away, and finally when they went over the crest of the rise and were seen
no more the old man said:
"Now, then, I reckon we'll go an' find Carey an' Lew an' a
couple of the men. They've been watchin' some stragglers
from the -main herd belongin' to the Double I, an' it's jest as
good a time now to git 'em as another. We'll go an' do it,
'cause these folks is thlnkin' too much about a vreddin' they're
goin' to have over there to bother about lookln' after cattle
jest now. It's a putty sure thing that Young Wild West
means us, but he can't do anything with us without provln'
that we're the rustlers. We'll git them cattle an' start 'em
on the way to Rock Ridge. The two men we'll send with 'em
needn't know nothin' about what's been goin' on, an' if they
happen to git caught it won't be any affair of ours. But
they won't git caught," he went on, shaking his head. "We'll
have a good start, an' t he cattle won't be missed afore tomorrow or the next day. Come on, Bill."
"All right , pop," the young villain answered, and he quickly
mounted his horse.
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Evidently he placed a great dea.l of contldence in his father,
for he did not say a word that would Indicate tha:t he thought
there would be any difficulty about doing as the old man suggested.
They knew just the right direction to go, and when they
finally came to a halt at the very polnt where Wild had found
the two steaming horses they met J... ew and Carey. ·
When they were told what was to be done .they promptly
agreed, and then all four set out to find the two men who
worked with them on the ranch and helped to steal cattle
whenever the chance afforded.
It happened that they were watching the stragglers the old
man had mentioned, and when they came up to them it Wf>S
seen to be a fine chance to commit tbe theft.
After the old man had laid out his plans to ail hands they
mounted their horses and started in to drive out the cattle.
They got over forty of them, and soon started them in the
d!i:ectlon of , Rock Ridge, following the sallle trai: that had
been taken that morning•when they were trying to run off the
other bunch of steers.
The Radfords permitted the two men to go on, and sat in
the saddle watching them until they were out of sight beh ind the tlmbe:\ patch.
Then the om man turned to his brother and two sons and
sald:
''Now, then, I reckon it's a good time for us to go an'
have a look at our cave. There ain't no tcl1in' how soon
we'll be forced to hide in it. This here kid they call Young
Wild West has come here to make trouble for us. He seems
to know putty well that we're the ones as has been rustl!n'
Ike Isben's eattle. That boy is a regular terror, an' he kin
shoot quicker than wildfire. He took the starch out of me
over at the house not long ago, an' he made Bill go an' git that
lady I brought up a horse to ride away with. I never told
yer that afore, did I, Carey?"
''No, what do you mean, pop?" came the reply from the
other son.
"Well, Larry, Isben came over, after her an' he brought Young
Wild West an' a gal with him. I was quite willin' to let her
go, as you ,know, an' she packed up her duds an' is well on
the way to the Double ·r Ranch by this time. She'll never
live at our house any more."
. "A good thing, too," Bill declared.
"Well, Nellie was always a nice gal, an 1 I felt ashamed ever y
time we come in after stealin' cattle," the y9unger son ob·
served. "But it's all right. I reckon she'll have an honest
man for a husband, an' that:s a whole lot more than any
of us is."
"Ain't weakenin', are yer?" the · old man asked, with a
·
h oarse laugh.
"No, pop, you kin bet your life I'll never weaken. I'll stick
t o yer. You have brought me up foe way I am, an' I've made
up my mi!ld to- live that way until I die."
"I'm a little sorry the gal's gone, " the uncle spoke up just
then. "I did have some notion of makin' !'we to her once.
But since· I know she believed me to be her uncle I never'
done it."
"She knows you ain't her uncle, an' she knows I ain't her
father, nor the boys ain't her brothers now," Jake Radford
·
declared.
"Oh, she does, eh?"
"Yes, she was listenin' last night to what we was talkin'
a bout In the house. Since she found it out I told her it was
r ight afore she left. Maybe she feels a whole lot better about
it, though I. don't know as she exactly knowed what business
we was in. But there's one thing she can't say, an' that i3
that she wasn't used half rlght."
"No, she sartinly can't," Lew declared.
They remained there talking a llttle longer, and then the
old man started off, the rest following.
To the right, in the direction the cattle h.acl been driven,
t hey turned and were s0on riding up a rather steep ravine
where the rocks reared themseives on both sides to an im,
mense height.
About a mile up the nar row defile they went, and then Jake
called a halt.
"There's the cave right to the right," he said, pointing to
an opening among the rocks. .. An' to the left, right over
there, is the precipice that overlook13 some mighty deep
water forty feet below. I've often thought that If any one
was to chase us here how easy it 'wo uld be to git 'em goln'
t hat way an' run 'em right over the cliff. They wouldn't sec
1t until they got right there. 'l'hat's been in my mind lets of
ti mes, 'cause I've always been thinkin' that some time ,o r
ather aometh.in' would happen to ma k e us come her e for a

hidin'-place. Rustlers oughter always be prepared for anything, you know, an' if we ain't good, old-fashioned rustlers
th.ere never was a.ny. Why, we've stole enough cattle from the
Double I Ranch to stock an ordinary place, an' the best part
of it is that mighty few of 'em has been missed. They must
run business sorter slow over there. Ha! ha! ha!"
"It ain't likely we'll steirl many more from Ike Isben at
all," his brother spoke up, with a shake of the head. "Things
has got down to a fine point now, an' this Young Wild West
sartinly means to round us up."
''Yes. he said he was go!n' to round up the rustlers inside
of twenty-four hours, an' I'm sure he meant us. If he didn't,
he wouldn't have talked to me an' Bill like he did. But
never mind. When he comes to git us he won't find us. I
reckon we bad better stay right in this here cave. 'Ve'll move
in to-night an' let the house stand with no one in it. If our
two men gits the. cattle over to Rock Ridge all right an' gits
rid of 'em, we'll meet 'l'lm when they come back an' let 'em
know what's in the wind."
They all went inside' the cave and had a look at it.
It was very roomy, and would easily afford them a good
hiding-place, while thex could live ther e quite comfortably
if they chose to.
"One thing about 1t all was that the old man seemed to be
·
supreme.
Whatever he said or suggested was taken up in a satisfactory way by the others, and when he at length proposed
that they ride back to the house and move what few things
they wanted to the cave they readily assented.
The distance not being great, they were not long in reaching the house, and as they dismounted In front of it they
were surprised to see a boy and girl riding toward it from
the right.
"Young Wild West an' his gal comin' back, I reckon," Bill
observed, a frown showing on his face.
"No, it ain't," the father spoke up, qu,ickly. "That ain't
the same two as was here. It'f:f another boy an' a gal. Maybe
we've stl'uck a streak of luck. Wei kin fool these two, maybe,
an' if we kin we might steal a march on Young Wild West
an' git the best of him."
The two who were approaching were Jim Dart and Eloise.
Shortly after Wild, Arietta and the ranchman's son was
out of sight they decided to mo unt and follow them.
But they lost the trail somel1ow, and went on around to
the othel' side of the ridge, and thus failed to see anything
•
of them as they went back..
It was a longer route they had taken, too, and when they
finally came to a deep go1·ge which could not. be crossed on
horseback they were forced to go furth er to the left, and the
result was that they came in sight of the ranch-house just as
the four villair,s came back.
But when they saw the four men waiting for them they
slackene.d the pace of their horses as though undecided what
,
to do.
Then it was tliat Jake Radford started his horse toward
them, at ihe same time waving his hat and calling out:
.. Corne on, everything is all right. You're lookln' fo r
Young Vvild West, I reckon. They're inside the house havin'
a bite to eat."
Jim and Eloise were satisfied, so they did not hesitate any
longer, but rode quickly to the house.
Tlien they found out all of a sudden that something was
decidedly wrong.
CHAPTER VIII.
JIM IS MADI!; A PRISONER.

'.rbere was something about the looks of the four men that
told Jim Dart the moment he came to a. halt that he had been
tricked.
Fearing for the safety of his sweetheart, he turned quickly
to, ber and said:
"Ride on back, Eloise. I'll stay here and talk· to them a
min11ie or two."
The girl understood, and before the Radfords real!zed what
she was up to she had swung her horse around and was galloping away.
"Hold on a minute," Jake shouted, as he made a move as
though h e intended to mount his horse and give pursuit.
"Don' t be in a hurry, gal.''
"What do you want of her?'' Jim asked, for he was quite
·
cool now.
"Nothin' in par ticular. But what's &he afraiq o.t?"
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"Oh, she is simply going on ahead and will wait for me." lmov:, an' I reckon if we can't do no better we'll li:!ll the
··wait tor you, eh?" aud then Jake suddenly drew a re· kid."
1 ··An' then git strung up or shot."
volver and leveled It at the boy.
'l'his was not entirely unexpected to Dart, but he did not l "We would git that, anyhow so what's the d:f!erer.ce? If
wc·re rounded up, as Young Wild WPst says we'll be, you
aitempt to pull his gun.
''I believe you said Young Wild West was inside the house," know what will happen to us. Now, then, jest keep cool an'
, do as I say a11' maybe things will come out all right. I ain't
he obserYed, still showing ~·cat coolness.
·•I dld say so. Dut that don't make it so, though. Jest git sayin' they wlll come ont all right, understand, 'cause I'm
willin' to admit Lb2t. t.hi':! is what you might cali a desperate
down off that horse, kid."
Seeing that the othr>rs were now holding revolvers as if situation. You and the boys git a hustle on YH now an'
they meam to shoot if he disobeyed, Jim promptly did as gather up all the thing;; we kin take V.> the cave with us. \Ve
, want a few extra llcr3es, tco. I'll tel.l nm rn go an' git 'em
directed.
He looked over his shoulder, however, and saw that Eloise now."
Then the leader of the villains left th0 corner where he
was gett!ng a good distance away from the house, and since
the villains had not offered to give pursuit he felt easy on had been talking with his brother and quickly dispatched
Bill to get the horses ready.
that sc'ore.
While he took charge of the boy prisoner, Lew and the other
At a sign from the old man, Bill Radford sprang behind
son gathered up all they could couvenicntly toke away with
Jim and caught him by the arms.
'fhen the other son stepped forward and relieved him of them ia the way of provisions :.?nd other ne>cessaries.
It took them easily half an hom· to get ready, \mt when
1
h!s weapons.
·'There, that makes it a little better," Jako said, with a they had tied Jim upon the back of his own horse and had
grin. "Fetch him in the house un' we'll have a little talk." mounted themselv6s, they looked around and saw no one in
'l'bere was no help for it, and · after taking another look in sight.
the direction of his sweetheart and seeing that she was mak- · "It's all right, I reckon," .Take said, with a nod pf satis·
.
Ing goo<l bead way about leaving the place, Jim suffered him- faction. ··Now, then, for the cave."
I Jim was not altogether in an easy frame of mind just then.
self to be conducted into the house.
He knew Quite well that Eloise would go for help, and this · It seemed to be a longer time than it really was since Eloise
meant that in a short time Wild would be on hand to save had galloped away, and he was wondering why she had not
found Wild so he might come to aid him.
him.
If the villains had a secret cave, as their conversation would
"It seems that we were not mistaken in picking out the
ruetlcrs," he said, as he was forced to sit upon a rough wooden imply, it might be a difficult task to find it, and that meant
· that they could do as they liked with him.
chair after entering the house.
"No, you wasn't mistaken O!le bit, kid," Jake answered, with j Tile threat to t(lJre his life worried hi.!11 slightly, for by
a grin. "I s'pose Ike Isben got it in his head that we was the looks of the four men they were quite capable of comj mitting murder.
steal!n' his cattle an' he sent for Young Wild West."
··He did nothing of the kind," Jim retorted. "We came here 1 He afJ:ected Indifference, however, and as they .rode along
by mere accident. But when, we heard that some of Isben's . and came to the ravine he kept his eyes open on all side1,
cattle had been stolen we thought it advisable to help him : occasionally craning his neck to see if any one was following.
I But no one was to be seen, and only the usual sounds made
out and to try and round up the rustlers."
"You did, eh? Well, they ain't been rounded up yet, have. by the humming of the insects and the twitter of the birds
could be heard as be was hustled along by the rustlers.
they?"
All four of the men were carrying as much as they could
·•Probably not. But they soon will be."
"See here, kid, you're too fresh. I had no notion of taltin' 1 conveniently take care of, and Jim figured that if his part·
you e. prisoner till the gal started to ride away. At first I was ners should happen to appear just then they would be able to
goin' to ketch her an' hold her, but we don't want to be both· easily overcome the men before they would have a chance to
ercd with no gals around here. I've jest got rid of one, an' , get themselves into proper shape for fighting.
I'm right glad of it, too. I reckon we'll hold you an' see if we., It was no great distance they had to go, and it was n.ot
can't bring Young Wild West to terms. If we can't we'll sim- very long before the Radfords came to the cave.
There was the precipice almost directly before it with the
ply put an end to yer, that's all. We're in for it now, most
likely, 'cause I don't s'pose there'll be much of a chance for us water lying below.
When Jake had left some of the bundles he had been carryto do any more business in these here 1>arts. It's leaked out
now that we've been stealin' cattle for some little time, an' · Ing on his horse at the month of the cave he left his steed
that means that there'll be a hundred or more men lookin' for · standing there, and then taking Jim's horse by the bridle led
us if we stay around here. But we've gone an' took you it close to the edge of the precipice.
"Look down there, kid," he said, a fiendish smile showing
prisoner now, an' it won't do to let you go. We'll hold you for
a while, an' see what's to be done with yer later on. If we on his face. "That would be a mighty good ·place for your
horse to.jump, wouldn't it? It would be fine, too, with you
can't do no better, as I jest said, we'll put an end toyer."
This talk did not frighten Jim very much, for so confident tied on him an' your hands tied behind your back. What do
was he that Eloise would find Wild and Charlie in time for you think would_happen to you?"
.. See here," Dart answered, his face paling slightly, "you
them to render asslstanc.e to him thqt he had no fear of the
'know very well that you dare not kill me. Why, you would
outcome.
But the fact was that the rustlers were not a little worried surely be hanged for it. Now you have a chance to get away
alive. Why don't you take it? Leave me here and go on
over the way things had turned out.
Jake waa the only one who seemed to think it was a wise while you have the opportunity. Since your daughter is to
be married to Isben's son, I think it would be advisable for
move to make the boy a prisoner.
His brother Lew would not have done such a thing, but you to escape. Your capture would only bring disgrace upon
your daughter."
would have permitted the boy and girl to depart In peace.
"Never mind about that, kid," the villain answered, as he
Finally he called Jim aside and said:
•·See here, you have made a mighty big mistake in this led the horse back toward the cave. "It happens that the
piece of business. "There ain't no real proof ag'in us yet that! gal Isben's son is goin' to marry ain't my daughter. She
we stole any cattle, though Young Wild West an' Isben feels thought she was, maybe, but she knows better now. She was
sartin that we're tho guilty ones. What did you want to in· the daughter of my second wife, that's i!.ll, an' she was so
little when her mother married me that she never knowed
terfere with this kid for?"
.. That'J:J my business, Lew," was the quick retort. "Ain't I the dill'erence ootil last night, so you see she wouldn't feel
disgraced at all if I was to hang. Most likely she would be
always been leader here?"
·
"Yes, that's right. But I don't think you're leadin' us jest , glad of it.··
Jim was a little surprised at this admission, but he felt
right now."
.. Never mind what you think. I'll show yer whether I am better for it, since he had quite an interest in Larry Isben
or not. Ain't you got sense enough to know that they'll be and his parents.
"Now, boys," Jake said, turning to his brother and his two
after us afore an hour or two bas passed? Didn't yer hear
Young Wild West say that he was go!n' to round up the sons, "git the things Inside the cave an' then lead the horses
in. It may be that somebody will be comin' here putty soon
rustlers?"
looll:ln' for us. We've got to be rounded up, accordin' to what
''Yes, but how about the cave?"
"That's it exactly. We're goin' there right now, an' we're Young Wild West said, you know. But jest wait till he tries
goin' to take this kid with us a prisoner. We're in for it, you. it. We'll see who will git the best of it. We kin shoot out of
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this ca ve if we want to, an' they k in shoot i nto it, if they feel at once arose to his feet and went back to wher e the horses
were standing.
like it. But th ey won't see us, an ' we will see them."
He was not long in mounting and ridin g awa y, leaving the •
H is order s wer e obeyed, and just as ever ything had been
taken inside the cave t he clatter of hoofs. s ounded a short others to k eep a wat ch upon the cave.
The Radfords h eard the hoof-beats as the cowboy left the
distance a way.
Jim heard the sounds, too, and his courage arose a hundred s pot, and it was easy for them to guess that he had go11e to
look for help.
per cent.
"Well, boys,•· he said, grimly, as he nodded to h is two
"Somebody's comin'," old Jalce said., g-rimly, as he picked up
his rifle and cr ept t oward' the mouth of the cave. "Come on, sons and his brother Lew, "Young Wild West is goin' to
boys, m ost likely it's Young_ Wild West . We may as well round us up, is he?"
''It sartinly looks that way," Lew answere<l., dejectediy.
make a clean job of it an' wipe 'em out jest as fast a.s they
"All right, then. If he does round us up it will be after
con: e. We're in for it, anyhow, an' it'll be a case of hangin'
this kid here has gone to liis death. Do you know what I'm
or gittin' sh ot if they git th e best of us. "
It happened that Zeke Taylor, the foreman of the Double I goin' to do with him, if they git ·pressin' us too hard?"
"Make him go over the cliff, I s'pose."
Ranch, and four coV\'boys had caught a glimpse · of the four
"That's jest It."
villains leading their pri~on e r through the ravirni.
Jim heard everything that was said, of course, and it <lid not
They had missed the cattle t hat had been taken a short time
t end to raise his hopes any.
before and were looking for them at the tim e.
He knew that he was absolutely in the power of t he vilThey wer e not too far away as to be unable to recognize
the prisoner, and when they saw it was one of Young Wild lains, and should they attempt to force his hor se to leap over
West's partners they made all haste to find a way to get the cliff it would surely mean death for him.
down into the ravine and give pursuit.
It took them some little tim e, and t hey arrived just after the
villains had finished making their preparations to r emain in
CHAPTER IX.
•
the cav'e.
Over the ro cky ground the horses galloped, making a clatARIETTA' S CALL FOil IIELP.
ter that echoed through the ravine.
Lew and the two sons seized t heir rifles and followed the
It happened that Cheyenne Charlie and his wife deci<l.ed to
old rnan, while Jim, still tied to the back of his horse, was
take a ride out over the range, too.
left inside the cave.
They left the ranch over half an hour after Jim and Eloise
His steed had its h ead pointed toward the r ear, and he
,
could not see wha t was ti:lring place without turning his head. rode away.
But they were a little more lucky in following the trail, and
Crang!
The loud r eport of a ri fle as it reverberated through the · wh en they were within about four miles of the Radford r a nch
cave came to his ears,. and he knew that Jake Radford had they met Wild and Arietta and the prospective briG.e and
groom coming.
fir ed a shot.
Of course, there was a halt, then, and Charlie and Anna had
Then a series of cries rang out, followed by a volley of
revolver shots, and the four men drew back from the mouth to hear all the news.
After a while Anna asked if they had seen anything of Jim
·1
of the cave.
"Yoll made a bad shct of th at, dad," Jim heard the villain and Eloise.
This surprised our hero quite a little.
ca.11'3cl Bill say. "You didn't hit the man at all, but you shot
"VV'hy, no," he answered.
th? horse."
''They said th ey were going to follow you."
··That's all right," was the grim r eply. "I meant the rider,
"Well, they didn't show up."
but jest 'cause the horse made a jump as I pulled the trigger
"They must be around somewhere, then, Wild," Arietta oba in't my fault. Lay low now, an' maybe they'll try to come
in here. If they do we'll make mighty quick work of 'em." served. "Suppose we go and look for them."
"A good idea, Et."
Jim tried to force his horse to turn around, so he might
"Let me an' Wild go, an' you kin go on to the house with
ma ke a dash from the cave, even though his hands were tied
the rest," Charlie proposed.
behind his back.
"You can come along if you want to, Charlie," Arietta anBut for some reason the animal refused to stir.
The ot her horses were right ahead of him, and no doubt swered, "but I want to be one of the party, too."
Wild thought a moment.
tr.is might have been the cause.
He knew that the rustlers were a desperate lot, and !t
Meaawhile the cowboys were too careful to give the rustlers
occurred to him that if Jim had got into trouble•wlth them
a cha nce to sh oot t hem down.
They had seen them come up the ravine with the prisoner, while Eloise was with him he would be handicapped, fer the
~ girl was very timid, and in trying to take proper care of
and r:ow they knew just where they were located.
Bu t to attempt to rush int o the cave and ca pture them her he might fall an easy victim.
"Charlie," he said, nodding to the scout, "I r eckon you can
would h::tve been extreme foolhardiness.
It \Vas the for eman's horse that had been shot under him, go with us. Seeing that Arletta is bent upon going, she will
and as he got behincl· a rock with the others, who had dis- go, too. Anna can ride back with Larry and Miss Radford."
"That isn't my name," the girl spoke up, "but I suppose it
mounted, he told t hem how glad he felt that it had been the
will have to answer now. I haven't learned what my real
horse instead of himself.
··r don't know wto it was that fired," he said, shaking his name was, and I'm sorry for that."
"Never mind about that, dear," Larry said, soothingly.
head, '"but I'll bet it was old Jake Radford. He's about the
worst one of th e gang. I al ways kn owed they was a bad lot, "Your name will soon be Isben."
This had the effect of causing them all to smile.
but I never d.id believe they would come to this."
But Wild, who now felt that the quicker they found Jim
T he spot wh er e the cowboys were hiding was probably a
and Eloise the better it would be, quickly put on a look of
ht:nr:red and fifty feet from the mouth of the cave.
lt was on the same side of the ravine, too, for they clid determination, and nodding to those who were to go on, he
not car e to give the hiding scoundrels a chance to pick them called out:
'"We'll see you at suppertime, I reckon, and probably we
of! 0very t ime they showed themselves.
Th2y wer e safe enough wher e t hey were, for in order to may give you the news that the rustlers ha ve been ro1rnded
up. "
fir e ul)cn them the rustlers must leave the cave.
''I'd like to take pa rt in that game myself," Larry decla r ed.
H lrn ~pened that none of them were v.cry good shots, but
"But you can't just now, so go on. "
fl!1al! y it occurred to the foreman that it would be a good
"All right," and th en the tllree rode on, Anna s3eming to
1clea to send some one t o :find Young Wild Wes t.
·w1t11 n thi.s once ~ot into his head he was not long in suit- 1be quite contented with the arrang€'1nent.
I Straight for Radford's ranch Wiid, Charlie and Ari etta now
lnt:!" urn action to t ne thoughts.
"One of yer flaS got t o go an' find Young Wild West an' be , made their way.
qui ck a bout it," he_ said, in a low tone of volce, as though he ' If they had been five minutes sooner they wonld have seen
feared the hiding rus tlers might hear what he said. "The the four villains leaving the hou se with Jim a pris oner.
But it was not to be that way, so when they finally r oached
be8t thing to do i's to ride up to som e hi gh ground an' 1ook
ar ound. It may be that he ain't very far aw::ty from here at the place and found it deserted there was only one thing to
do, and that was to look further for Jim and Eloise.
this time."
There were plenty of fresh hoof-prints close to the house,
"I'll go," one of the cowboys volunteered, quickly, and he
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to get Jim away from them, for if they find that they are
penned up and have no chance for their lives they might take
a notion to kill him.,.
"Don't let them do that, please, Wild," Eloise called out, her
face turning very pale.
"Have no fear,., was the reply. "Tb is is not the first time
Jim has been in such a predicament. We'll save him all right.
Just keep up your nerve."
"'That's right, Eloise," Arietta chimed in, smiling at h er
encouragingly. " You see what confidence Wild has, and that
means a whole lot."
Eloise nodded and said no more.
Permitting their horses to walk along slowly, they soon
came in sight of the ioreman and the other cowboys, who
promptly arose to their feet and waved their hats, though t hey
wl.s ely did not cheer, as they no doubt felt like doing.
A few seconds later the young deadshot was talking in
low' tones wltil the men.
The place where the mouth of I.he cave was located was
pointed out to him, and he measured the distance carefully,
after which he looked over at the other side and then up at
the top of the cli!Is.
Arletta was doing the same thing, and suddenly she caught
the young deadshot by the arm and whisp.ered:
"If we go up this way we might get down through that
niche and up right alongside the cave, Wild."
"That's so, but it Isn't necessary for you to go."
"'Well, I think I ought to go, since I am suggesting It.
Maybe we could do something to get the villains outside. We
might frighten them out, for that matter, and then it would
be easy to catch them."
Wild looked at her smilingly.
"You have a wonderful head on you, Et," he declar ed.
"Since you have made the suggestion, you can go with me.
I'll leave Charlie and the rest right here. They'll k now what
to do if they see the sneaking coyotes com1; out of the cave.
Come on."
Elated at having the privilege of accompanying her dashing young lover, Arietta followed him. as he began climbing
up the rocky face of the slanting cliff.
It was not so very high that they had to go, though it was
quite difficult to get ther e.
But in a couple of minutes they had r eached the t op, and
then they )Valked along to the niche that Ar letta had pointed
out.
Here they found it quite easy to make a descent to t he
ravine below.
. Wild assisted his sweetheart over the dangerous places, and
slowly they worked their way downward until they were
crouching before an opening which no doubt belonged to t he
very cave the rustlers had taken refuge In.
As the two listened they could hear the sound of voices, and
there was enough light ·inside t o permit them to see the
rough walls opposite them.
Though they could hear the mumbling of voices, they could
not understand a word of what was being said.
Arietta now drew her revolver and in a whisper sntd :
"I am going In there a little way and fire two or three shots
in quick succession. That ought to start the scoundrels outside In a hurry. De ready for them when they come, Wild.
You want to capture them alive, of course."
"That's right, Et. A brave little girl you are. Go ahead."
. Then as she stepped softly through the opening into the
cave the young dcadsl10t moved along and quickly fou nd h imself behind a rock that lay directly at the edge of t he ravine.
Wf1lk.
Arletta had but a few yards to go befor e sho found herself
"'There is no nccd of letting those fellows know that we're
coming," he said. "We have got to use a little strategy now, in the main cave.
She saw the four v1llains crouching close to the open1nc,
for they must be taken by surprise. The first thing to do is

but this counted for nothing, since such can P..lways be seen
about a ranch.
As they were sitting there on the back of the horses, undecided ,., hat to do, Arietta, who happened to look off to the
right, suddenly gave a startled cry and pointed her finger in
that direction.
"Here comes Eloise!,. Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as he
saw the girl riding toward them.
Sure enough, It was Jim Dart's sweetheart.
She had lost her way, and unable to find any one to help
her, had turned, back toward the ranch.
But when she saw who was there apparently walting ror
her, she was del!ghtcd.
Arietta rode out to meet her, and the first question Eloise
asked was about Jim.
Then it was learned what had happened to him.
"I watched them from a safe distance," Eloise declared,
"and I saw them take him Into the house. That is all I know
about 1.t. Do you think they will kill him?"
"I hardly think so," Arietta answered, for she was quite
cool. "But come on. Wild will know exactly what to do."
When our h ero and the scout learned what had happened to
Jim they quickly went all through the houae, even looking
underneath it.
But there was no one there, and by the general appearance
of things much of what the house had contained had been
removed.
"They've quit the house and gone to -some hiding-place, for
they knew that their time would be short If they stayed
here," Wild declared. "Now, then, let's find the trail, and
maybe we won't be long in overtaking them. The round-up
of the rustlers has got to take place pretty soon, and we'll
get Jim away from them at the same time."
It was then that the fresh hoof-prints stood them In good
stead.
W!ld and Charlie did not have to search very long before
'
they found the fresh trail leading from the house.
All hands started, and it was · nqt a great while before they
came to the ravine.
Just as they came to a halt where the ground was hard and
stony a horseman was seen riding down the slope from the
left.
rt was the cowboy who had been sent for help by Zeke Taylor. the foreman.
''Hooray!,. he called out, waving his hat excitedly. "I'm In
luck. You're jest the ones I'm lookin' for."
'fhey waited for h im, and when he brought his horse to a
halt, Wild advised him to keep cool, after which he began
questioning him.
It did not take but a couple of minutes to learn just what
had happened.
"I found yer in less than fifteen minutes after I set out,"
the cow!Joy declared, jubilantly. "Now, then, maybe you kin
tell us what to do, Young Wild West."
"I certainly will tell you what to do, all right," was the
teply. "But come on. Lead th e way to your friends. So
th ey have got Jim in a cave, have they? Well, that makes It
a little bad. But neYer mind," he added, shaking his head,
determinedly. ""The ruotlers arc going to !Je round ed up, and
I reckon in an hour from now, or probably less, it will all be
over with."
H e learned from the cowboy just about how far It was to
the cave, so when th cy were getting pretty close to it he advised to go slower, and the horses were brought down to a
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each with a rifle, and then her eyes turned the other way the cave, and unless they stood their ground they might be
and there was Jim Dart bound and helpless upon the back of forced over the precipice themselves.
his horse.
The cowboys came rushing forward, yelling and waving
Her first thought was to try ann get the horse out by the their guns.
way she had come in, but she quickly realized that the openJake Radford fired one shot, and thpn throwing down his
Ing was not large enough for that purpose, since she had to gun, held up his hands and shouted;
stoop in order· to get. as far as she had come.
"I surrender! I surrender!"
The only way to do It was to frighten the four men and
"You're a wise villain," our hero called out, as he rah up
make tliem rush outside, so she prepared I herself to fire three I' to him, keeping him cover ed with his revolver. "Here's where
or four shots.
the round-up takes place, Radford. I told you we would get
But just then one or" the villains, who was no other than the rustlers, didn't I?"
J ake Radford, arose to his feet and came back to the ca~e.
J . "~ou have got us all right," was the reply.
"But you didn't
"I've made up my mind to let you go, kid,"-he said.
, do it in no square way."
Arletta was astounded.
"We didn't, eh? Well, that's all right. Now, then, if I
"We've got tired of waitin'," went on the villain, as he took thought you meant to force my partner over that cliff to his
t he hor se by the bridle, "an' you go an' tell 'em to 1et us alone death I think I'd throw you over, you sneaking scoundrel."
an' we'll go away."
The flash in the boy's eyes ca1,1sed the villain to become
"Untie my hands, then," Jim answered.
stricken with a sudden fear, and down he dropped upon his
"Never mind about that. You !mow· very well that there's knees, begging for mercy.
·
a gang waitin' right close by. They'll untie your hands."
'I'lle cowboys rushed up, and they were not very careful how
Arietta remained silent, elated at the way things were they handled the villains as th<~Y removed their weapons and
going.
tied their hands.
But Jake Radford had no intention of letting Jim Dart go.
I!1 a few minutes the victory was complete.
He had formed a sudden pian to send the boy to his death
Jim Dart was not long In recovering himself, and with
over the cliff.
Eloise clasped in his arms, he felt as happy as he ever had
Stra!ghf to the · mouth of the cave he led the horse, and in his whole life.
t h en nodding to his companions, he said:
"Boys," our hero said, as they started to ride through the
"Now, then, over he goes! I reckon we kin do it in sich ravine, "I reckon we may as well take these fellows right
a hurry that them galoots back there won't have a chance to through to Rock Ridge. It isn't so very far from here, is it?"
shoot at us. Come on, hoys."
"Somethin' like ten miles," ·the foreman answered.
He had a.. long stick in his hand, and he promptly gave the
"All right. We can do that and get back to the ranch tohorse a cut on the flank.
·
'
night, even though .it may be a little late. The straight cut
The frightened animal bounded out of the cave straight isn't more than twenty miles, I believe."
·
toward the precipice, which ~ras only a short d~stance away., "Vl'e kin stay over till to-morrow mornin', for that matter."
J ake and Lew followed, tryl<!).g to force the ammal to go on
"Well, we'll see about it when we get there. But I think
to its death and carry the helpless young rider with it.
. the girls had better ride on back."
Arietta knew now what was intended.
This Arietta and Eloise were quite willing to do, so it was
A sharp cry came from Jim, and then, unhesitatingly, she 1 soon arranged, and when they had taken their departure the
dlschar:ed her revolv~r twice and then ran swiftly for the rest were not long in taking the trail for Rock Ridge, the
opening.
prisoners going with them, of course.
"Help ! help!" the brave girl shouted, as she ran out of the
As they finally came near the settlement they overtook the
cave.
1two men who were driving the stolen cattle.
At that very moment Wild and Charlie appeared climbing
There was nothing like a fight . to follow,. for the villains
up the rocks.
quickly gave up when it was discovered by the foreman that
Arietta . no sooner saw them than she pointed out Jim's the cattle belonged to the Double r Ranch.
danger.
'fbey, too, were made prisoners, and the Radfords seemed
The scout had taken the ri~k of creeping along the face of to be pleased over it, for 110 doubt they felt that they needed
the cliff, and he had got there just as W!!d started to climb company just then.
over the rock when Arietta's call for help rang out.
It is not necessary to go into any further details In the matBoth now saw what might happen if they did not inter- ter.
fere quickly.
Suffice it to say that in due time the rustlers were turned
Crack! crack!
over to the proper authorities and locked up, awaiting a trial
Jake Radford's sons now came running out of the cave,
for cattle stealing.
shooting wildly, for they no doubt feared that there was some
Young Wild West and his partners went back to the ranch
one behind them, even though they had seen the girl rush
with 1.he cowboys, though they did not get there until near
past them.
midnight.
"Hands up, you scoundrels!" Wild ci:.lled out, as he sprang
The very next day there was a wedding at tl!e Double I
toward the villain01!s rustlers.
Charlie, knowing full well that our hero would protect him Ranch, and Larry Isben and the girl who had borne the name
from being shot, bounded forward and caught Jim's horse by of Nellie Radford were made inan an._d wife.
This made a happy ' ending to "Young Wild West's Rustler
the bridle just as it hesitated at the brink of the precipice.
Round-up."
A quick pull and he had the steed around to safety.

I
I

A fervent exclamation of joy came from the lips of helpless
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG vVILD WEST AND
Jim Dart.
'GINGER JAKE'; OR, THE BOSS OF GIMLET GULCH."
He was saved, and he could not help giving vent to his
feelings.
"Come , on, boys!" shouted Wild, when he saw that he had
the villains dead to rights, for he was now between them and
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CURRENT NEWS
Three thousand and three hundred people in Tida.hom,
Sweden, are engaged in the making of matches, most
of them as employcs of the Vulcan, the largest match
factory in the world. The factory uses 600,000 square
feet of wood per annum, and makes 200,000,000 matches
per day. Three hundred electrically worked machines
cut and label the 900,000 boxes needed.
J;ow wages are the real cause of bow legs among the
children of workingmen o:f foreign birth, according to
Mrs. :rifary O'Sullivan, social worker of Medford, Mass.
"There are thousands of children in Lawrence and other
mill cities who are bow-legged simply from lack of nourishment," she says. "The Syrians a.re the ones who suffer
1the most in this respect, although the same conditions
exist to a somewhat lesser extent among the children of
Italians and other foreign workers."
The :first bull ring has opened in St. Petersburg, and
the golden youth and eve'rybody else having money to
spend are betting. They expect to persuade the Czar to
come to the bull fights, and thus give official sanction to
the bloody sport. From Spain have arrived forty-eight
fighting bulls and :fifty-eight bull .fighters of different degrees. The bull ring will have accommodation for six
. thousand. It is an open air affair and there can be but
two short eeasons, spring and autumn, for in the summer
the paying public does not live in St. Petersburg.

A .recent dispatch received at 11~elbourne, Australia,•
from Hobart, Tasmania, says that a baby daughter of Mrs.
Rennie Larnock was carried overboard from the deck of
the steamer Adelaide and lost. The mother was whe~ling
the child in its carriage along the deck, when some women
passengers addressing her caused her to leave the handle
for a moment, and during her brief absence a gust of wind
filled the top of the cart and it was whipped over the rail.
For some hundreds of feet it was carried like an airship
and tben it somersaulted into the sea. A boat's crew was
immediately lowered and the carriage wns easily picked
up, but the little one could not be found, and after several hours spent in the vicinity the crazed mother, who had
to be locked in her cabin, was compelled to proceed without her baby. It is said that had the Ji ttle one been
strapped into the cart she would very likely have been
saved, for the wooden caniage would have kept her afloat
until the ship's boat reached her.
The banking resources of the United States during the
last four y~ars have exceeded by billions the record of
any similar period in the history of the nation, declared
Lawrence 0. Murray, controller of the currency, in a
statement issued recently. During the four years ended
June, 1912, the resources of all banks in the countrynational, state and private-increased from $19,583,000,000 to $24,986,000,000; or $5,403.000,000. Individual deposits likewise broke all records, in_creasing from 1908 to
1912 by $4,239,000,000. Loans and discounts also established a new record, increasing by $8,515,000,000 since
January, 1908. The aggregate capital of the 7,400 na'tional banks about equals the capital of the 22,000 state
and private ban]µi, the amount of the former being $1,033,000,000 and the latter $1,047,000,000. Individual
deposits in national banks are about half the amount in
other banks. National banks hold 63 per cent. of the
aggregate amount of cash in all banks.

The Museum of Natural History, New York, has just
received from the remote regions of Bambia, West Africa,
the second specimen of a living lung fish ever transported
to the United States. In a block of earth whlch incloaed
the fish was a sma11 tunnel-like opening, an air cell for
the dormant lung flsh. The lung fish, which has both
double lungs and gills, is considered an excellent instance
of the survival of a race of animals from the early periods
of time. Its :fins are of primitive type, and according to
Dr. Bashford Dean, an authority on :fish, represent a stage
The London Daily Telegraph prints a dispatch from its
between fins and hands. The lung fish to a certain degree, Constantinople correspondent, Ellis Ashmead-Bartlett, in
he says, is a connecting link between the true fish and which he reports an interview with Major Wolf, who has
four-footed animals.
charge of the censorship and the care o:f the foreign cor;respondents. The officer said that hereafter the only corGirard Kolk, a prosperous young farmer of the Osgood respondents who would be permitted at the front must
district, east of Briggsdale, Col., is the happiest man in sign an agreement to stay during the entire war, and must
Weld county, for he brought home a bride who came alone agree to send only matters favorable in the military and
from her home in Holland to wed him. They were mar- political sense to Turkey. He added that the only papers
ried in Denver, where they met for the first time since even thus favored would be those which had supported
the bridegroom left the old country with the promise that Turkey, and that the 'treatment to which the correspondhe would send for his boyhood sweetheart. Kolk had ents bad been subjected was due to the fact that 'l'urkey
large crops this year, which enabled him to carry out bis was not getting proper support from the European press.
promise sooner than he expected . A :few weeks ago bis Under the new plan, no correspondent will be allowed to
secret became known when he went to a Greely attorney send news of a Turkish defeat, no ·matter how great the
and made affidavit regarding his cfrcumstances and bis disaster. The correspondent of all the papers which have
idention to make the girl from Holland his bride imme- been opposed to Turkey in the past, or in the present
diately upon her anival. The happy bride is Johanna war, will be kept in Constantinople or expelled from the
HillechieD&.
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WORKING FOR MILLIONS
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAIJ STORY)

should extend back a fe.w miles, it would certainly tal-e us
CHAPTER XVII. ( Oont.inued)
Already the boy, so long deprived of female society, had into such a position lhat the shadow of the mountainsallowed his heart to go out to the beautiful girl whose life What's the matter:-"
Charley had smldenly interrupted with a sharp exclamahe had saved, and the discovery oi their close relationtion of surprise.
shi p was less of a pleasure than surprise.
Yet there seemed no doubt about it, for although Ella, · "Look-look over there!"
"By George! it's the 'l'error!"
when consciousness returned, had been in a state of mental
"As sure as you're born! l jnst now saw her rise."
excitement '~hich soon ended in delirium, she still found
'rhere, sure enough, at a distance of not more than half
words to explain enough of her position to show Captain
a mile, the Cyclop's double rould be distinctly seen.
Hunter that she was his brother's child.
'rom flew to the speaking inbe and summoned his father.
"I haven't seen her since she was a little girl, Tom,"
''It's the Terror certaialy," said Captain Hunter.
lie explained, "else I would haie surely recognized her.
For some years previous to the breaking out of the rebellion "Those ra eals have kept us in eight after all. Boys, it's
my brother kept his wife and daughter in San Francisco. time for us to go bel01.r."
"We've got to meet Price sooner or later" said Tom
I nc\·cr knew much about them, but I have been told he
treatt>d them badly. When the war broke out, and Jack coolly. "Perhaps it would be just as well io 'do it now."'
"Ro, no! Not while we can avoid ii. Beside, how do
joined the South, he probably abandoned them altogether.
know it is Price? It may Le Jack!"
we
first
the
in
it
pect
su.
didn't
I
why
see
I declare I don't
"So much the more rca~o:1 we J1onlcl have it out with
pince. for she looks as much like her fathc.r as you look like
them. He knows "·care working for millions, and you can
me."
It was only an incident in the strange train of aclvcn- just bet he's going to follow us up."
'·Lei him try it, then . When the lime for a fight comes
turcs through which Tom Hunter was passing, but it was
it will find me ready, but ho"· auout the mountain; boys?
a highly interesting one for all that.
J\Icanwhile the fate of Captain Terrible remained a pro- Have you seen any shadow yet?"
"No, nor we won't while v:c keep our prcFent poFition."
found mystery.
"']'hat's true. I see wr can't hope to, but I tlon't sec how
All that night, all the next day, anrl the night followin g, the Cyclops kept her course steadily, but the Terror . we can gain a position in whic:1 ibc shurlow can strike."
'l'hus E>aying Captain Unntcr closed the turret window,
was not seen again.
"I trll you what it is, Charley, in my opinion we haven't ancl striking the bell, thr C'yclopF Fa nk brnea.th the wnvcs.
:'Great Sroit!" ewlnimed Uharley, hefore they had
seen the la ~t of her yet," rcmarkell Torn, in course of a
conYersabon which began after hi s father had left the tur- fairly reached the bottom, "how those cliffs IPust project
ret. "We are going to liaYe tronhle with Dick Price yet, under water; here wo nre cloRc in shore."
Tom and Captain Iluntcr pecrcrl throuo-h the gla s.
I seem to feel it in my bon es."
There, sure enough, diredly before tl1 e111, a Ion'.! range
abreast
right
we're
here,
Look
bones!
your
bother
"Oh,
of the Woman in ·white now, and nary a shadow does she of hlaek, volcanic rock cxtcndccl, completely blocking
their 1rA~'·
throw."
"T.hose arc; ugly roclrn, " exclnimed the captnin, "bnt it
"I don't see. how slie can the way the sun strikes her.
If we cou lcl only get on the other sic1c oi that range of seems to me, boys~ Hello! what bavc we here?"
"Looks like a tunnel," said Tom, whof:e eye 11·as pressed
crags which overhang the beach now, it would be a difl:eragainst the glass, through which he could readily diFeern
ent thing."
"You' re right, but that's just a peg too much to expect a low, narrow opening penetrating the cliffs. ·
Captain Hunter seized the wheel, and bringing the
of the Cyclops-she can sail on top of the water and
prow of the Cyclops around, drove straight for the open~
underneath, but she can't steam 01er any luncl."
"Do you know, Charley, that I begin to think we ought ing.
"Hello! what arc you up to now?" cried Tom.
to have explored the bay which sets in behind that point
"Going in there," replied his father, quietly. "It's just
we passed?"
the hiding-place I want. There ain't one chance in ten
"Nonsense! It was only a shallow affair."
"It looked so, but we don't know that it is so. If it thousand that they'll discover it; besides, I'm curioUB to
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the bottom by simply lying on their backs and expelling
the air from their lungs, a feat which only such experts
as the great New York swimmer, Professor O'Brien, and
a few others, arc capable of performing; but their usual
method is to place a heavy stone in a biig tied about the
waist. That takes them down and keeps them down as
long as they can stand it; when they want to ascend they
ilhrow away the stone and up they go."
"Yes," said Charley, "I saw them throwing the stones.
By gracious! weren't they scared?"
"Probably they took us for some new species of whale,"
remarked Captain Hunter, with a smile. "Shall we go
up to the surface and investigate or take dinner first?
As I am decidedly hungry, and there's no telling what we
may encounter, I favor attacking Ed's ham and potatoes
first and investigating those legs later on."
It was so decided.
Leaving Charley to maintain a lookout, the electric engine was stopped, and Torn and bis father went down to
dinner, Charley ta.king his share alongside the wheel.
To the satisfaction of all Ella was found to be so much
improved as to be able to sit up at the table and partake
·
of tea and toast.
"You don't know what a satisfaction it is to find that
you are my cousin," she remarked to Torn in course of the
meal.
But Tom, as he glanced shyly at her beautiful countenance, failed to find much satisfaction in the thought. It
would have suited him better if it had b~cn otherwise, for
the fact was Tom was rapidly falling in love.
Not once did Ella allude to her father, and as the subject was a decidedly unpleasant one, it was entirely
ignored.
After dinner the ascent to the surface was made,
Charley having first reported all quiet and that no sign of
,,,.
the Terror had been seen.
"We've given them the slip," said Captain Hunter, as
he pulled the lever which was to send tbe Cyclops upward.
"I am ill'Clined to think that we have seen the last of them,
and they will trouble us no more."
As the tu.rret ascended above the water a strange sight
met the eyes of our travelers.
Instead of the bay they had expected to see, they found
themselves floating upon the surface of a broad sheet of
water completely surrounded by high, craggy hills, barren
CHAPTER XVIII.
of all verdure, being simply broken masses of black, volTHE SH.A.DOW FOUND.
canic rock.
"
Maremaids?
To all appearance there was no outlet, for the chain of
dose?
be
"Gorrifus, Marse Tom! What
ladder
formed an unbroken circle of several miles in circumturret
hills
the
up
scrambling
came
who
Ed,
exclaimed
to announce dinner just in time to catch a glimpse of the ference, presenting the appearance of the crater of some
·long extinct volcano, and such it probably was.
vanishing .legs.
the
Close down by the shore at a point not far distant from
from
"and
Tom,
"Pearl divers, I guess," answered
the Cyclops lay, a considerable collection of TUde
first
your
where
be
might
they
say
should
I
legs
color of their
huts could be seen, while above all towered in lonely macousins, Eel." .
"Go on now wiv your joking, Marse Tom. Do you tink jesty the snow-clad peak of the "Woman in White."
Down upon the beach hundreds of naked Indians were
I fust cousin to a maremaid? Guess not! Dis chile come
.who r8Jl up and down brandishing long spears
gathered,
trash
No
Ferjinny.
ole
in
best
ob berry 'spectable family;
and making threatening gestures at the strange craft.
in dat family, nohow-nev er was."
"I rather think," said Captain Hunter, "that they are • "Not much show of hospitality there," remarked Tom.
sponge gatherers; you see the rocks are covered with "I wonder they don't swim out and attack us, they look so
sponges all around us. 'rbese Mexican Indians are won- fierce."
.(To be Continued)
derful swimmers. I have seen them sink themselves to

sec where this hole in the '\\all will lead µs. Look ahead,
boys. Can't you see light?"
"There certainly is a glimmer," answered Tom. "What
do you suppose it means?"
"Can't tell yet. It may come from some chimney leading up to the top of the cliffs, or it may be that this passage goes through to some lancl-locked bay."
"We pasrnd a bay below here a few miles," said Charley.
"The mischicf)·ou did! Why didn't you ten me? Now,
then, here we go!"
The words were not fully spoken when the Cyclops shot
in to the passage and the light entirely disappeared.
1~ll but the faint glimmer ahead; this now became more
:ipparent than before.
The boys peered through the windows eagerly.
On either side great ragged masses of rock jutted out
toward them, but the width of the passage grew no less,
and as they continued to advance, its height visibly increaEed.
The passage ran 1.olerably straight, too, and the further
they advanced the brighter tlie light appeared to grow,
until all at once they suddenly shot .out from under the
overhanging rocks and were in the midst of open water
once more.
"Look! look!" cried Tom suddenly, and almost at the
same instant a similar exclamation escaped Charley, who
was peering through the window on the other side.
The sight which bad called forth these exclamations
was indeed startling.
The Cyclops rested but a foot or two above the bottom,
which was composed of rough broken rocks, thickly overgrown with seaweed and marine plants.
These rocks were literally swarming with men of diminutive stature, about whose bodies there was no other
covering than a small bag and the thick manes of long,
black hair, extending almost to the waist, around which it
was tied.
For a single instant they seemed to gaze at the strange
intruder in blank amazement, then, as with one accord,
all were seen to throw something upon the rocks.
In a twinkling a hundred naked legs went shooting upward out of sight.
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ITEMS OF . INTEREST
STUDENTS ON "BLACKLIST."
apd some Harvard students will be placed
Yale
Fifty
on the "ticket black list" becau se tic rnts allotted to them
in the distribution of the Yale-Harvar d game of Nov. 23
were found in the hands of speculators in New Haven.
The speculators worked the game about as safely as it
could be worked . Each one of them who had a few tickets
(an d this trade is always handled by a few local experts),
employed "steerers." The football association printed a
lot of duplicate tickets which it issued to cover those
found in the speculators' hands, and persons buying their
tickets from speculators were unable to take the seats they
'
had paid for.
NORTH POLE BY AEROPLANE.
" The safest and easiest way to reach the North P ole,
and an entirely feasible way, is l;iy aeroplane," said Captain
Robert A. Bartlett of the Peary North Pole party, to the
members of the Aero Club of New England at its annual
dinner, Nov. 30.
Captain Bartlett said an aeroplane could be taken by
land to Cape Morris K. Jesup, which is about 381 miles
from the pole. With the latest machines this would mean
but a few hours' flight to the pole, he said. The ice
would furnish suitable landing pln.ces all along the route,
but all necessary supplies would have to be carried for the
trip to and from the pole.
"The ideal trip," said the speaker, "would b9 to go from
Ce.pe Jesup directly over the pole and land at Chelim:kin,
in Siberia, the latter point, however, being 720 miles
beyond t he pole. I n the summer montl1s of July and
.August the conditions are perfect for flying, and I can sec
no serious difficulties which might not be guarded against.

aga.inat.,,
BUFFALO HERD IN DANGER.
Dr. W. 8. Newman, government veterinary inspector
f r om Bismarck, has gone to Yellows~one National Park
to vaccinate 250 buffaloes which belong to the government. There are twenty-two calves in the herd.
An infectious disea.8€ known as hemorrhagic septicremia
has appeared among the buffalo in the park, with deadly
effect. The mortality among domestic cattle has been
placed at 90 per cent., but among the buffalo it has proved
100 per cent., not one attacked escaping death.
The authorities are puzzled to know how the disease
reached the buffalo in the park, as it is generally communicated through food, and there has been no known way
in which thes'e arlima.la have been exposed. The disease is
of, short duration, generally being fatal within twentyfour hqurs.
This disease originally came from Egypt and Germany,
-~t appearing a few years .ago in Minnesota, and later
ennessee. Two vaccinations are necessary in combatt,, the second brong administered eight days after the

REGAINS NAPOLEON'S COMPASS.

By a succession of strange chances the museum at :Ualmaison has regained possession of Napoleon's compass.
Acquired by one of the Rothschilds years ago it passed as
the result of a wager into the bands of the Urand Duke
Nicholas ' Michaelovitch, who bas now returned it to the
.
museum as a gift.
The incident reminds one of the purely fortuitous way
in which l1azard bought for a song and from a passing
stranger the famous portrait of the Sultan Mahomet II.,
which was his great bequest to the National Gallery. But
the compass by which one conqueror worked out his plans
has infinitely more of the "aura" of magic and personality about it than' the lineaments of another conqueror,
whose achievement lies to-day in ruins.
The compass, which is of ivory em bossed with silver,
had belonged to Baron Nathaniel de Rothschild of Vienna,
who had wagered some "object of historical value" during a
luncheon when the Grand Duke was his guest on his yacht
at Cannes. The Grand Duke had forgotten the incident,
but after the death of Baron Rothschild he received the
compass in 1898 with a note of its history, stating that it
came originally from Malmaison.
MORGAN BUYS OLD ALBUM.
The accidental possession of an autograph album of
Wethersfield Seminary, containing poetical selections in
the handwriting of progenitors of the family of J . Pierpont Morgan, has enriched a family well known in Hartford and Meriden. The album was dated 1826. Thomas
Flynn, the young man whose business sense was ·responsible for the tril.nsaction, and a brother, William, saw the
financier recently and made the arrangement,e for the transfer of the volume. The book was in the library of a
Waterfown woman for several years. Relatives, after her
~
death, sold it for $5.
Thomas Flynn, the buyer, held the book nearly ten
years until he conceived the idea that Mr. Morgan wou)d
like to have it. He had found in the volume, besides ti1e
poetical selections, finely executed signatures of people
prominent in the olden days in three counties in the
vicinity 0£ Hartford. The signatureg whioh gave the book
special value to Mr. Morgan includecl those of John Pjerpont, a veteran poet of early Boston, and Mary J. Pierpont.
William Flynn made two trips to New York tq see Mr.
Morgan, l:\ut the financier was so busy he could not take
up the matter. 'l'heY were just about to. give up hope of
selling the album wh en they received a message asking
them to go to New York and bring the book along. It
was as a result of the interview· that followed that the
relic was placed in, t:he possession of Mr. Morgan and a
check given for it sufficient' to buy an average library in
·
Connecticut or save a tottering village church.
The best feature of the transactiQn, according to William Flynn, is that Mr. Morgan fixed the price himself,
and wa.a more th.a.n pneroua.
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THE KING .O F CRIPPLE CREEK
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THE BOY WITH A BARREL OF GOLD
By "PAWNEE JACK"
CA SERIAL S'!'ORY)

•

I .At the same instant there was a tremenduusly loud crrkk,
,
CHAPTER XIV. (Continued)
"But I'll aet square with them " Jack thought as h6 and a . more violent trembling than ever.
'.'Say," excla~med one. o:E the masks, "them noises ~s
signed his na~ne. "I'll never l'est, 'once I .am free, 'until I
on extra lively to-mght. I wonder what ihe tlcuce 1t
gomg
place."
bave run these fellows into the same
means?."
all
Had
it.
<lid
Jack
But it was for Terry's sake purely that
"It's th!l >vinc1,'' was the answer. "You know ·we don't
it been only himself he would never have signed 1.he paper
never hear it no other time. Put dorm the taule. I'll untie
in the wide world.
h n his hands and give him a chance to cat."
1 a
d h h d
1 f-+ h.
Th
aht ,, th O"l 1t J k "\\Tl t , 11 I d 0 ? Go
"I'
e a scarce y 0 one, w e
e man now e ·" im, an
·
.rn · sna ,,
ac ' .
ouo·
m c:u';', '
if ack made the agreeable discovery that his hands were by
no means so securely tied as he had supposed them to be. 1 for them· I hey are two agamst mie, b~lt-Right th.en a tremendous crackn~g noise was heard,. and
He could move them about in the cords considerably, and
the knots seemed to loosen as he kept working at them. tbe ~:na~ with the table and the bas1;:et dropped both mth a
All at once his right hand slipped out altogether, and, except for the chain, he was free.
d th
ll
t 1
d h'
1 ·
l
B
ere was
wa ' an
im c1ose 0 tie
ut ~ ie ~ iarn hel
no gettmg it away, he thought.
But J a'ck soon .discovered that ~ere he was wrong a.gain.
He found b1 feclrng that the cha~n was secured to the two
staples, which had been leaded m~o the rock apparently.
One of these staples moved under his fingers. He felt sure
that he could loosen it by working at it, and perhaps get
the thing out altogether, which would set him free.
"Shall I try to pull it out?" thought Jack. "If they
come here and .find that I am loose, won't they only tie me
up all the tighter? Hadn't I better wait a while and see
what that fellow has ~o say for himself when he comes
around next time?"

te~~iSfihe~ 8 yell.

-·ld d h
k. .
B;ll l" h - .
.
as
e cnel1' ma mg a W l
e a-gomg, •
cave.
the
through
1At the same instant Jack felt the flo01· slipping away
from beneath his feet and the next he knew he was flat on
his back, still chained to a huge piece of rock, and falling
clown into space with rocks tumbling all about him, a11 d
the snow whirling about his fa ce, blinding him so that
·
he could not see.

CHAPTER XV.
ANOTHER FEARFUL MISHAP.

What had happened?
Jack had not the faintest idea as he went whirling down,
He resolved to wait, li~tle ~re~ming that this decision
w~s to be the means of savmg his life. How that happened and Terry had even less, and. yet Terry saw it ttll.
It happened about :five minutes after Terry went out ol
·
will soon be seen.
For ten or fifteen minutes Jack kept working away at [ the hut.
He was standing in the snow some ten feet away from
,
.
the staple.
door, waiting for the bell to ring, which was to call him
the
for
stop,
to
concluaed
he
that
much
so
it
He loo~ene~
fear that it might come out all of It sudden before he knew back when all at once there was a report like a cannon
it, and it was jus~ about that time that Jack began to. notice and, to th~ boy's horr~r, he saw a great mass of rock, in~
a strange trembling movement to the floor under his feet. eluding the ground on which the hut stood, suddenly slip
away, break into a thousand pieces, and, carrying the but
Yet it had been going o:r\. all the while.
it, go whirlinO" down into the ravine below.
with
would
he
occupied
much
so
been
not
had
mind
If Jack's
And 'Terry saw ~ore, as, almost paralyzed with terror1
have observed it sooner. It was almost like a series 'l>f slight
earthquake shocks, for it came and went; there were strange he leaned over the fearful precipice which now yawned ai
his feet.
cracking noises to be heard all about the place.
He saw at least four men go down, and a dozen mules go
Jack was j118t thinking about all this, when he heard the
them, kicking and struggling, but he did not see Jack.
with
masks
white
the
with
men
two
the
sound of footsteps, and
soon came into view. One carried a sta.ble lantern and and yet we know that the boy King of Cripple Oreek wen1
·
down with the rest.
the other a basket and a small table.
A gaping space now lay where the cave and the hut ha~
"We a.re going to give you some grub, young feller," this
been. . The rocks on this ridge were of q. very broken and
one 'ca.lled out. "We don't want to starve you to death."

-
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1
disintegrated character. The part where the hut had stood affected as Terry him3elf. "Oh, father, what Cun '"e do?
had probably been loosened for a long while. I ts time had ! After o.ll, Jack may not be dead."
come, and all that was needed was this fierce wind to send · '"\r !:) can do nothing," replied the colonel. "It's a had
it crashing down into Brealrneck Canyon, hundreds of feet piece of business. These toughs and swindlers around
Cripple Creek are getting worse every day, but according
below.
to Terry this gang seem to have been put out of the way
· Poor Terry was terribly overcome.
He gave up all idea of ever seeing Jack again, and to forever. We must think of ourselves, Ethel. We have got
describe the desperate state of mind into which this threw to get over the ridge somehow, or we shall surely perish in
the storm."
him, is more than we care to undertake.
This was certainly sound sense. To return down the
And. never once did the poor boy stop to think of his own
danger, as he stood there shouting Jack's name down into trail was simply impossible, but once on the other slope of
the canyon, vainly hoping for some reply, and yet it was ten the mountain and thus sheltered from the 'wind, it might be
possible to push on to thejlunlight mine, where they would
chances to on(' if poor Terry did not perish in the stoTI'!l .
be able to obtain shelter as long as they needed it, and be
Terry
that
despair
in
up
It was jnst when he gave
tl1ought hc,could distinguish a cry for help away down the in the hands of friends.
"Get up behind me, Terry," said the colonel. "We can
steep mountain t rail.
He listened and it came again, borne toward him on the follow your trail back to the top of the ridge, and then we
have got to get down into .the canyon if we expect to live."
wind.
Terry climbed up into the saddle, and they started.
lost
have
We
l
Help
l
Stillman
Hello,
l
Help
l
"Help
They had made the move none too soon if they expected
our way!"
"It is some traveller," thought Terry. "I must warn to follow Tel'ry's trail, for it was now almost obliterated,
him. If he gets off the trail he will go down into the and before they had gone far it disappeared altogether.
I "This is a bad business, rreny !" exclaimed the colonel.
canyon sure."
The cry ca.me again and again, and it took Terry's mind I "The first thing we know we shall be over the edge of that
precipice ourselres."
off Jack for the moment.
"I'll get out and go ahead on foot," said Terry.
Bending his head and fac.ing the storm, he ploughed his
"No, no! It is as much as your life is worth. Stay
way through the snow do'\t'D. the trail, shouting as he went:
you arc. \Ye will be very careful. Ethel, you keep
where
answered.
voice
the
you!"
hear
I
I
"Hello ! Hello
clo~c beside us. I never saw the snow so thick."
" Come on! We ar e not far away."
They pushed on, coming to a level at last.
"I'm coming!" yelled 'I'erry.
"Yes, the hut is gone, sure enough," remarked the col"Is that you, Stillman?" the Yo.ice called back, aml Terry
onel. "\Vell, well! I never suspected Stillman of being
thought that he could recognize it.
" I s that you, Co~ Wilfer ?" he shouted at the top of his crooked, but I suppose he must have been. Come in a littlc more this way, Ethel. The snow is drifting that one
lungs.
"Yes!" was the answer. "It is me, Stillman, and my can't tell just where the edge is, and--"
The colonel's sentence ended in a cry of horror, for at
daughter is with me. We have lost our way in the storm!"
instant Ethel's horse moved to one side and stepped
that
iVil:fer
Ethel
adored
just
Terry
Here was a revelation.
- but indeed every one who came in contact '\\rith the beau- upon a drift which overhung the edge of the cliff, instantly
disappearing, and Ethel's despairing scream rang wildly
tiful girl did that.
He pusbed on, slipping and sliding down the steep fa-ail, upou the storm.
until at last, guided by the voice, he came to two horses,
upon which the colonel anc1 his daughter s~t.
CHAPTER XVI.
"Terry Tolliver!" exclaimed the manager of the smelting works. "Why, I never dreamed of it being you!"
A NEWCO~rnrt 0;:{ THE LEDGE.
TerTy was almost spi;_echless, and at first could only gasp
for breath.
Jack Hudson never forgd the night of the big blizzard
"What brought you here? Where's Jack?" demanded
the colonel. "I had to go down into the canyon to the Sun- , at Cripple Creek, and that the storm was one of the worst
light mine on business, and as Ethel wanted to go with me, ever knew, the old-timers out in that part of Colorado
I consented, never dreaming that a blizzarcl like this was 1 will tell you to this day.
going to blow up. It's fearful. I haven't any idea where 1 Why the '·King of Cripple Creek" did not lose his life
we are, but I suppose we must be somewhere near Still- that ni~·hL i~ one of the m.vsteries.
It seem ed just inercd itable to Jack after\\' ard to think
man's. Is it so?"
"You are near to where Stillman's was," panted Terry, that he could ha\1e fall en a hundred feet and more with
A men, mul es and big masses of rock tumbling all. about hirn
"but, oh, Ool. Wilfer, a terrible thing has happened.
ancl lived to tell the tale.
and
canyon,
the
into
over
slipped
has
rock
big lot of the
the hut has gone with it, and-anrl-oh, Jack is dead!" j Some boys are horn in lu ck and it certainly did seem as
This lad came like a great wail of despair, and it was if Jack w« s one of t iiem, for he made that terriLle fall and
some minutes before the colonel could get 'Terry quieted . came ont m1harmed.
The snowstorm saved him.
down enough so that the boy could e.."l:plain what had occurred.
1
(To be Continued).
"It is a. terrible thing I" exclaimed Ethel, almost as much
J
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TIMELY TOPICS
O\'er the unbeaten path of northern :Michigan ~fax
Burke of Detroit recently rode his motor cycle u!J2 miles
in six days. He used only eight and a half gallons of
gat!oline and made no adjustment of his muchinc or carburetcr during the entire trip. Burke was dared to sta.rt
to 1[ac:kinaw City on his motor cycle without tools o.f any
description. lie had such complete confidence in the
reliability o.f his machine that he accepted the dare, and
agrcctl that should he haYe any troub1c he wonla proccccl
us best he could, but would make no icpairs.
Although John N csbitt of J eanneite, Pa., was cleared of
the charge of stealing $500 from J olm Cassidy after $480
had. been found in the lining of his coat following his arrest, he informed the court the money was not lii~ . When
asked if he claimed the money, which was on the state
attorney's table, Nesbitt told Juclge Keedy it did not belong to him, and it was turned over to Cassidy, v;ho
daimed it. Had ...:r csbitt claimed the money after he had
been acquitted it probably would have been given to him.
1\ csbitt said he did not know how the money came to be
secreted in his coat lining.

managers. Already several of the loop hotel managers
announce their intention of following the Blackstone, "if
the others do so, too." This means that $2,190,000 will be
taken from the pockets of Chicago's diners-out yearly
and placed in the coffers of the managements.
Through the operation of u system of lookout towers
and the traini:::i.g of men specially for the service, fires in
the Gila National Forest, N . M., this year have been reduced to a minimum, and indica Lion~ are that disastroris
fires in this section will not occur. Don Johnson, Forest
Supervisor. says that under the new system of control a
fire cannot burn more than a few hours before being discovered, and guards are in readiness with tools and supplies to go to the scene immediately. The reservation
eontains 1,600,000 acres. The aim is to disco-rer the fire as soon as it starts, to have men equipped with the firefighting tools and rations stationed at points where the
uanger is greatest and good roads and trails by which any
part of the forest may be reached quickly.

James Jorncr, an Englishman, in this country only
three weeks and unaccustomed to the traffic rules, was
Examinations of candidates from civil life for appoint- riding a bicycle the. other evening near the W. Bayard Cutmcnt as second lieutenants in the U . s. Marine Corps will ting estate at Great River, just west of Babylon, Long
be held on or about Jan . 7, 1913, at the Marine Barracks, Island, when he was in collision with a motorcycle. As a
"'ashington, D. C., and in San Francisco, Cal. It is un- result the driver of the motorcycle died in the Babylon
dersiood that there are approximately fifteen vacancies Hospital, wher_c the Englishi~~n is also a patient, with a
in the grade of second lie,µtcnant to which candidate& number of bruises and cu!s. lhe dead ~nan, George Overwho may uccessfully pass the re~uired examination are ton, a carpenter of Sayvill~, was on his way home from
eliaible for appointment. For the convenience o.f candi- Oy~ter B~y. N car the Cultmg c~tate he encountered J ordates from other localities, should there be a sufficient 1 ner, who _is em~loyccl on the ~uttmg place_. J orner turned
number of applicants to warrant such action it is proba- t? the left, as is the c:1stom m England, rnstead of to the
hie that examinations wfll be held on the ~ume elate iu right, and ~he two veh1cles crashed together. Orerton was
hurled agamst a tree head fir:::t.
other cities.
What may be intended as a stra legic mancuvc · in connection with aerial war.fare is the effort of the German
postofficc to establish an airship mail route bet ween Germany and •Denmark. It is announced that Ge ·mm1y has
approached lhc Danish goYcrnmcnt with the view of ascertaininir whether it would be interested in employing German airships for the transport of the mail across the
Baltic. Denmark, a<:cording; to the German propornl,
would be devoted to the construction a1,d mainten:mc:c
of a large air hip station on the I sland of Amagcr, near
Copenhagen. Denmark is quoted a& viewing the project
"with great interest."

Folloll'ing the cxam1rle of the poverty fcuing man"'q:~E'rs
o.f K cw York hotels and restauranti::, the management of
· the Blackstone Hotel bemoaned with one brc&th the lngh
cost of foodstuffs and with the next announced that from
now on "bread and butter will Lie ten cents extra." 'That
the "coycrt" charge \Vil! be adopted by all Chicago hotels·
and restaurants is the opinion of the other hotel and cafe

Prof. W. Gowland, in his Huxley memorial lecture at
the Royal .Anthropological Institute, London, recently
spoke on the metals in antiquit}' and traced the origin of
the smelting furnace to the primitive campfire in which
a lump of ore might have been rcduceu to metal. TI11t
m1til the art of smelting had b0cn invr,ntctl the use of
metals was insufficient to aflect to any great extent the
old stone agriculture. Prof. Gowland traced the' earliest
mctallnrgy of copper and iron to western Asia but , said
the extraction of gold from its ores on a -large scale in
the earliest times was attributed to the Sudan. Egypt
produced the first mining map in the world-a map showing a gold mining region in 1350 to J 330 U. C. Lead
only became of importance during the supremacy of the
Romans in connection with their elaborate systems for the
supply and distribution of water and ihe construction of
bathf'. In Africa the extraction of iron from its ores was
carried on at a remote date. The fact that this early African iron smelting was known in Egypt was well shown
by the bas-relief on a stone now in the Egyptian collection
in lflorence.
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Detectives disguised as Jaclrnon, Mich., prison convicts
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tion and was moving the gun away from his cheek. The
"Stump speaking is the hardest work. in the world,"
dh.arge gouged his cheek and eye instead of entering his
said Senator Beveridge. "It is especially hard," he conneck.
tinued, smiling, "when there are hecklers in the audience.
A friend of mine the other day was getting on famously in
The committee of five recently appointed by Post,ma ster
a stump speech. 'Gentlemen,' he shouted, 'a man is knmvn
General Hitchcock to secure efficient pneumatic tube. serhis works.' And he paused impressively . But a heckler
by
vice fo.r the New York postoffice department, recently witadvantage of the pause to yell: 'Then yours ml\st be
took
nessed a cinematogra ph demonstratio n of a practically new
works.' "
gas
a
idea, the possession 0£ the Internationa l Pneumatic Tube
transmission
rapid
of
and Tunnel Company. This means
"Can't you get any work?" asked a woman OT the tramp
of the mail consists of a car and tunnel. It is the claim of
the company that each car is capable of carrying 300 who had applied at the back door for food. "Yes, ma'am,"
who
pounds of first-class mail matter and 550 pounds of printed he replied. "I was offered a stea<ly job by the man
Mr.
"That's
house."
white
big
that
in
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the
down
lives
is,
plan
The
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"He
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What
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subway,
ure
in reality, a miniat
water,
feed,
cows,
seventeen
tracks, with a passageway between to permit repairmen to at four in the morning, milk
wal_k through it. The cars--clo.sed when en route- and rub down four horses, clean the stables, and then chop
either sin~ly or in train form, speed along under their I wood until it was time to begin the day's 1rnrk." "What
to
own electrical power and are controlled upon reaching the j' did he want to pay?" "I dunno, ma'am. I didn't stop
aaic.»
station by men who manipulate levera.
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OUR NEW FIVE-CENT. WEEKLY

"Moving Picture Stories"
A WEEKLY MACAZIN.E
DEVOTED TO PHOTOPLAYS AND PLAYERS
HANDSOME COLORED COVERS

32 PAGES OF READING

PROFUSELY ILLUS'rRATED WITH HALF-TONR PHOTOGRAPHS.
SIX SPLENDID STORIES IN EACH NUMBER.
MAGNIFICENT SCENES FROM THE PLAYS.
PHOTOS OF FAMOUS ACTORS, ACTRESSES AND DIRECTORS.
RIS weekly contains stories by celebrated authors, technical articles by the best authorities, biographies
of great perfQrmers, special art.lcles, jokes, poems, and, in short, everything likely to interest our readers.
Only the very best talent is employed. Only the very best pictures are used. No amount cif money, labor,
sk!ll or talent is spared. We mean to give you a wonderful value for your money. It is the lowest-price",
high-class magazine on the market to-day. You cannot fall to be Intensely interested in it.
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THEN TELL ALLY OUR FRIENDS ABOUT IT.

PRICE 5 CENTS A COPY
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OUT TO·DAY! - WRIGHT'S DESPERATE RESIS'l'ANCE.

OUT TO·DAY!

with anybody . Although supposed to be a desperate ma11,
Steadman employed him on account of his skill in handling <:attle. He, however, became careless of his d:.ities,
By John Sherman.
and on the 20th oi Macch, 1886, Steadman discharged
him . Eigh words followed, and the Mexican, drawing a
'fhe little town of Oakland, in Burt county, Nebraska, 42-calibre Colt's reYolver, shot Steadman through the head,
has been stirred up O>er the receipt of a lotter from a lally killing him instantly.
in Hartford, Conn., who claims to be the widow of Henry
Ualmly walking to the barn, near at hand, he selected
0. !;'.lteadman. Steadman was a wealthy 1ancher, highly the best horse, and, mounting, struck out in a southerly
r espected, with a wife and two children, and his lleath, direction. The intelligence of the shooting was imm..;ditwo years ago, was the first act in one oi the most remark- atoly carried to Oakland, and a large posse of mounted
able tragedies ever enacted in Nebraska. 'rhe Hartford men at once 8tarted in pursuit. They soon came in sight
lady, who signs herself Jane 0. Steadman, says she first of the Mexican, and when within rifle shot they opern;cl n
learned of his death a fow days ago hy accident, and she fusiilaclc on the fugitive, who, turning in his saddle, J·eis satisfied from his description that he was her hu~baml, turned the fire. His aim proved deadly, two of his .>lids
who deserted her and came vVcst several years ago. This taki11g effect. The leader of tlie party, ·M. P. Johnson,
th e people or Oakland are loth to believe, for Steadman foll from his horse, dead, with a bullet in hia brain, and
was one of the most popular men in the country, and a/ Charles Wasserman received a bullet in his leg. Tho purnumbcr of people shed their blood and even sacriftced ;;uers, howeYcr, still pursued him closely. Seeing tha.r
their Jives to avenge Steildrnan's death.
c;;cape was impossible, the cowboy, on reaching the barn
Among the e•nployes on Stcndlnan's ranch was a Mex- of Uharl0s Johnson, dismounted, and hcfore they could
ic:m cowboy variously known as .Johnson, Audcrso:rr nnd het in range, was safely inside. •In this frail but for the
Allen Wright. Ile was a type of hrs class--tall, bronzed, time being impregnable fortress, Wright made one of the
witl.i lang black hair, piercing black eye.:, a fearlc8s l'ider, rnost desperate single-handed fights on record. Knowing
and n dead shot. :Kothing particular was known of his thaL surrender meant instant and certain death, anil
previous bl.story. He came to Burt county with a drove amply supplied with ammunition and arms, he held at bay
of cattle from a New Mexican ranch. He was of a ,rn llcn, a crowd at times numbering 300 men.
taciturn disposition, and never engaged in conversation
Hardly ha.d he entered the barn when hia pursuera came
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within range, ancl, surrounding the structure, ·a deadly They had not a moment to spare, for hardly had they
fusillade commenced. The murderer _was armed with a applied the matches when three shots, fired almost simulrevol ver and a Remington rifle, and the cracks between taneously, struck the shed. The men, however, were in
the boards served as loopholes, through which he kept up the dark, and succeeded in safely rejoining their coma continuous and deadly fire. From both oubiide and in- panions. Then the firing ceased.
Presently a shot was fired from withhl the barn.
side i:l1e firi1;g became £urious. One of Wright's first shots
"Re has killocl. himself!" exclaimed several in the
brou~ht dowD the home of F . F . Falor. In quick succescrowd.
riders.
their
under
sion two other horses were shot from
'I'he flames spreacl rapidly up one side of the barn and
In a' rash moment the imprisoned man exposed himself
along the roof. The bellowing of the cattle :mu the neighand was shot through the leg.
From eight L'l the evening until tw(llve o'clock the :firing ing and plungin _g of th~ horses could be heard above the
was almost incessant. At midnight the bombaTdment was roaring and crackling of their burning prison. But there
suspended until morning, but no one slept. All through was no sound from the Mexican. The opinion rapidly
the night armed recruits from all parts of the county came gained ground that he had shot hi1nself, and several proto reinforce the besieger;;. Tlic crowd was uuder the posed that an attempt be me.de to enter the b11rn and save
direction of .the shc~riff, wh-0 disposed them so that every ·some of the live stock. Without taking th2 precaution to
keep out of the light which the other· two had done, tho
avenue of esc:.ipt: from the barn was watched.
crowd made a rush to vard the fire . 'fhey had pTOceeded
of
task
a
be
to
known
was
out
hin'i
stan·e
to
To attempt
which they bad
nrn11y days, o.s tlie barn contc1ined, beBidcs thirteen head of about half way when the side of the barn
fell.
ancl
tottered
facing
been
hor~es, am1 mul e», a number ol' mil.ch cows and hundreds
"Come 1a.ck! Corne back! There's the Greascri" shoutor chic.ke1:s. .i.ll lL:y the crowJs cirded anu smged about
several men in the rear.
ell
the
of
range
beyond
kee1{
to
careful
tbe burn, Lut wore
'l'bc tablean reYealed as the great framework crnsheLl to
!Iexic:rn's dcau ly rifle~ A wagon load of provisions arriYed during the morning, and commissary headquarters the gromJd :for a moUlent rooted the spectators to the spot.
mn-e flS(al;lld 1cd at the Johnson residence.· Although the On three sides ancl overhead were the roaring flames, and
furious iirii;g of tl1e previous e'Y'ening ·was not renewed, in the centre lay, or half reclin ed, the Mexican. Grasped
a numbol' of shots were exchanged and several of the be- in his right hand was the rifle which had done such deadly
work. His 1011g, matted hair hung across his face. He
siegers were. slightly wounded.
in the last agonies of suffocation. Simultaneously·
seemed
Upon tJ1e !ipl;roach of the night, as there was no moon
shout.-; of the crowcl he raised his head. With a
the
with
chance
all
prcyent
to
and the sky cloudy, it 1rns decided,
movement his leit hand swept the hair
uncertain
clazcc1,
on
haystacks
fire
to
darlrnes~,
the
in
escape
of Wright's
three sic.1 c3 of the l;ar.n. This, it was believed, would also· from his face . 'fhen, as if suddenly Tealiziug his surfurnisii an opporhinity to ignite i.he barn on the dark side roundings, riile in hand, he strnggled to his feet. .But as
in case, i.l:e priso:t,1Cr did not surrender. At ten o'clock be brought the weapon to h.is shoulder his wounded leg
the stao_:l,:s were :faed, allll the crowJ. awaitec.i developments. gav~ wny. Haising on his knees he once more lifted the
The priso11er, however, was still defiant, as was evidenced rifle, steadied hi1noelf for an instant and fired. Even in
bj shots from the barn "·heneTer any one approached the the death throes his. aim proved un eering, and a.s he £ell
forward on his fm1eral pyre one of the besieging party
stnwture in the light of 'the blnzing liaystac.:ks.
dropped to the earth.
A
.
barn
the
foe
to
decided
' Then it 'ms that it was
A hundred bullets answered the parting shot from the
considwas
it
as
but
fire,
the
start
to
,oluntcered
doccn
erecl highly desirnble to attract as little attention as pos- Mexican's rifle, .but the flames quickly hid his body from
siUe, it waB agreed that only two should go. Accordingly view. The tragedy was ended. Soon the barn was but
hi·o of the shrewdest men in the crowd, supplying them- a heap of ruins. The last victim of the desperado's aim,
sch·es with hay, matches, and a can of kerosene, started on Charles Wise, was carried to the farmhouse in a dying conthc l;c:i'i~ocis mission. At first they went directly .opposite dition . It was now daylight and search was immediately
from the barn i11 order to clecei ve the Mexican in ~ase he made for the M:exican's body. It was found in a large pile
should ·ol;serve them . To further distract his attention of oats. Both arms were burned off and a paTt of both
from them, just as the men were about to start the cTOwd legs. The crowd was bent on taking the corpse and feecibegan a rattling fosillade on the barn, and kept it up so j ing it to the hogs, but the sheriff finally prevailed on them
fiercely that it soumled us if a pitched battle were in to give up the idea and it was burieJ in a cont.iguo'.ls corn•.
field.
,
pi:og1·css.
__,_ _..,...,_ _,___
_
·
the
of
ltcaclLing a point several yards beyond the light
burning haystacks, the two men stole cautiously toward
The city of Vienna possesses what is perhaps the most
tl\e barn. It 1ras considered too great a risk, however, to
electric, or electrically lighted, fountain in
:r:eiparkable
arrived
safely
having
and,
itself,
attempt to reach the barn
at a long cowshed which joined it on the dark side, they existence. It is situated in the Schwartzenbergplatz.
poured the kerosene on several spots in the structure, and, Underneath the fountain in a huge cemented chamber are
laying bunches of hay Qeneath each of them, touched them placed twenty-seven reflecting lamps, capable of producing several different luminous and colored effects. The
off in quick succession.
iight is transmitted through the waters of the fountain.
the
moment
a
in
and
instantly,
up
shot
The flames
whole of the cowshed was on fire; The two men then The light power of the plant is equal to 900,000,000
·
started on a dea,d run back to the cam.P. of the besiegers. candlea.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
J ames Carr, twenty-one years olcl, is dead as the result
of one of the most peculiar accidents recorded in Philadelphia. Carr, John Conso<leck and James UcCafierey, all
friends, living at N o. 626 ~ orth Eighth street, purchased
revolvers one afternoon, and while examining them soon
after supper, the weapon in the hands of Consodeck ex~
ploded. T he bullet hit a large scar.f pin in Carr's necktie,
and, glancing oil', dropped to the floor. The stickpin was
driven through the neck of the youth and severed the
jugular vein. He bled to death before an ambulance
could reach the house. Consodeck fain led and was removed to the hospital before he was held for the coroner.
Bringing down a ,fleet-footed deer and chasing black
bears, Christy Mathewson, the famous pitcher of the ~ ew
York Giants, is having the time of his life in the Dismal
Swamp and along the sounds of eastern North Carolina.
)fathcwson is one of a party of camping hunters a few
miles above Newbern, K. C., where game is plentiful. A
message from the camp recently brings the news that
"Matty" brought down his first deer on Saturday, a big
buck. The party was in boats after wild ducks and geese
on Lake Drummond, when they saw the b uck. Ma thewson macle good, crippling the deer on the first shot and
ending its life with a second bullet.
Twice the party followed a bear's trail last week, but
failed to get within shooting distance. The hunting party
have shot large numbers of ducks and geese.
Attainment of a four billion dollar foreign trade by the
United States in 1912 will be one of the most noteworthy
facts for historians to record of the American nation at
the beginning of the new year. In announcing the t otals
of the export and import trade of the country fo r the ten
months ending with October, the Bureau of Domestic and
Foreign Commerce stated that the foreign commerce
vrnuld reach this enormous total bv the end of December.
Its highest former record was ..$3,G26,000,000 in 191 1. It
crossed the ihree billion dollar line fo r the first time in
1906 anc1 pagscd two billion in 1899. I mpor ts of the ten
months amonntccl to $1,511,000,000 and exports to $1,871,000,000 making it apparent that the imports of the
full year will approximate $1,800,000,000 and the exports
$2,300,000,000, totaling $4,100,000,000.
Harvard has the largest collection of cripples in its history-not as a result of football injuries, bu t of fraternity
and club initiations. The candidate is not allowed to
smile during the period o.f initiation, and ii a beam
spreads over his countenance he is compelled to "wipe it
off" bv brushinO' his face on the floor. He must salute all
memb.ers o.f the fraternity to which he aspires by thrice
falling prone upon the floor each t ime a member appears.
A favo rite performance is to balance a bucket of water
on the forehead and kneel while balancing it. A dousing
invariably results. Fraternity men are not e.llowed to

walk up stairs during. the initiatory period, but must crawl
up on their knees. 'l' hey lose their personalities and are
called by the name of " Dubb." As a t est of ingenuity and
endurance a long walk from a point about twenty miles
from H arvard square is prescribed.
A factory to produce artificial rubber has recently been
established at Ymuiden, the port at the mouth of the North
Sea canal. It is said that the company instituting this factory has succeeded in producing a substance 11aving the
qualities of rubber and also certain special advantages over
genuine rubbe!". The process is a secret, but the principal
ingredient of the product is said to be fresh sea fish, which
are brought to Ymuiden in vast quantities by the Dutch
fisling ileets. According to report, 15 to 16 per cent. of
natural rubber is added to the fish, and the result is a substance as flexible and elastic~ as 111bber, but much cheaperabout as 1.25 to 8 in price, compared with real rubber.
rrhe low price of this product will be caused partly by the
by-products which are possible, for it is said that much
albumen will be made from the fish and that half of the
factory is arranged for the manufacture of guano. It is
stated that this artificial rubber can be vulcanized in a
short time; that it is benzine proof and can resist the effect
of heat. At first sight the substance much resembfes real
rubber. A slightly fishy smell betrays the chief ingredient,
but it is explained that will be prevented by extracting the
fat of the fish.

A Yankee genius is proposing to raise the sunken
U. S. S. Yankee by means of empty barrels. "I'm going
to anchor I!lY schooner alongside," he says "weight down
a barrel and have a diver place it in the hold. Then
a derrick will pull 'the lead weight back up and another
barrel will be sent down. It will t ake two divers about
three we~ks t o get enough barrels in." "How do you
figure that you can get enough barrels into the vessel?"
inquired t he reporter of the New B€dford Evening Standard, skeptically. "It's extremely simple," he replied
rather disdainfully. " The displacement of the Yankee
was 6,225 tons. One of my barrels, or hogsheads, displaces
abou t sixty gallons of water. A ton of salt water is
217 .95 gallons. You can readily see that it will take less
than four barrels to displace a ton of water. I'm making
a liberal estimate and am calling it four. At that rate it
will require 1,556 barrels to restore the positive buoyancy
of the craft. From what I know about the interior of the
Yankee, I figure that I can get at lea.st 1,000 barrels into
her. It will be simple work fa.stening the other 556 to her
decks. It won't cost me $5,000 to do the whole thing,"
he estimated, after making a number of figures on a small
pad, " and there must be at least a half million dollars'
worth of good material in that craft." Work will be
started next week, he declared, and will be finished before
the year is ended. "Then you will see thit Y ll.Ilkee headed
for the nearest drydock."

so
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IN--fERESTING ARTICLES
CATAP ULT FOR AEROPLANES .
tm;mty years ago this animal was exempt from human
What narnl aviation experts tlecla~·e will make this a red persecution on account of its formidable strength. But
l etter day in the history of aviation was the successful test since the invention of the bomb harpoon, firr.cl from a
at Washington of a catapult device for laun<.:hing aero- gun and exploiling in the bea ' t's -vitalE, it has been hunted
plan es from t'attleships. The scheme, the invention ,of , as diligC'ntly as other whales, and steam whalers with exCnptain ·i .roshiugton I. Chambers, in charge of the navy plosive arrearnent are likely to make short work of the
aviation \rork, involYes the shooting of the aeroplane along greatest known inhabitant of the globe.
a steel pla11k by means of compressed air. On the plank,
R. Lydeklrnr says that in 1911 the total n u mber of
which is level and thirty feet long, 01e aeroplane sits on whales killed in the world wa rc<;konetl at 22,500, yieldtop of n car, whid1 drops under when the encl of the plank ing G20,000 barrels of oil valued at between $12,500,000
i:> reacheJ.
and $15,000,000. This was double the catch of 1910, and
Licnt. 'l'. G. Ellyson, m:yy aviator, had attained a speed that. for the current year is expected to exceed it by 10 or
of forty miles an hour when his hydro-aeroplane bad 15 per cent. The chief ficlcl of whale killing is now in
gone thirty i'eC't along H•c plank. Jie started his engine tbe ,,outlwrn herniFphere.
just a fraction of a second before the compressed air was
·when it is considered that arnYid cows and nursing
tu rned on. 'l'hc machine had started to rise before it left mothers are i11clucled in this wholesome slaughter and that
the plank. It wn;:; in a dea<l calm that the test was made. wlrnlcs breed very slowly, seld-0m bearing more than one
It is proposeu to construct launching devices on top of calf at a birth and requirin<Y twentv-frl"C vears to attain
the turrets of. 1.112 buttle:;hip:;;, one probably at each e~cl maturity, it is obvious that the wh~le population of the
of the vessel, ,o that an aeroplane may he started ofi m occ>an cannot long survive.
either direction.
PENNIES
T hat Americans nre careless of their small change is
evidenc ed by the fact that of the 150,000,000 pennies
annually sent out from the Philadelphia mint only a small
percentage are ever accounted for afterward.
It is thought that but a very small percentage 0f pennies lost in the sLrcets are ever foun<l, since they lack
luster and foil to catch the eye as docs a sihler coin. 'l'he
chances are that they are swept up with rubbish and so,
for the most part, lost as coins.
'Vhen the new Lincoln pennies were first placed in circulation, thousands w,ire used as souvenirs, never again
to find their way into general circulation. Hundreds
were gold plated und silvered to be used as cuff links and
stlck pins.
County faire and shows of various kinds mutilate thousands of pennies every year. At the fairs one may see a
machine that will flatten a cent and ut the same time emboss a souvenir view of the event.
Hundreds of thousands of pennies are carried out of the
United States by tourists, who leave them abroad. A
year or two ago one hundred thousand of them were
shipped to Cuban bankers and placed in circulation among
the laboring classes in Cuba. The American copper runs
a' close second to the pin, of which millions are lost every
year.
'l'IIE WHALE DOOMED.
The speedy extinction of the whaJc is predicted by the
Coast Seamen's Journal. 'rhe Greenland right whale has
already been practically if not totally exterminated. This
has been due to the fact that alone among the large whales
its range is restricted to the Arctic Ocean.
Of the rorquaJs th~ chief is the blue whale, the bulki~st
creature that has ever existed on this globe. Until about

AGAI N WAHNS lH:ITAIN.
Lord Roberts has written to the :M anchester Guardian
correcting certain mi:;coJ1ceptions that obtained currency
regarding his views as to imperial defcme, and at the
same time again vigoronsly pressing home his oft-repeated
warnings of Great Britain's unprcparednesb. He says, in
part:
"A moment's reflection will show the va~t differenec
between the position of Germany, with which I was dealing, and that of England to-day. 'Vhih; Germany, owing
to her rapidly extending population and vast ecouomi.c
development, is impelled to look for means of expansion
in a world which is already for the most part parceled
out, we, on the other hand, <lo not require or seek another
square mile of dominion.
"Our object must be to develop the rer,ourccs o"f our
empire commercially, industrially and socially. But in
order to be able to do so we must be in a position to defend ourselves su ccessfully against aggi;ession, and so to
temove the temptation which a wealthy bt;t ill-fated empire must always offer to n strong and vcrile people proucl
of its achievements und conscious of its fitness to .fill a
greater place amid the nations.
"My whole speech was directed, thcrefore--as are all
my efforts-to impressing upon m.y fellow countrymen the
terrible danger which is involved in the present situation,
in which we aloi1e find ourselves, as a irntion, untrained,
unorganized antl unarmed amirl a Europe in which 7very
-people, not only great. powers like Ra::;sia, Germany and
France, but the smaller states-Bulgaria, SeHia, Greece,
Norway, Sweden and Denmark-stand as armed natiom ,
providing a balance of forces which, while it strengthens
each one of them . physically and inrlustrially, makes fo r
peace &nd honor-or for the triumph 0£ the "right."

CHANGING MONEY TRICK nox.
With this trick box you can
make money change, fron1 a.
penny Into a dime or vice versa.
Alao make dlmea appear and <Ii~·
appear at your command. Price
lee. each by mail. postpij.ld.
'
ll. k LA""'G.
1815 Centre St., H'kiyu, N. Y.

Solid-breech
llammerless

INDIAN l!'.L"l'GER TRAP.
A couple can be joined
togethe1· and their struggle to be re\ea.ed only
lnalte s mattl)rs wor~rn. It
will hold them as tight
as a rat·trap, and the more tb ey try to pull
a way, tha tighter It gripa.
Our traps ara
extra long. Price, lOc. each;. 3 for 2Ge. by
mall, pol!tpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

e
~

~,;~~.22 REPEATER

TIIE JUM:t>ING BEAN.
The runniest thing
out!
You place them
In a plate, end the;r

~

:~~d~r~y wn~.p th ~ ,;,~~~
1

a$tonishlng a g I I I t Y.
'l' hese queer little fellows are cu"rnnteod to mystify the smarte•t
pro fesso1· by tbelr mys terious actions. Nobody
ca.n account for their tunny movements. :M:ore
fun than a circus 1 Get a few and watch their
ntrange jumps. Price, 5c. each, or 6 ror 25Q.
by mail.
M. O'NEILL, 425 W. 56th St.. N. Y.

Remin11ton-UMC-tho perfect ~hootiuc combination
299 Broadwa,, ~·" rork CJty

\'!,EMINGTON ARMS-UNlO.N METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.

BlNDOO FLOWER-POT TRICK
With thls trick you can malte a p1ant
grow right up In a tlower-pot, :>etor ~
the eyes ot your audien ce. At1 ordinary
empty earthen flower-pot b handed ''"'
the Spectators tor examination.
A
handkerchief Is then placed over It, and
you repeat a !cw magJc words, and
wave your wand 0·1er lt. When the
han(lkercblef is remov ed there l• a
beautiC~I
lllant, apparently In full
bloom. In the pot. Full directions with
eacb outfit. Pri ce, 15 cents by mail,
postpaid.
M. O'NEJJ,L. 42r. W. 5<ltb St .. N. Y.

SIDE-EJECTING,

HAMMERLESS

Sure SaEe Shooting for Man or Boy-And & Simple Rifle to Ce.re For
The Remington- UMC .22 Repeater is dfied, sighted and tested for
accuracy by expert gun8miths. It shoots as you hold. The simple, im·
p-roved safety '°'~ice on every Remington- UMC .22 repeater never fail•
to work . Accidental discharge is impossible.
.
The Remin11ton- UMC .22 Repeater is easily cared for. In taking
down, your fingers are you r only tools. The breech block 1 firing pin
encl extractor, come out in one piece-permitting the barr~l to ~bo •loued
frotn the breech.
The action bandies .22 short, .22 long or .22 long rille cartridS"•-azrv
or all lilt the same time without adjustment.

w
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NOISY IIANDKERCRmF.
A great deal or amusement
may be had with' this little
article. It lmitates the blow·
Ing of the nose e;<:actly excellt
thitt the noise is magnified at
least a
dozen times-, and
sound• llk.e tbe bass-horn Jn a
German band. This device le
11sed by simply placing it between the teeth
a nd blowlnl!;. r The harder the blow the louder
th e noise. Price, lOc. ea.ch by mail, nostpa.td.
WOLF1'' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26tb St., N . Y.

~.~~.~,,~~A?.!~R~!~ ·
audatlow 10 DAYS P'IUU! TAIAL.
IT ONLY COSTO pile cent to lean . .

" "'"'"'" Pf pricu aa.d waar1Jtl#Us •.l'lr~

OD highest Jr&de 1'13 model bleyc)ef.

FIFFL
Also known a.& a
Japanese buttertly. A
plea.sing 1 novol ty en·
closed tn an envelope.
When the envelope ls
opener! Fi(fl w l1I fly
out through the "ir

tor s e v e r a 1 ;irards.
Made ot colored paper

to represent a buttersix Inches wide.
Price, lOe.
M. O'NEILL, 425 W. 56th St., N. Y.
GOOD LUCK :tlANKB.
Orn&mental u well as uae!ul.
Mad• of h ighly nickeled brass.
It h•ld ·, just One DG!lar. When

f~~Tt~d;~nt~f ~~fl I t!~:.•ifCan Rbeem~~~J

as a ·wetohchn.rm. Money r-etunded If nGt so,tl1t1ed.
Price, lOe.
by mall.

L. !!enarens, 347 'IYln tllrop St., Rruoklyn, N. Y.

,

t:XCepLJOn.

~geye~;:1fl:i8p'Orti~'~r(I~~
1

aNy

to your toWD.

RIDER AGENTS

::rii~~:r:

llNEAD CYC:LI! CO., Dept. .!1181;

~e~l.s~:~~ :;g~v~~~~htc:r~~~ ~~~ lb~::i~ cg;~~~;~gi~~

OHICAClll

:rou want. Address CHAS. UNGER, Dept 6, al6 Union
i:;treet, Jersey City, N. J.

LOTS OF FUN FOR A DIME
Ventriloquist Do11blo Throat

Fit~

rno.f ot mouth; alw11ya invisible; grcnt~s t
th iJ1g yet. Astonish and mystify you r friends.
NciJrh like a horsf."; whine like a pum1y; sinK
like a cnnnry. :.>.ncl imitate birds o.nd beasts of
\he field nnrl foreS:1 . Loads of fun. WonUerf11l invention. Thouatmds sold. Price: only
lO t~ents: 4 for 23 ccntl'J, or 12 fo r 50 cen1s,,

w:,.a
.... Repeat:w..g
u, ... 11.l

LfQTIID
·il.J
.P'"TO
LJ
L

'Willi stop th.e mo1t TIC•
lou1 dog: (or 1111 .. n) with•
out permanent tnjary.
Per!eotly sate to carry wltbontdan11;er
va.riou1 brtcrht thllB. Then tt al owly opens nur
Of leakage. 11,lres a.nd recharges by
Into' vat ious •hapes oC exquisite flower•. They I Pnlllng tbe trigger. Loads fJ'om an y Llqnhl No
f
II
I
c th
. l.>
1 t
~a.r.ttlctge~ required. Over sir. shots in one lo~dina:.
!~u~Hl::ta. tocp\~~~<'~ tlte~i r~~keowform~ ' vPry I All dealen. or by ma.n, 50c. Pistol with i·ubbQr cov·
Small size, price ti cents; :nrge size, l O I ere<l bolster, .Ii.Sc, Hol•Ler• seriar&te, 10c. Mono:r
cu>.ta· a packo.ge, by mall, postpe.id
order or U. s. ot1W1pa. No aolnc.
1
X. o·~ 6i6 W. Ht.la St., N, 'X.
UUU, IT~$ 6 CO., 218 QEIHIA AWE., BBQOILJI, I. ..
8

i-oln~

mo:tiey cxhlbJtlug- and sellln&r our bicycles..
W• Sc»H chenpcr thau.OlDy other factol'J'lll
Tlr-lEQ, Co•11t•r-lilrak• r••r Wh••I-.
f&Jllpt. repatu and all sundries a·t hal/ uSUIJI ,lrldl.
00 Not Walt; write t•tiay for our sp«Jti#l 0§4r~

M us ta.ehes 15c. en.ch, 2 for 250.: full beards and side

thtt

t:P3a."· b·~~re 0~ne w 6~ i,~~
and it begin• to exuitn

.i'HJ't1nt

~:~\la: :~!t!!~J,o,./ul!j~!i!~,!!:~

FALSE
MUS1'ACHES,
DE ARDS, ETC.

.JAPANESE WAT:ER FJ,OWEltS
Without

a. pair of tires from
nmplc bicycle

Double Throat Co.Opt. KPrenchtown,N.J.
mo.et beautt!ul o..nd 1nte reatini: thing• on •h•
marke.r ,
They consl•t
of
a
do~en
11>rii;:a,
noatly dried-up
enca9ud
In handsomely decorat-

f ACTORY PRICESat~b1~;~!':
.lrlN

Almoat anyone ean learn It e.t home. Small
eo1\. Send to•day 2-cent stamp tor particulars
and proof.
O. A. SMITH, Room D6U -82&
Binlow St., Peorla, lit.

,
Is

TH~RA
,
.

.

REl'!EDY•eni
foyou Q~'ll'BEETBllr.,
Ii,
it curea, eond $1.00,; •lf not, doa't,
01Ye Pxpressoffice. Wr1h1 today. lf,L
Btorllao,837 Oblo .be.,Slda•JrO~

l\IYS'fERY, MAGIC A:r\'D F,UN.
Zf..0 Jolces a.nu H.ilJ(lles, 73 'l'o.asts,67 Parlor
'!'ricks. S l•'ort.nne ~l' elliug ~ecr~ts 1 61
Money-Mak:lng Secrets, Zi b'unu7 l\eo.dlngs. A.11 lOo.
Postpaid. CllA8. UNGER, SIG Union ~trae .t, Dept. 11,
Jeney\Jlty, ~. J.
.

CACHOO

on

SN1'1>ZUW POWDER.
The gronte•t !un•me.11:•1' ..
. . nem all. A sm'a.11 ameunt
ot this p&wder, when blowQ
in
o..
r<>om, will cau1e
everyone to 1moe7.o ,wltlleut
anyone knowing •here It
comes trom. It lo very light, wlll ti.at In tit.a
air !or some time. and penetrate every it•ol& ,..
and c•Tn"tr of a r6>om. It 1.s verfeottly harm...;.
!en.
Ca.c h eo le put up in bottleo, a.~d •a•
bottle contains enough td be u•ed trox:n ie te
H time•. Prlca, by mall, lOc. each; 3 for lie.
WOLFE NOVJCl.'.l' lL CO., .:w W. Z&tb lit., N. Y.

I
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PICK-Int-OUT
THE FINGER TilROUOB THE HAT.
PUZZLE.
Havlnll' borrowed a hat from
The head I• nnlahed In ~~ your friend, push your fi n:;cr
black Jape.n nnd In the I
through the crown o! it, a n d It
mouth la a hl !l'h ly polished ,
I• seen t o mo ve a bout. Though
steel ball
Tho puzzlo 18 Tery amusing to othe rs, the o wner or t n e hat
to pick ou't th e t al l Price I doos not see the Joke, but t hi nks It m eanness
lOc.; 3 for 25c. t)y mall; to destroy h is h a t ; y e t w h en il is r~turned it
postpaid.
Is perfectly unin j ur ed. P ri ce, lOc. eo.c n by ma!!.
WOLFF NO VELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.
M. O'NEILL.
423 W. 6Gth !It., N. Y.
JR.A VELLJNG JOKE.
Yo.rda u p on yards ot laughs.
VAXI!IHJNG CIGAR.
Don't ml•• ttl Everyone fall s for
this one. It c onelsta of a nice ll t This cigar 18 made !n
tle bobbin around which Is w ound
exact lmlta tton oC a good
a opool o! thread.
You pin the
one. It la held by n. rubber cord which., wi t h the
~~~bt~u~fdi~oth!n1dp~f 0 ~iie0 uih~~~~
attached aaCety p in, ts
through your button hole, then
faoten ed on the Inside o!

r

to a trlend, u It I• i~~u~ eteo" iie ~~=~. ~~e~Tft
IB•tantly dloappear.
Price, lOc. each by mall, poatpald.
U. F. LANG, 1816 Centre St., B'klyn, N . l:'..
1

0
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PIGGY IN A COFFIN.
LITTLE GIANT llllCBOSCOPE.
This ts o. wi ck ed pig that
Thls vower!ul litt le Instrument
died at an e arly age , and herels made o! oxidized m etal. It
he f; in his coffin ready tor
stands on two s.upports made
burlal. Th e re will be.. a great
1~!:,~£a{;c~~n~~\~~ ~~]e~t·~ ar~e
ma.ny mou rners at hla funeral,
tor thlo cotfln, pretty as tt
ma&nltled.
'.l'here Is a highook•, 11 verl. tricky, and the man w ho ~ets
powered 1en1 ot imported class
t open wlll eel real srtef. The coffin Is mode mounted In the circular eye-piece. It can be
ot metal, perfectly shope d nnd be a u tt!ully used to detect Impurities In liquids, tor exlotcquerell. The tri ck Is to open It to see the
1
0
0
pig. The man that tries It gets his fingers I ~ :1r!i o~s cl~l~~~· °Ca~O b~a.~:~reda.ni~ t~:c~e;~
a'nd feelings hurt, ancl ptg1ry comes out to pocket.
Price, Ge. each, postpaid.
punt at his victims. Tl•& .,Jbula.r end of th"
M. O'NEILL, 425 W. 56th St., N. Y.
Coffln, wh Jc h eve ryone (In Lry lng to open)
f,)resaes inward, contains a n~edle whi ch stabs
the vi ctim in his thumb or finger every tim e .
Thia 11 the latest and n. very .. Impressive"
SLICK TRICK PENCIL.
trick. It can be opened eaolly by anyone tn
This one Is a hummer! It t•
the secret, and a1 a neat catc h-joke to eave
to all appea.rance1 an ordinary.
but expenalYe lead pencll, with
rg~.r;•eJt t~~o2:>c~, ~~~~p;~d ~n~~~p~'o·:~ b;r~c:~
nickel trimmings. It your friend
pre11, 74c.
wants your pencil tor a moment,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W . 26th St., N. Y.
ha.nd It to htm.
When he attempts to write with It, the end
Instantly turns up, and he cannot
write a. stroke.
MAGIC DIE BLOCK.
Price, lOc., poatpa.ld.
A
wonderfully deceptive trick I A •olld
n. F. L.4.NG,
block, two t n c h e a
111111 C~ntre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
square, ls made to app ear and disappear at
IMITATION
FLIES.
pl e n.1ure.
B o rrowing
a hr.t Crom one o! the
Absolutely true to Nature!
J...
audience.
you place
dandy acti.rf -ptn and a. ratt ling good
the block on top. eliding a cardboard cover
jo!ce. It Is Impossible to d o thes e
(which ma.y be exnmt ncdl o•·er tt. At tho
pins justice with a. des cripti on. You
word ot command you llt:t the cover, the block
have to • e e them to understand how
I• gone, and the same lnsto.nt tt fall• to the
ll!ellke they are. When people s ee
floor, throug-h the hat. with a eolld thud, or
them on you they want to brush
Into oll9 ot the spectator's hands. You may
them otr. They wonder "why that
•&ry thla excellent trick by po.selng the bl ock
t\y otfcka to you'" ao persi stently.
throush a tabl e and on to the floo r be neath,
Thia ts the most realistic no velty a.ver
or through the lfd o!' a <leek tnto the drawe r,
put on the mnrl<e t. It Is a d istinct
etc. This trlclr never falls to astonteh the
o rnament tor an y body's n e cktie, and
spectators, and can be r e peated as l'Jften MS
a decided joke on thoee who try to
deatred.
Price, S5c., postpaid.
chase it.
c. B.l!."HR, 150 \V. 62d St., New York City.
Price, lOc. by mall postpaid.
WOLFF NOVEi.TY CO., 29 :W. 26th St., N. Y.

[\I
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BUBBLER,
T h e
greateat
Invention of the
age. The box
contains a blov1P I p e o! neatly
e nameled m e tal,
and ft ve tablets:
also printe d di•
r cc ttons tor play ..
ing num e rous
•cap-bubble sames, •uch o. Floatlng Bubb lee,
kepeaten, Surprise Bubbles, Double Bubbl ea,
'1'11.e Boxer•, Lung Teste r , Supported B u bbl e•,
J\o!Unc Bubbles, Smoke Bubble • . B o unclnc
Bubbleo, and many oth e r s. Ordino.ry bubb lel>lowlnp:, with a. pipe and soap water, are not
In It with this scientific toy.
It produces
larger, more beautiful and stroni;er bubbl es
than you can ge t b y the ordinary m e thod.
Th• &ameo a.re Intensely In t cr~sttng, too.
Price, Uc. by mall.
H. F. LA.."70, 181(1 Centre S t ., D'lclyn, N. l:'..
!tAHST GU..."iT Tll'EWRIT.ER.
It ts st r on & I Y
mad e, but s hnple
in con s t r uction, 50
cha t a ny ono c n. n
qul clcly leo.rn t o
oyerato it, n. n d
u rl t e n s r 1-tplc1 ly as
they wouJ d w t th
p en nnd lnl.:. 'l' hd
let tc·r s ot the ~ 1Phabet most frequently used bein g s o g r oupea
&a t.O onablo one t..o wrlt.e n wh.Jl y; th o n uwcra.la,
1 to 10, and th e punctuatio n 1nn rks l" ctn6 t o•ether. With this mach ine YO\,l c:::i.n ~ en l l etteN, address envelopes. 111 0.ke out bf 1l!I. a nd
do almost any kind ot w o r k n o t req ull'i n g n
large. expensive machine. W ith ooch t y p e ..
writer we send a. tube of Ink :i.n <l full l nsrro ct.lona tor ustnrr tho machine. F rlco c o n::.plct~.
• ..t..00, by exprt"i.s.
WOLFF NOVELTY co~ 29 w. 2Glh St•• N. l'.

: .,: :;

SLIDE TUE PENCIL.
T he p encil that keepa them

1

0

l

Ono o! the most pecu liar and mystifying
pens on the market. It requ ires no Ink. All
y ou h a ve t o tl o Is to dt p it In water, and it
wOI write fo r nn Indefi nite p eriod. The s e cret.
c a n o nly be lea rn<'d b y p r ocuring one. and you
can m a k e i t a. 1rnur ce o f both pleasure and
a.muse m ont b y c la im in g t o y our friends what
lt can do and th en d eimonstrating the !act.
Moreover, it ts a g ood p e n , tit for practical uso,
and will neve r teak ink Into your pocket, u a.
detective founto.ln p en m ight do.
Price, lOc. each by mall.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

I

;,:~~ :1··.,'.;;-:r !ll %~/".'.:~

Enouch said I Get one I Price, 12c. ea.ch, by
1nail. .Poata&'e atampa taken •&me a.:1 monoy.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

NEW TEN-CENT FOUNTADi PEN,

::'.~·;::;
,::~~
.:~'
cil, but wh e n your victim starta

to wr!te with it-preato ! the
lead dl•appeara. It la 80 constru c ted that the el!ghtest pressure on the po.per ms.kea the
load slid e Into the wood. Very
funny an d o. practical joke.
Price, lOc. en.ch by mail, postpaid; 3 tor 25c.
H. F. J, ANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

.
1

BLACK-EYE JOKE.
New and' amualng joker. The
victim Is told to hold the tube

,

to r em o ve t h e tube until pictures

~\~ (1ghot ~~~r:yteh:ob:~k,10anedci~~~
9

fg Pl~~~t!nt~~epi~~~;~~· h;nw~ftyir~~

celve the fi nest black·eye you ever
saw. We furnish a small box ot
blackening preparation with each
tube, so the j oke can be u•ed InJ
deflnttely. '.rhose not in tho trick
wlll b e caui;ht every time. Abso ..
~utely harmless.
Price by mo.11 Uc. ea.ch;
·~ for 2Gc.
I WOLFF NOVELTY· CO.,
29 \V. 26th St•• N. Y.
- ------- PIN MOU SE.
It Is made ot cut metal and
· · has the exact color, shape and
size of a ltve mouse. PJnned on
(
your or somebody elae's clothe•
•
wtll han a atartl!ng effect upo,;
the spectators. The screaming
fun had by this little novelty, e•peclally Jn the
I presence of ladles, Is more than can be Ima gt ned. Ir a cat happen• to be there, there'•
no o ther r un to be com par ed with tt.
Prlce, lOc. each by m a !!, po1tpald; s tor 25c.
H. 1''. L A.. .,G, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. l{.
·Tr.ICK- c 1G'Aii.ETTE BOX_ _ __
- •
•
T h is one te a corker! Get a
b ox ri g ht away, It you we.nt t o
have a ba rrel of joy. H e re' s t he
secret:
It look s ltke an ord 1nary r ed box of Turkish clg o.r e ttes. But it contains a trigge r. und er which you pl ace a
p a.p er cap. Offe r your frJ e ntl a.
sm ok e and he r a ises th e li e! o!
th e b ox. That ex pl odes the c ap,
a nd f f you are wise you will g t t
out of slS"ht with the box befo re
h o i;ets OYPr thinking he wa.
THREE COIN RECISTER BANK
shot.
Price, 15c.. p ostpr.ld.
One of l:.test and best C. BEHil, JGO \~62<1 St., New.,,,.Y ork <' 11 •·.
nov el ti PS on tbe market. H
ad ds and register s Nickels,
LIGHTNING T.RICK BOX.
DlmeA and Quarters put
A startling and pleasing lllu·
thTOu gh the same slot. It
bolds coins t o tho am ount.
sl o n ! ' "The w ays of the w orld a ra
of 'fen Dollars, and tben
devi ous," say s .Matthew Arno ld,
opens It self o.utom a.tlcal ly.
but t h e wa ys o! th e Lightn ing
One lcYer notion docs a.11 the
'Tdck Box w-hen properly h a ndl ed
WC\rk.
Ot her banks ~nly
are admitted to be puzzli ng and
bold one k ind c1 coi n,
wberons t hte one t akPs three
~~~e~t~~~ y;uoru r:~e~ds0 ~th:re1t 111~
· 1:1nds. The •hree coin bank
full of ni ce c a ndy.
R eplace th&
ts ll:indsome ly !lnlsbed, ts
lhl , w h e n you ca n s ole m nly ns!-u t o
gnnran t eed meoha.nlcally perfc!}t , o pe rates l'." ith ea.5e yo ur frie n ds t ha t you can in stantl y e rn pty t h &
a.nd accuracy, n.nd docs not ge t ou t. of order.
b ox in th eir prP, scnce w ith ou t open in g it: and
Price. by cx1»re •1 1 St.OO
t a kin g ofl'. th o Jld agai n, sere e n ou g h the candy
h a s dlsappc a r e<l .
Or yo u can ch a n ge th&
II. 1r. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. ¥.
ca nd y in t o a p leco of money b y follo w ing the
dire c tl on.3 S('nt w it h ea c h bo x . 'l' h is Js tho
n ca t(' s t a nd lJcst ch eap trick e ve r h 1vented.
RUBBER TACKS.
Price, only 10r. ; !} fo r 2;:;c . , malled, postpaid.
They com o clx tn a box.
M. o·;•.rnJ L l •• 4~() w. uGtlt St ., N. Y.
A w on d er ful i mi tat ion ot
th e r eal ta ck.
.M ade of
WHIST LEl ' lIO::-<E
rubb e r. Th e '>ox In w hich
they co m e ts th o o rd Jno.ry
Tl1ls is . one or tho
t uclt box. T h is Is a g r eat
g re atest musi cal
inp a rl or en tertainer and you
s t r umen ts e ver 1n vcnt ..
can pl a y o. lo t of t r lcl<S
l!d. I t fs m ade ~nt ir el y
Tv it h the t ack s . P !acc them
or me t a l and is ~ l mo!i t
in tho pa lm or you r han d,
h w lsJ b lo whe n Ju u se.
pr,lnt Ul"Wnrd.
Tt1cn sll\p
With tt . 111 a ! e 1\· mnt he ot h e r hanrl on•T the
m
cn 'J, you ca n lear n
t acks an d Jt ·wlJI stem O!;
to p la y all k ind ~ o t
It you are co mmi t t i n g suicide.
Or you cn n
s ho w th e tacks and t h e n put th e m t n you r I ~~~~~f1.l~~~~ ~~~e n~~k!u~cim~ 1 ~~~~e;,11 ~""~~r~~
m out h a nd c h e w th em. m a king be ll e..-e you f o1· eithet· son g o r pia no aC' c ornpa
nl nv~n t o r
h a ve swall vwed t hen1. Your f rJ ends w ill thin k
:y o u are a m agician.
T he n , a .;aln, you can Py it~el f a.l o n e. You pine ~ t h e whl etle phon e
ex hibit the ta cks an d th en q u ick ly p us h o ne in t he 1nou t h with ha.If ci r cle cu t. p la.C'c en d
I tn y ou r cheek or som ebody o lee 's c h eek a nd or H•nguo to ro u nrJ ed part and blow ~e n t l y
, th ey " _·tll. shri ek wi t h fea r. A bsolu t ely h a rm- n~ Jf l o coo l th e lips. A fa w tria ls will cn a ..
le ss and a v .:i ry pr uc t lcil.l a n a fu n n y j ok e. b it: one to pl ay n.ny tun~ or a ir.
l'dce 6 c ont1-1 " .,.A·il Uy m al l, p r1•; t - rrn. I C
Pri ce by mat ~ . lOc. a box o! 6 ta.ckn ; a for 2.;c.
"\>\'OL.F.l,. NOVJ::L'. l'l'. C'O., lll) w. ~Gll.J. St., N. l'.. O. DJ.::.lllt, 16U W. G2cl St., Now i'ork (;117,
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NAPOLEON'S ORACULl ~J A...'.U
DREAM BOOll..-Coot&lolnc the creat oracle
ot human de•tlny; alao the true meantnc ot
almo•t an7 kind ot dream•, toa-etber with
charm•. ceremonie•. and curtou1 game• of
card a.
No. I. HOW TO DO TRICKS. -The creat
book ot mactc and card trtcka, contalntnc full
tnatructlon on all the leading card trick• ot
the day, also the moat popular magi c al lllualon1 aa performed by our leading maglclana;
ev~%. bl.y ·~~4$ o:~&l~tiR?f.:__~~!hl:r:.'.oo~;.d
wtl ea ot fttrtatJon are fully explained by thia
Jt t tie book.
Bealdea the vartoua method• of
o a. ndkerchtet, fan, •love, paraaol, window and
h a t ftlrt&tlon, It contalna a tull ll•t ot the
lansuase and aenttment of nowera.
No. •.
HOW TO DANCE le the title of
lhla Uttle book. It containa full lnatructtona
In the art of danclns, etiquette In the ballroom and at partle1, how to dreaa, and full
dlrecttona tor callln• ott ln all popular aquare
dancH.
No. II.
HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete sutde to love, courtahlp and marrlase,
stvtns 1en•tble advice, rule• and etiquette to
be ob••rved.
No. I . HOW TO BECOH.11: AN ATHLETE.
--Glvtn.s tull tn1truct1on tor th• u1e ot dumbbelJa, Indian cluba, parallel bara, horizontal
bara &nd vartou1 other method1 of developln•
a 1rood, health1' muacle; oontalnln• over 1txt1'
llluatratlona
No. 'f. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handaomel1' tlluaLrated and contalntnc tull tnatruo·
t1on1 tor the manasement and traintnc of the
canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, par-

oq~':,~· rr~j;Jt'io BECOME .&. VENTRIL04Ul8T.-By Harry Kennedy,
Every lntelllsent bo7 readtn• thl• book of tnatrucUona can
mutor the art, and create any amount of tuD
for hlmHlf and friend•.
No. lt. HOW TO BOI.-The art ot aeltdeten1e made eaay.
Contatntnc over thlrt1'
llluatratlona of IJUarda, blowa, and the dltrerent poa:tttona of a soo4 boxer.
Every boy
•hou ld obtain one of th••• u1eful and ln1truot1ve booka. aa It wtll teach you how to boz
without an lnatructor.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
-A mo•t complete little book, containing full
dfrectfon1 tor wrtttnc love-letter•, and when
to u1e them, ctvtns 1pectmen letter• tor
young &n4 old
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
LADIE8.--0lvlnc complete lnetructlona tor
wrttlnc letter• to ladte1 on all aubjecta; alao
lette r• of Introduction, note• and requeata.
No. 18. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF
ETI QUETTE.-Jt la a great lite aecret, and
<"nf' th&t every youns man de•lrea to know all
about
There'• happlneaa In It.
No. 1'. HOW TO HAKE CANDY.-A cQmplete hand-book tor maklnc &II kinda ot
eaN!~· ita.•-uoa~, .:r,ru:&~c~;:~c\;'E~l:flr:i(jL,

· -One of the brt•hte1t and moat valuable
Uttle book• ever •1ven to the world. Everybody wtahe1 to know ·how to become beautiful. both male and female.
The 1ecret 1•
•lmple, and almo1t coatle••·
No. H. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PA.RTY.-A complete compendium ot
•amM, 1port1, card dlver1ton1, comlo reottatlona, etc., auttabl• tor parlor or drawln•room entertainment.
No 11. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The
moat complete huntln& and ftshlng guide ever
publ11he4. lt contain• full ln•tructton• about
~na. hunting doca. tr&pe, tre.pplng e.nd ftehtopther with 4e1crtpt1on of same and

9.t

Ne. H. HOW TO DO SECOND 8JGHT.H11l1r'a Moond alcht explained by hi• former
aulatuat, J'rod Hunt, ;Jr. Explalnlnc how the
. .-..t •1atosut1t• were carried on between the
maglotan uad th• boy on the etace; alao clvlng all the cod•• and alcnala.
Ne. II. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.Thia little book gtT.. the explanation to all
kinda of dream., tocether with lucky and

un~.;:k~.~a~OW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
OENTLEKEN.-Co talolnc full direction• tor
w~t~~\1r ifo'We~onnE"c~~~u~~~AST.-

Contalntng full lnatructlona tor all kinda of
aporta and athletic exerclaea. Em-

~mnaatlc

r~c~~\e.th~~-ff!'To1~o~~t~".Ui. AND BUILD
A BOAT.-Fully lllu•trated. Full lnatructlona
are elven In thle llttl• book, together with ln •tructlon1 on awlmmtns and riding, companion
ap o rta to boating.
No. n .. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
B ~: C ITATION8.-Contalolnc the moat popular
1el ectto n1 In u••· oomprlalna Dutc h dialect,
French dialect. Yankee and Irlah dialect
piece •. together with many standard readtnaa.
No II. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.lCveryone 11 de1lrou1 ot knowing what h11
tuturo Ute will bring torth , whether happtnea1
or ml••rJ', wealth or poverty.
You can tell
by & glaooe at thl• little b ook.
No. ff. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.
- Every boy ebould know how tnventton1 orlclnat ed. Thia book explain• them all, clvlnc
exampl•• In electricity, hydraullca, macnett1m optlC8, pneumatlca. mechanic•. etc.

!So. ao. UO\\ TO COOK.-On• ot the moot
tn1truct1ve book• on cooktnc ever publlahed.
contalna rectpea tor cooktnc meau. nah.
game, and oyater1 ; alao plea, pudding•, cake•
and all kl,nds of paatry, and a srand collection ot re'!lpea.
No. 81. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.
- C ontaining fourteen lllu•trattons, glvtna the
diffe rent p osttlona requlalte to bec ome a wood
•Peaker reader and e1ocutlon11t.
Al10 con·
talnlng gema trom &11 the popular author• ot
pro•e and poetry.
No. 82. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Contaln lng
the rqles and etiquette ot sood 1oclet7 and
the eaele•t a.nd moat approved method• ot
appearing to good advantage at parttea. ball•,
the theatre, church, and tn the drawtna-room.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAM:ES.-A complete and u•e! ul little book , LO ntatntna the
rule• and regulation• of billtarda, b&ptelle,
backgammon, croquet, domtnoe•, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.
-Containing all the leadtna c onundrum• ot
the day, amu1ln• riddle•. curtou1 catc hea and
witty e&ylnga .•
No. 88. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OW1'
DOC'rOR.- A wondert'uJ book, containtna uaetul and prac ti c al Information tn the treatment
of ordinary dtaea1e1 and ailment• common to
every famlly . Aboundlnc In uaeful and etTectlYe re.ctpea tor ceneral complaint•.
No. 89. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, rOULTBY, PIGEONS AND RABBITS. - A uaetul
and tn1tructl ve book. Handsomely lllumtarted.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.
-Includ1n& hint• on how to catch m o lea,
wea1ela, otter, rat•. aqulrrela and bird•. Al•o
how to cure 1ktna. Coptoualy l1lu1trated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
MEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Contalnlnc a great •o.rlety ot the late1t joke• uaed by the mo•t
tamoue end men.
No amateur m1n1trel• I•
complete 1 without thta wonderful little b ook.
No. U.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
8TUMP SPEAKER. - Contalnlng a •arled aaaortment ot atump •peeche1, Negro, Dutch and
Irtah. Alao end men'• joke s .
No. 48. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIA!( .
-Containing the arandeat a•sortment of magical Uluelona ever placed before the public.
Alao trick• with card•, incantations, etc.
No. « .
HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUM.-A grand coUectton o f Album Vene•
1ultable tor any ttme and o c caet o n; embracing Lines of Love, Afl'ec tt on , Sentiment, Humor, Re1pect, and Cond ol en ce; aleo Veraea
Suitabl e tor Val e ntine• and Wed d lnK•·
No. 411. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK HINl<TREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK. -Somathtng new and very Instru c tive.
E"Tery bo7
ahould obtain thl1 book. a1 It c ontain• full
tn1truct1ona !or organizing an amateur mtnatrel troupe.
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.- A desc ripti o n of the wonderful
uee• of electri c ity and elec tro magnetism; together with tull tnatructton1 for maklna Electri c Toya, Battertea, etc. · By Geo rge Trebel,
A. M. . M. D.
Containing OTer fifty tlluatraUon1.
'
No. 48.
HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
CANOES.-A handy book tor bo:r•. contalnlns
full dlrectton• for con1tructtng canoe• and the
moat popular manner of 1atllng them. Fully
tllu•trated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Gl•ln11 rulea
tor conducting debate•. outltne• for debate•.
queatt ona tor d11cuaaton, and the be•t 1ource1
tor procuring Information on the que•tlon•
elven.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND
ANJMALS.-A valuable book, !l'l•lng lnatructlon1 In collecting, preparing, mountln&' and
pre s e rving birds. a.nlmala and Insect..
No. n.
HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
CARDS.-Contalnln g explanatio n• or the general prin c iple• ot aletght-of-hand applicable
to card trick•; of c ard tri ck• with or<1lnar7
card•. and not requlrlns 1lelght-of-hand ; ot
trick• Involving alelght -of-hand . or the uae of
1peclally prepared card•. Illuatrated.
No. 112 . HOW TO Pl, AY CARD!IJ. -GITlnl'
the rule• and full direction• for playtnar
Euchre, Cribbage, Caalno, Forty - t'lTe, Rounce.
Pedro San c ho , Draw P oker, Au c tion Pitch , All
Four•. and many other popular gamea of
card a.
No. 15ll. HOW
TO WRITE LETTl!lRl§.-A
wonderful little book, telling you h o w to
write to your aweetheart, your father, m o ther,
atater, brother, empl oyer; and, In fact , eTer1'body and anybody you wlah to write to.
No. 114. HOW TO KEEP AND KA1'AGE
PET8.-Gtvlng complete Informatio n a1 to the
manner and methed of ratstng, keeplna, taming, breeding, and manactna all kln<11 of petl:
alao l(lvlng ful. tnatructtona for maktnir cawea.
etc.
Fully explained by twent7-el.1Jht llluatratton•.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS A10>
COINS.-Cont&lnln!I ' valuable lntorma\lon rel'&rdtng the collecting and arranging of
1tamt>• and coln1. Handsomely tllustrated.
No. 56.
HOW TO BECOME A]!( . ENGINEER.-Contatnt ng full tnatructlone how to
become a locomotive engineer; also direction•
tor bulldtng a model loc omotive; to aether
with a tu11 de1crtptlon ot everythlnc an enl'lneer 1hould know.

No. 80. HOW '1'0 BECOME A l'UOTOGftA•
Pll.ER.-Contalnlng useful tntorma.tton recardtna the Camera and how to work It. al~.:>
how to make 1-'hotographtc Magic Lan t ern
Slide• and other Tran1panrnclea. H andsom elY
lllu1trated.
Nu. It. HOW TO BECOMK A WKST POl~T
MILJ'l'AJH' C'ADET.-Explaln• how to ga\o
admittan c e, coun• of Stt1<.ly . b':x a mlnatlo na,
Dutle•. Starr of um c ers, 1 ~0 11 G u ard , i-' 11
ReKu latlon•. Fire Department. and all a buy
•hould kn o w Lo be a c adet. By Lu Senarena.
No. 111. HOW TO Bt:CO~IE A NAl.AL
CADl:!;T.- C o mplete lnatru c tlone or how to
wain adml••ion to the Annapolis Naval Academ1.
Al•o co ntaining the c ourse or Instructi on, de• c rlptl o n or groun<1• and buildlnp,
hl•torlcal 1ketc h. and everything a boy shot#.
know to be co me liln omcer tn the United S t &tea
]'(aT7. B7 Lu Senarena.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKK EL1':CTRICAL
MACHINES.-Conto .lnlng full direction• tor
makln&' elec ,rical machine•, Indu c ti o n coll•,
dynamo•, and many novel to71 to be worked
b7 elec trlclt7. BJ R. A. R. Be11net t. Fu ll y 11luatrated.
No. Oi. HULI>OON'S JOK1':S.-The moat
ortaln•I joke book ever publtah ed. a nd It 11
brtmrul of wtt and humor.
It contain• a
larae c o ll e ct ion ot song1. joke•. co nundrum•,
etc., of Terrence Muldoon. the great wit, llu·
morl1t, and practical joker of the day.
No. ISO. HOW TO DO l'U:Z:ZLl!:S.-Contatn tna o•er three hundred tntere•tlng puzzles r
co nun<1rum1, "tth key to •an1e.
A c·o mo l8'.

It

boN~. ~~~· ll1<>~rtii DO ELECTIU(' AL
THICK.S.-Contalnt ng a large collectton or ln1tructlTe and hJK"hly amusln& electric a l trick•,
toaether "Ith tlluatratlona. By A. Ande1·111n'l.
N ... 08 HOW TO DO CHEMICAi. Tl<' ~
•
-Contalnln& over one hun<1red hlgh 1· ~
in& and fn1tructlve trick• with chem
A. Ander1 on. Hand•omely llll;Jstral
!(o. II~ . 110\V TO DO SLt;HJllT-Contalnlng OTer nfty of thf' late'
trick• u1ed bJ ma&"lclana. Also cor'
•e c ret o f •econ<1 sight. Full7 tilt·
No. ii.
HOW TO UO M '
TlU(' KS.-Contalntng complete ln
performing OTer alxty Meehan
Full7 lllu1trate<1.
Ko. n.
HOW TO DO SIXTY
WITH CARDS.-Embracln1 1 all of th
and mo•t deceptive card tricks. with
tratton•.
No. 7a. HOW TO DO TRlCKS WITH :o;l ' hBERS.-Showtng many curious tri c ks with
nwu re1 and the magic or numbers. Ry A . Anderao n . Full7 lllt1Btrated .
Xo. 74. HOW TO WRITE l, ETTt; ltS 00ftRF.CTLY.-Contaln lng full lnst rn c tl nn s for
writing lettera on almost any s ubJer t . also
rule• ror punctuation an<1 compos ltl fl n with
1

•P~.,C~'.7'1e~~ let\~~~ TO BRCOME A co:--.ll'RF.ft.
- C ontaining tri cks with Domin oes . Dice,
Cupa and Balle. Hata. etc. Embra ci n g thlrty1lx lllt1!tratt o n1. Bv A. And~rson .
l'o. 7ft. HOW TO TEU. FOHTl ' :o;t:s RY
THF. HAND. -Contalning rules ror, t e llln s
f o rtune• b1 the alc1 of llnes of the h a nd . or
the ae c ret of pa\mJstry.
A110 the s ee r f' t ot
te1llns ruture eTents by aid or m ole marks,

ecNt~: e,t{ ~i~v;ra+<f · DO FORT\' rt!H ' IUI
WITH CARDS. - Co ntalnlng d•cep th·e Card
Trkk• a• performed bv lea<11ng con j 11 r 1 · r~ and

m~~cl~;.•· HOW TO DO Tll E BLACH. \RT. Co nta.lnlnll a complete des c ripti o n o f 1h t" 111 .v •te r te• or Magic a.nd Slelght-of-Hand. l og-e ther
with many w o n<1erful experiments
fh A.
A n<1era o n
lllu•trated .
Ntt. 79 HOW TO BF.C'OMF: A:o; AC'TOH .Co ntatnlnw complete Instructions h o w to mRk•
up for Tarlo u• charac ters on the s taJit'e . to11ether with the lluttea er the Stag"e Man a ,c:er,
Prompter S c"'!nle A rtlst and Pro p e rty Ma n.
No. 80 Gl' S Wll.LlA~tS' JOICtr. BOOl{ . Co ntatnlns the lateet J o ke•. an e <·d ot e s and
runny •torte• o r this worlc1-renown e d German
eome<11an.
Sixty-tour page•; handsome c o lored coTer contakllng a half-tone photo of
the author.
l'fo. 81. HOW TO MESMF.RIZE.- rontalntns the moet appreTed method• of m e smerlam:
al10 how t o cure all kinda of d lse ases hy
anlmal magnetism , or magnetic h e aling.
By
Pro t. L e o Hugo Ko(!h. A.C.S . . auth or or "How
to Hrt>n o tlze.•· etc.
l'fo. 81
HOW TO DO PALMISTR\'.-Con talnlnar the m oat approved meth ods of readIns th, llnea on the hand. toA'ether with a full
explanati on of their mean Ina.
A !so pxplalntnar phrenology , and the keJ tor tellin g character b 7 the bump• on the head.
By Leo
HUli'O K o ch , A.C.S. Fully lllustra t e d .
No. 81 HOW TO HYPNOTIZF:. - r o ntalntns
Talt1able and ln1tru c tlve Information r e ~ftr<1lnv the • c lene• of hypnotism.
Als o e xplain~
lnw th .. m o1t approved meth od! whl C' h are
emplo1ec1 b7 the leading hypnotists or the
world. BJ' Leo Hugo K oc h . A.C.S.
l'fo. 84. HOW TO BF:COMF: AN Al.TllOR.
- Containing Information regarding c h oice ot
•ub.1 ects. the u•e of worde and the m a nner of
preparing and submitting manus c ript.
Al10
containing T&luable tntormatton as to the
neatnees, legibility and gener•l composition of
manu•crtpt.
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